Welcome to the Fifth Annual
Hawaii International Conference on Education

Aloha!

We welcome you to the Fifth Annual Hawaii International Conference on Education. This event offers a rare opportunity for academics and other professionals from around the world to share their broad array of perspectives. True to its primary goal, this conference provides those with cross-disciplinary interests related to education to meet and interact with others inside and outside their own discipline.

The international attendees to this conference bring a variety of viewpoints shaped by different cultures, languages, geography and politics. This diversity is also captured in the Hawaii International Conference’s unique cross-disciplinary approach. The resulting interaction energizes research as well as vocation.

With Waikiki Beach, Diamond Head and the vast South Pacific as the backdrop, this venue is an important dimension of this conference. For centuries a stopping place of explorers, Hawaii has historically been enriched by the blend of ideas that have crossed our shores. The Hawaii International Conference on Education continues this tradition in the nurturing spirit of Aloha. Along with its ideal weather and striking beauty, the Hawaiian Islands provide natural elements to inspire learning and dialogue.

The 2006 conference was a great success. We hosted more than 1,350 participants representing more than 40 countries. Thank you for joining the 2007 Hawaii International Conference on Education!

The 2008 Hawaii International Conference on Education will be held January 5 – 8, 2008 at the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa, and the Hilton Waikiki Prince Kuhio. Please check our website in early April for more details!

http://www.hiceducation.org/
E-mail: education@hiceducation.org
Phone: (808) 949-1455

The Proceedings Publication can be found on the CD ROM (ISSN #1541-5880).
Registration Hours:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 5, 2007 (Friday)</td>
<td>10:00am - 8:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 6, 2007 (Saturday)</td>
<td>7:00am - 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 7, 2007 (Sunday)</td>
<td>7:00am - 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 8, 2007 (Monday)</td>
<td>7:00am - 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 9, 2007 (Tuesday)</td>
<td>7:00am - 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Registration Desk is in **Salon C of the Kona Moku Ballroom**, 3rd Floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa)

Concurrent Session Times:

8:00 – 9:30 AM; 9:45 – 11:15 AM; 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM; 1:15 – 2:45 PM; 3:00 – 4:30 PM; 4:45 – 6:15 PM

Session Chairs are asked to:

- Introduce the participants.
- Start and end the sessions on time.
- Lead discussions. It is up to the Session Chair to decide if questions and answers will come after each paper or if questions and answers will come after all of the papers of the session are presented.

All participants of each of the sessions should feel free to consider themselves as discussants.

Poster Sessions:

All Poster Sessions will be held in **Salons A & B of the Kona Moku Ballroom, 3rd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa**. Presenters will be able to meet one-on-one with interested participants for detailed discussions regarding their research. Tri-fold presentation boards, easels with flipcharts, and tables will be provided for the presenters.

The poster session scheduled for Monday, January 8th from 3:00 – 4:30 PM will consist of presenters that did not register or confirm their attendance by December 2nd, 2006.

Internet Access:

Limited Internet access will be provided in the registration room on the 3rd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa. There will be a very small number of laptops provided by the conference for Internet use. Please limit use of these computers to 15 minutes.

**If you have your own laptop with wireless Internet capabilities**, you will be able to pick up our wireless signal in and around the registration room. The wireless Internet SSID is “HIC”.

Please note that **Internet access is NOT provided** in any of the presentation rooms.
Breakfasts - Four breakfasts are included with your registration:
(Conference Badge is required for Breakfasts)

All breakfasts will be held at the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa
1/6/2007 Saturday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM Salons A & B and Leahi Ballroom
1/7/2007 Sunday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM Salons A & B and Leahi Ballroom
1/8/2007 Monday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM Salons A & B and Leahi Ballroom
1/9/2007 Tuesday 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM Salons A & B and Leahi Ballroom

Additional breakfasts are available for $25 each at the registration desk.

Coffee Breaks:
Saturday – Tuesday 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM

Coffee Break Locations:
Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa – Adjacent to the Kona Moku Ballroom (3rd Floor)
Hilton Waikiki Prince Kuhio – Ballroom Foyer (3rd Floor)
Pacific Beach Hotel – Meeting Space Foyer (3rd Floor)

Special Evening Event:
Germaine’s Luau on Tuesday, January 9th, 4:30 pm pick up at Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa. Located on a private beach on the west coast of Oahu, Germaine’s Luau exudes the secret charm of old Hawaii. Indulge yourself in a multi-course-all-you-can-eat feast of the taste-tempting authentic Hawaiian and American entrees while enjoying refreshing tropical cocktails. Then sit back and enjoy the most spectacular Polynesian Revue in Hawaii. It should be noted that tickets and refunds are no longer available for Germaine’s Luau.

Audio/Visual Equipment:
The conference will provide the following in each presentation room (excluding poster sessions):

✓ Laptop Computer (Please see notes below regarding the laptops)***
✓ LCD Data Projector (with screen)
✓ VCR
✓ DVD Player (also plays audio CD’s)
✓ Overhead Transparency Projector (must provide own transparencies)

*** The laptops will accept CD-ROMs, DVD’s, and USB “Flash” drives. However, they ARE NOT equipped with floppy disk drives. If you have your presentation on a floppy disk, please visit the registration desk and we will transfer the files onto a CD-ROM or USB Flash Drive for you. Microsoft PowerPoint, Word, and Excel are installed on each laptop for your convenience. We will not be able to install any special software that your presentation may require. However, if you brought your own laptop, you may use it instead of the one that is provided. Please note that Internet access is NOT provided in any of the presentation rooms.
Map of Conference Hotels:

Below is a map that shows the 3 conference hotels: The Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa; The Hilton Waikiki Prince Kuhio; and the Pacific Beach Hotel. There will be sessions held at all venues. For each session, the program lists the specific hotel and room name, along with the scheduled date/time.

The map also shows the entrances for each hotel, along with a suggested route to take when traveling between hotels. Please stay on the sidewalks and use the pedestrian crosswalks along the way. Allow at least 10 minutes when going from one conference hotel to another.
The Hawaii International Conference on Education would like to thank the following people for serving as volunteer submission reviewers:

AdriAnne Johnson - University of Arkansas
Allen Bryant - Appalachian State University
Andrew Dubin - San Francisco State University
Anita Iaquinta - Robert Morris University
Anne Pierce - Hampton University
Baldev Singh - Punjabi University
Banya Kingsley - Florida International University
Barbara A. Smith - Utah State University
Barbara Chamberlain - Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki
Barry W. Birnbaum - Northeastern Illinois University
Benjamin Feinstein - IB Coordinator, South High School
Bettina Grahek - University of Maryland
Blythe Hinitz - The College of New Jersey
Brenda Betts - California State University, Stanislaus
Brigit Reese - University of South Florida
Catherine Lange - SUNY Buffalo
Cecelia Thompson - University of Arkansas
Chen I (Crissa) Ju - ChaoYang University of Technology
Cheryl B. Warner - Clemson University
Cheryl Wei-yu Chen - National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan.
Ching-Fen Wu - National Chiayi University
Chrispen Matsika - Georgia College & State University
Christina Walton - Morehead State University
Christine E. W. Brett - East Stroudsburg University
Christopher R. Capsambelis - University of Tampa
Connie Jo Smith - Western Kentucky University
Cynthia Sims - Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Dale E. Thompson - University of Arkansas
David Stine - Chapman University College
Dawn Yonally - Northeastern State University
Deborah E. Stine - CSU San Bernardino
Debra Price - Sam Houston State University
Delia Robinson Richards - University of the District of Columbia
Derek O'Reilly - Dundalk Institute of Technology
Diana Hiatt-Michael - Pepperdine University
Doris Rhea Coy - Northern Kentucky University
Doug Leigh - Pepperdine University
Edwin Ralph - University of Saskatchewan
Effie Papoutsis Kritikos - Northeastern Illinois University
Eleni Makris - Northeastern Illinois University
Elisa Michals - Sacramento State University, California
Ellen H. Korin
Emmett Wright - Kansas State University
Engelbert Pasag - Saint Louis University
Farzin Madjidi - Pepperdine University
Fehmida Goderya-Shaikh - Notre Dame Institute of Education
Fred Parker - Henderson State University
Gary Greer - University of Houston Downtown
Gerry Petersen - Tucson Unified School District
Ginny Esch - University of Tennessee at Martin
Gloria Mateo - Alberto - UPHSD Cavite Philippines
Grace Lappin - Bank Street Graduate School of Education
Gyan Mudra - National Institute of Rural Development
Harold Risk - St. Cloud State University
Helen Corkill - University of Luton
Herb Hunt - Slippery Rock University
Jack McManus - Pepperdine University
James Dominguez - DataWORKS Educational Research
James Furukawa - Towson University
Jamie Cho - UC Berkeley
Jennifer B. Symon - California State University, Los Angeles
Jennifer M. de Coste - Penn State University
Jianzhong Cai - South China Normal University
Jill Holmes-Robinson - Georgetown University
Jim Crivaro - Millersville University of Pennsylvania
Jo Ann Jankoski - Penn State Fayette- The Eberly Campus
Joanne Jodry - Monmouth University
Jocelyn Lee Payne - Northeastern State University
John Long - Nipissing University
John W. Hunt - Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Jonelle Pool - Gettysburg College
Jose M. Maldonado - Monmouth University
Jumanne Sledge - Oakland University
June Schmieder - Pepperdine University
Kath Engebretson - Australian Catholic University
Katherine Wilson - United States Secret Service
Kathleen Rowlands - California State University, Northridge
Kathy O'Neill - Southern Regional Education Board
Kening Wang - University of Arkansas
Kerri Ullucci - UMASS Dartmouth
Kristin M. Wegner - Grand Valley State University
Kweku Smith - California State University, Stanislaus
Kym Acuña - Tec de Monterrey, Zacatecas, Mexico
Larry Smith - University of New England, Australia
Laura Harrison - Stanford University
Lee A. Plourde - Central Washington University-Wenatchee
Lekhotla Mafisa - Vaal University of Technology
Leo A. Mallette - Pepperdine University
Leza Madsen - Western Washington University
Linda Smith - Palm Beach Atlantic University
Lisa William-White - California State University, Sacramento
Lora Backes - Valdosta State University
Lorraine Leavitt - National University
Louise M. Soares - University of New Haven
Lusa Lo - University of Massachusetts Boston
M. Lynn Woolsey - University of Tennessee
Maitri A. Thamavitiya - Asian Institute of Technology
Manjula Vithanapathirana - University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
Margareta Sandström Kjellin - Mälardalen University College
Margit Watts - University of Hawaii
Marlene Maldonado - University of Windsor
Mary Ann Reilly - Manhattanville College
Mary Timothy - Appalachian State University
Michael Fanning - Saint Mary's College of California
Michael L Slavkin - University of Southern Indiana
Michelle McCollin - Slippery Rock University
Monica Glina - Montclair State University
Moniqueka Gold - Austin Peay State University
Nancy Garcia - University of Texas at San Antonio Texas
Nancy Melser - Ball State
Nathan Avani - San Francisco State University
Nedra J. Davis - Chapman University College
Neil Denby - University of Huddersfield
Nilda Wines Balsicas - Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Pasig
Nitza Davidovitch - College of Judea & Samaria
Pamela Morehead - Oakland University
Patricia Cartwright - Australian Catholic University
Patricia Mitchell - University of San Francisco
Paul Begley - Penn State University
Phyllis Jones - University of South Florida Sarasota/Manatee
Pier Junor-Clarke - Georgia State University
Prem Dean - National University
Richard Gayle - Virginia Commonwealth University
Robin-Marie Shepherd - University of Auckland
Ron Oliver - California State University, Fullerton
Rosanna Pittella - Monmouth University
Russell K. Elleven - University of North Texas
Samuel B. Hardy, III - Augusta State University
Sandee Goetze - Oklahoma State University
Sandra Tonnsen - Western Carolina University
Sarah Haines - Towson University
Scott Homan - Purdue University
Sherry Marx - Utah State University
Shirley J. Toler - Memphis City Schools
Souhail Soujah - Golden Secondary School
Stan Wilson - University College of the North
Stephanie A. Kurtts - University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Subrata Chanda - Ngee Ann Polytechnic
Sylvie Marshall-Lucette - Kingston University
Tian Ming Sheu - National Taiwan Normal University
Toby Dore - University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Toni Strieker - Kennesaw State University
Trena Wilkerson - Baylor University
Tsunhui Tu - Kent State University, Salem
Victoria L. Bacon - Bridgewater State College
Vivian Ikpa - Temple University
Vivian Lalande - University of Calgary
Wei-Ying Hsiao - Shawnee State University
Yin Ling Cheung - Purdue University
Yu-Ping Chang - Yu Da College of Business
2007 Conference Exhibitors
(Exhibitors will be located in Salon C of the Kona Moku Ballroom, 3rd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa)

Pepperdine University – Graduate School of Education & Psychology:
Around the globe and through different media formats, the Graduate School of Education and Psychology of Pepperdine University provides students with an unmatched family of programs that educate and inspire future educators, psychologists, and leaders to serve, change and improve their communities. To that end, students are strongly supported and mentored via an innovative learning environment, academic excellence, and real-world “scholar-practitioner” applications.

Pepperdine University
Graduate School of Education & Psychology
6100 Center Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90045
310-568-5600
800-347-4849
http://gsep.pepperdine.edu

FAST National Training & Evaluation Center:
FAST National Training & Evaluation Center is a non-profit organization dedicated to dissemination and evaluation of the Families and Schools Together (FAST) program. FAST is a multi-family group intervention designed to build protective factors and empower parents to be the primary prevention agents for their children. FAST is a model program for the prevention of substance abuse, juvenile delinquency, school failure, child abuse and neglect, and mental health problems.

FAST National Training & Evaluation Center
2801 International Lane, Suite 105
Madison, WI 53704
888-629-2481 or 608-663-2382
fast@fastnational.org
http://www.fastnational.org

PLATO Learning, Inc:
PLATO Learning is a leading provider of personalized instruction and standard-driven assessment software. Our achievement model integrates research, professional services and technology to provide academic success. Our commitment: Real Learning. Real Results.

PLATO Learning, Inc.
10801 Nesbitt Ave. South
Bloomington, MN 55437
800-44-PLATO
info@plato.com
http://www.plato.com
2007 Conference Exhibitors
(Exhibitors will be located in Salon C of the Kona Moku Ballroom, 3rd floor of the Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort & Spa)

Llessat Publishing:
Llessat Publishing and Entertainment provides books and presentations that enlighten and entertain. *Billy Fustertag Learns Comedy* is a beautiful and funny portrayal that teaches kids 4-10 about success and practice. *Don’t Feed the Bully*, Brad Tassell’s newest novel for teens and pre-teens, is already creating a buzz with its creative, hilarious, and intelligent style dealing with the subject of bullying. Llessat supplies fun and enlightening speakers for schools grades K-8. We also specialize in staff development along many educational lines with special emphasis on curriculum and testing.

Llessat Publishing
P.O. Box 742
Santa Claus, IN 47579
812-544-2022
llessat@aol.com
http://www.dontfeedthebully.com

The University of Southern Mississippi:
Stop by our booth to learn more about The University of Southern Mississippi and our Summer Programs in Graduate Education.

The University of Southern Mississippi
118 College Drive
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
601-266-1000
http://www.usm.edu

School Improvement Network:
School Improvement Network provides comprehensive professional development to help schools improve teaching quality and student learning. We provide online, video/DVD, and onsite resources on education’s most pertinent topics.

School Improvement Network
866-835-4185
http://www.schoolimprovement.com

Explorica Worldwide Educational Travel:
Explorica offers high quality, low-cost educational tours for high-school teachers and students. Destinations include Europe, Latin America, the South Pacific, Africa, and Asia as well as the United States and Canada. Teachers travel free!

Explorica Worldwide Educational Travel
888-310-7120
http://welcome.explorica.com
Keynote Speaker

Sunday
1/7/2007
Room: Grand Ballroom (Pacific Beach)

Keynote Speaker:

Karen Symms Gallagher, Ph.D.
Emery Stoops and Joyce King-Stoops Dean
The Rossier School of Education
University of Southern California

Karen Symms Gallagher, an expert on the dynamics of teacher education reform, was appointed dean of the Rossier School of Education July 1, 2000. Dr. Gallagher previously served six years as dean and professor of educational policy and leadership in the School of Education at the University of Kansas. She is credited with leading the school’s organizational restructuring that strengthened the school’s programs and boosted its national rankings. She is also credited with completing a $14 million construction of Pearson Hall, the school’s new home.

Since coming to USC’s Rossier School of Education, Dr. Gallagher is credited with leading the faculty, staff, students and alumni in rethinking the school’s entire academic program. The redesigned doctorate in education (Ed.D.) prepares working professionals to be educational leaders in practice. It is a three-year program, modeled after other professional degrees like the M.B.A. and J.D., and has received national attention for its innovative combination of core courses and thematic research approach. In addition, the school’s ranking in US News & World Report has moved from 38th to 18th in the last five years, with individual programs like higher education administration ranked in the top 10. Research expenditures have tripled and outreach programs like the school business management certificate have expanded the impact of the school into both K-12 schools and community colleges.

Dr. Gallagher has made numerous presentations on teacher and school leadership development from Boston to Beijing and believes that schools, families and communities must work closely together to achieve genuine education reform. She wrote, Shaping School Policy: A Guide to Choices, Politics and Community Relations (1992) and edited the Politics of Education Yearbook: The Politics of Teacher Preparation Reform (2000). She has written dozens of scholarly articles in publications ranging from Educational Policy; Research in Higher Education; Review of Higher Education; College and University; the National Forum of Educational Administration and Supervision Journal to Early Education and Development.

In the 1970s, Dr. Gallagher worked as a teacher and administrator in Washington state, North Carolina and Indiana. During the 1980s and early ’90s, she taught educational administration at Loyola University of Chicago and the University of Cincinnati. From 1990 to 1991, Dr. Gallagher was staff director and senior policy consultant to the Ohio Commission for Education Improvement, an agency of the Ohio General Assembly. She was associate dean for undergraduate studies in Cincinnati’s College of Education during academic year 1991-92 and the college’s associate dean for academic affairs from 1992 until she was appointed dean at the University of Kansas in 1994.

Dr. Gallagher is a member of the National Science Foundation's Commission on 21st Century Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. She is also president of the USC chapter of Phi Kappa Phi and a commissioner representing the Association of Independent California Colleges and Universities on the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing. Dean Gallagher has served as president of several national education groups including the Council of Academic Deans of Education in Research Institutions. She is a member of the American Association for School Administrators, the American Educational Research Association, the Association for the Student of Higher Education and the American Association for Higher Education and the Los Angeles NAACP.

Karen Symms Gallagher is a graduate of Western Washington University (BA), the University of Washington (MEd), and Purdue University (PhD) which recently presented her with its Distinguished Alumna Award.

The title of Dr. Gallagher’s keynote address is:
“Ed Schools in a Flat World: Sorting through the Choices We Face”
2007 Hawaii International Conference on Education  Honolulu, Hawaii

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Scheuermann, Amy

The Effects of the Explicit Inquiry Routine on the Performance of Students with Learning Disabilities on One-Variable Equations
Scheuermann, Amy — Bowling Green State University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Mazur, Amy

Inclusive Practice using an Integrated Arts Approach
Mazur, Amy — George Washington University

Creating Building-Level Leadership Teams That Facilitate Successful Inclusive Education
Shinsky, E. John — Grand Valley State University

Anger/Aggression Problems in Children: Implications for Special Education, and for Parents.
Nworie, Bennett — Azusa Pacific University
Thorsos, Nilsa — Azusa Pacific University
Cochrane, Steve — Azusa Pacific University
Contrucci, Nancy — Azusa Pacific University

What Do Agricultural Education Student Teachers’ Know about the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
Kessell, John — Western Kentucky University
Wingenbach, Gary — Texas A&M University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Lieb, Barbara

Enhancing Education and Lifelong Learning through Theatre Arts: Research, Federal Support, and Promising Practices
Lieb, Barbara — Independent Consultant
Rubin, Janet — Saginaw Valley State University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Kinesiology & Leisure Science - Panel
Session Chair: Edmonson, Kevin

Incident Rate of Alcohol Abuse Among Collegiate Athletes - A Research Synthesis
Edmonson, Kevin — Sam Houston State University
Parker, Jesse — Sam Houston State University
Seeger, Audrey — Sam Houston State University
Gray, Jon — Sam Houston State University
Gaus, Mark — Sam Houston State University
Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Sharratt, Lyn

The Impact of Teachers' Learning on Students' Literacy Achievement
Sharratt, Lyn —— University of Toronto
Sharratt, Michelle —— York Region District School Board

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Elleven, Russell

Improving RA Performance in Crisis Situations
Elleven, Russell —— University of North Texas
Allen, Jeff —— University of North Texas

Improving RA Performance Through Training Evaluation
Elleven, Russell —— University of North Texas

End of Life Education: Workshop Approach in a University Setting – Increasing Awareness and Communication in College Students, Families and Communities
Liley, Denice Goodrich —— Boise State University

Exposing the Culture of Arrogance: A Blueprint for Increasing Black Faculty
Louque, Angela —— CSUSB

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Panel
Session Chair: Olson, LeVene

We Value Your Input: Research Proposal Discussions
Olson, LeVene —— Marshall University
Nash, Sherri —— Collins Career Center
Olson, LeAnne —— Marshall Community Technical College
Sias, Betty —— Marshall University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Panel
Session Chair: Hinitz, Blythe

Critical Educational Issues Relating to “Feelings”: Harassment and Stress
Hinitz, Blythe —— College of New Jersey
Cipriano-Rogalski, Lisa —— Howley School
Hoffman, Jo-Ann Rose —— Emeritus, Cook College, Rutgers University
Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)

Session Topic: Art Education  
Session Chair: Omolewa, Michael

*Who’d Done’t?: An Examination of the Failure of Nigeria’s Mass Literacy Campaigns Since 1946*  
Omolewa, Michael —— Nigerian Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

*TE MANU AUTE: A Centre for Gifted and Talented Students in the Arts*  
Dashper, Mark —— University of Auckland  
Dashper, Lyn —— University of Auckland

*Teaching with Blogs, Podcasts & Wikis*  
Julian, June —— The University of the Arts

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Milo I (Marriott)

Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop  
Session Chair: Goldman, Neil

*Culture Assessment Workshops for Leadership Education and Enhanced Organizational Effectiveness: Two Case Studies*  
Goldman, Neil —— Pepperdine University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Milo II (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop  
Session Chair: Thorsos, Nilsa

*Effective IDEA '04 Inclusionary Strategies for Teachers, Administrators, and Families in the SST Prereferral and Referral Process: A Toolbox to Support Students at Risk*  
Thorsos, Nilsa —— Azusa Pacific University  
Colachico, David —— Azusa Pacific University  
Test, Ann —— Azusa Pacific University  
Warren, Susan —— Azusa Pacific University  
Brashear, Nancy —— Azusa Pacific University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Milo III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Psychology  
Session Chair: Soares, Louise

*Internal Consistency Among Instructional Models for Successful Learning*  
Soares, Louise —— University of New Haven

*The Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children IV Integrated: Implications for Teaching Strategies*  
Bernes, Kerry —— University of Lethbridge  
Sander, Luke —— University of Lethbridge

*Effects of School-Based Coping Skills Training on Taiwanese Adolescents*  
Yen, Shu-Chin —— University of Kansas
Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Stewart, Jay

A Unique View of a Person with Autism through the Use of Computer Technology at Bittersweet Farms
Stewart, Jay — Bowling Green State University

Technology Interactions which Elicit Information on Student Learning Preferences, Styles and Experiences
Kowalsky, Michelle — William Paterson University
Allan, Sara — Whippany Park High School

A Cross-Case Analysis Of Electronic Portfolio Assessment In Six Teacher Education Programs
Strudler, Neal — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Wetzel, Keith — Arizona State University

A Methodology for International Research on Technology and Economic Development?
Kim, Eugene — Pepperdine University
Garcia, Jairo — Pepperdine University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Furukawa, James

Early Literacy: Reading and Arithmetic from Age Two
Furukawa, James — Towson University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education
Session Chair: Gallant, Patricia

Too Much! Too Soon! Too Fast!: Kindergarten Teachers Speak Out About the Impact of Educational Policies on Literacy Instruction, Teachers, and Children
Gallant, Patricia — University of Michigan-Flint

Turning Water Into Wine: Making the Case for Internal Evaluation as a Vital Component of Evaluation Funding
Brown, Sharon — Cleveland State University
Salzman, James — Cleveland State University

Effects of Repeated Reading and Text Difficulty on the Recall of Causal Chain and the Sequence of a Text
Wu, Yi-Chen — National Sun Yat-Sen University

Coaching Veteran Teachers: A Collaborative Approach to Literacy Coaching
Conrad, Marguerite — San Francisco State University
Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Language Education
Session Chair: Hubbard, Daphne

Improving Scores on State Writing Assessments: A Rural, Middle School is Raising the Bar
Hubbard, Daphne — University of South Alabama
Jurjevich, Jenny — Rosa Lott Middle School

Creating Language in Multi Cultural Classrooms
Michals, Elisa — Sacramento State University, California

Incorporating Hot Topics in the Language Classroom
Agila, Amanda — University of South Carolina

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Bárcenas-Mooradian, Martha

Working with Homeless Families in Los Angeles: A Cross-Cultural and Spiritual Capital Approach
Bárcenas-Mooradian, Martha — Pitzer College
Arguelles, Lourdes — Claremont Graduate University

Transforming Higher Education Views Towards Sustainable Development: Focusing on Learners as Major Stakeholder
Pasag, Engelbert — Saint Louis University

The Role of Heads of Schools in a Regional Australian University
Smith, Larry — University of New England, Australia
Winter-Irving, Morna — University of New England, Australia

Writing Our Way to Understanding: Using Electronic Literature Discussions in the Literacy Classroom
Beeghly, Dena — West Chester University

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Odell, Sandra

Collaborative Mentoring Project in a Professional Development Elementary School
Odell, Sandra — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Campbell, Pam — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
D’Aniello, Susan — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Hendricks, Sue — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Johnson, Barbara — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Jordan, Christine — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Leavitt, Teresa — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Moffitt, Char — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Smith, Tom — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Wimmer, Jenni — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Young, Bill — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Lejeune, Michelle — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Wu, Sally — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Éthier, Marc-André

Rethinking a Deliberative Context for Teacher Education from the Aims of Citizenship Education in the New Québec Education Program
Éthier, Marc-André — Université de Montréal
Lefrançois, David — Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières

Critical Imagination: A Pedagogy for Engaging Pre-service Teachers in the University Classroom
Cartwright, Patricia — Australian Catholic University
Noone, Lynne — Australian Catholic University

Making the Transition to New Teacher: The Case for Mentoring Systems
Fantilli, Robert — University of Toronto
McDougall, Douglas — University of Toronto

Whose Responsibility is it? Teaching Diversity in a Small Rural University
Jankoski, Jo Ann — Penn State University -- The Eberly Campus

Saturday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Kunlasomboon, Nipaporn

Development of a Model for Promoting Organizational Learning through Classroom Action Research in Thailand
Kunlasomboon, Nipaporn — Chulalongkorn University
Wongwanich, Suwimon — Chulalongkorn University

It Takes a Village to Support a New Teacher: TNE Induction Survey Results
Brown, Scott — University of Connecticut
Gehlbach, Hunter — Harvard University
Liu, Xing — University of Connecticut
Goldstein, Jessica — University of Connecticut
Rickards, Clare — University of Connecticut
Behuniak, Peter — University of Connecticut
Natale, Catherine Fisk — Connecticut State Department of Education
Tomala, Gail — Connecticut State Department of Education

The Effects of a Virtual Workshop on Teachers’ Knowledge and Application of an Inclusive Practice
Fisher, Joseph — Grand Valley State University

Story as a Theory of Teaching
Carter, Kathy — University of Arizona
Saturday
Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Adult Education
Session Chair: Chen, I Ju (Crissa)

Thinking and Talking about Non-Traditional Students’ Foreign Language Beliefs
Chen, I Ju (Crissa) —— ChaoYang University of Technology

Major Arthur John Carpenter and Vision of Adult Education in Nigeria, 1946-1952
Omolewa, Michael —— Nigerian Permanent Delegation to UNESCO
Nwafor, Young MacAulay Ojilaka —— Nigerian Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

Bridging the Gap in Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation: The Role of Adult Education
Guo, Shibao —— University of Calgary
Guo, Yan —— University of Calgary

Saturday
Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop
Session Chair: Webster, Phyllis

Online Orientation
Webster, Phyllis —— Metropolitan State University

Saturday
Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education
Session Chair: Aichele, Douglas

Geometric Structures - An Inquiry-based Approach to Geometry for Prospective Elementary and Middle School Teachers
Aichele, Douglas —— Oklahoma State University

Best Practices in Northwest Arkansas Middle School Mathematics
Holaway-Johnson, Calli —— University of Arkansas

Measuring Change in Aspiring Mathematics Teachers’ Attitudes and Beliefs Concerning Multicultural Education
Pavone, Christopher —— California State University

Prediction and Mathematical Reasoning
Kim, Ok-Kyeong —— Western Michigan University
Kasmer, Lisa —— Portage Public Schools
Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Zinga, Dawn

*Acquired Brain Injury: Classroom Strategies*
Zinga, Dawn —— Brock University  
Bennett, Sheila —— Brock University  
Good, Dawn —— Brock University  
Fluentes, Glenys McQueen —— Brock University  
Kumpf, John —— Ontario Brain Injury Association

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Suarez, Michael

*Tailoring Your Doctoral Program with the Distributive Learning Model: Proven Strategies to Empower Cultural Diverse Students and Faculty*
Suarez, Michael —— Fielding Graduate University  
Gregory, Sheila —— Fielding Graduate University

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Hetland, Kristen

*And the Survey Says...*
Hetland, Kristen —— North Dakota State University  
Liguori, Gary —— North Dakota State University

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Lerner, Jody

*The Art of Adolescent Communication - Teaching Teens Healthy Ways to Communicate, Relate, and Resolve Conflicts*
Lerner, Jody —— Villanova University  
Buchert, Carolyn —— Joseph J. Peters Institute

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Alston, B. Lorraine

*Academic Freedom or Religious Harassment: A Case Study*
Alston, B. Lorraine —— Grand Valley State University  
Chlebo, Julie —— Grand Valley State University  
Mack, Faite R-P —— Grand Valley State University
Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: Badillo, David

Ethnic Identity, History, and Applied Techniques for Understanding Latino Diversity
Badillo, David —— Lehman College

Improving and Qualifying Teacher Training Programs in Colombia - South America
Quintero, Josefinia —— University of Caldas

Peer Evaluation and Response to Textbook vs Student-Authored Articles
O'Shea, Patrick —— Old Dominion University
Curry-Corcoran, Daniel —— Newport News Public Schools
Allen, Dwight —— Old Dominion University
Al Zein, Mohammed —— Old Dominion University

Using the Principles of Action Research in Developing Teachers’ Competency in Facilitating the Student-centered Learning Environment
Thathong, Ngamnit —— Khon Kaen University
Thathong, Kongsak —— Khon Kaen University
Silanoi, Ladda —— Khon Kaen University
Pitak, Ninmanee —— Khon Kaen University
Srisuruk, Piyawan —— Khon Kaen University

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Sargent, Maria

Developing Behavioral and Social Competence in Young Children
Sargent, Maria —— Ashland University

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Educational Foundations
Session Chair: Burke, Adam

Adapting Multiethnic Education to a Transforming Society: Definition, Solidarity and Calculated Execution
Burke, Adam —— Hawaii Pacific University

School Choice: A Logical Outcome of Accommodation to Wanting it All
Tesconi, Jr., Charles —— American University

Giving Extra Credit and Accepting Late Papers: How Accountability and Responsibility in Public Schools Has Been Lost
Johnston, Chip —— University of Florida

Educating Citizens in a Multicultural Society: The Challenges for American’s Educational Systems and the Students That They Service
Veney, Cloetta —— Azusa Pacific University
Brady, Deanna —— Azusa Pacific University
Staten, Patricia ——
Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: Glenn, William

*A Study of School Facilities Finance Equity in Kentucky*  
Glenn, William —— Virginia Tech  
Picus, Lawrence —— University of Southern California  
Odden, Allan —— University of Wisconsin, Madison

*Midstate Student Support for Teaching:  A Partnership Approach to “Growing Minority Teachers”*  
Meeks, Loretta —— University of Illinois

*Africentric Education as Agent for Change in Black Communities*  
Shockley, Kmt —— George Mason University

*Invisible Teacher Voices: The Missing Link in Standards-driven Curriculum Discourse*  
Phuntsog, Nawang —— California State University

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop  
Session Chair: O'Neill, Kathleen

*Schools Can’t Wait: Accelerating the Redesign of University Principal Preparation Programs*  
O'Neill, Kathleen —— SREB Leadership Initiative
Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Lin, Yuan-Horng

Fuzzy Classification on Rules Usage of OJT and Developmental Trends for Proportional Reasoning
Lin, Yuan-Horng — National Taichung University
Yu, Min-Ning — National Chengchi University
Lee, Hsiu-Mei — Dapeng Elementary School

Exploring the Views of Low Ability Students and Those of Their Teachers on Group Project Work at Secondary School Level in Singapore
Koh, Caroline — Nanyang Technological University
Tan, Oon Seng — Nanyang Technological University
Wang, Chee Keng John — Nanyang Technological University
Ee, Jessie Leong Choo — Nanyang Technological University
Liu, Woon Chia — Nanyang Technological University

Hierarchical linear Models of Student and School Indices of Writing, Numeracy, and Reading in Grades 4 and 7
Anderson, John — University of Victoria
Ross, Shelley — University of Victoria
Goh, Ming-Sze — University of Victoria
Gu, Zhimei — University of Victoria
Hsu, Jui-Chen — University of Victoria
Huang, Jamie — University of Victoria
Ram, Anita — University of Victoria
Milford, Todd — University of Victoria

Gifted Students with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Resilience: Factors Contributing to Academic Success
O'Rourke, Sally — University of Calgary

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop
Session Chair: Koppelman, Janet

Making Power Point Presentations more Powerful than Pointless (Design Tips from Madison Avenue)
Koppelman, Janet — Viterbo University
Saturday

Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education
Session Chair: Mateo – Alberto, Gloria

The Parents as Education Partners Program (PEPP) at the University of Perpetual Help System Delta – Philippines
Mateo – Alberto, Gloria — University of Perpetual Help System Delta
Almacen, Bayani — University of Perpetual Help System Delta - Molino

Promoting Differentiated Instruction Using In-school Teams
Begley, Marilyn — Pennsylvania State University

Pre-Service Teachers/Novice Teachers and Stress: Sink or Swim
Rieg, Sue — Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Paquette, Kelli — Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Saturday

Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Harrel-Smith, Jerry Ann

An Exploration of Intergenerational Connections: Focus on Intergenerational Learning
Harrel-Smith, Jerry Ann — California State University

Aboriginal [Native American] Language Maintenance in a Mushkego (Cree) Community
Long, John — Nipissing University
Hollander, Jim — Ojibway-Cree Cultural Centre

Multilevel Analysis of Teaching and Learning Styles and Their Effect on Student Achievement
Intaprom, Anong — Chulalongkorn University
Kanjanawasee, Sirichai — Chulalongkorn University

Civic Education Post 9/11 – A Cosmopolitan Approach Towards Educational Equality
Osanloo, Azadeh Farrah — New Mexico State University

Saturday

Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Language Education - Panel
Session Chair: Junko, Dousaka

Why The Students Remain Silent? – A Case Study of Taiwanese College Students in Japanese Conversation Classes
Junko, Dousaka — National Taichung Institute of Technology
Hsieh, Min-Hua — National Taichung Institute of Technology
Tsai, Mei-Yueh — National Taichung Institute of Technology
Strategies for Integrating Values and Ethics into University Level Teaching
Begley, Paul — Pennsylvania State University
Stefkovich, Jacqueline — Pennsylvania State University

Collaborative Research, Program Assessment and Mentoring: Multiple Benefits in New Models of Faculty Development
Benton, Cynthia — SUNY College at Cortland

The Kelly Autism Program’s Post-secondary Initiative: Options in Transitions for Individuals Diagnosed within the Autism Spectrum Continuum
Kersting, Frank — Western Kentucky University
Boman, Marty —
Kersting, Carol —

Workplace Learning for University Organizational Development
Brook, Paula — University of Alberta
Knight, Doug — University of Alberta
Olson, Catherine — University of Alberta
Cameron, Sharon — Venture Research & Development

National Accreditation for Teacher Education – Revisiting Assessment
Slavkin, Michael — University of Southern Indiana

Avoiding the Bishop Trap: Honoring Our Students’ Voices
Bryant, Allen — Appalachian State University

Can Teachers Enjoy the Process of Teaching and Still Remain Product or Outcome Oriented?
Mungai, Anne — Adelphi University

Bringing Emotions to the Surface: Implications for Teaching and Learning
Reynolds, Mary Mangan — Western Oregon University
Myers, Chloe — Western Oregon University

Preparing Pre-Service Teacher Candidates at Western Connecticut State University To Become Effective Educators, Using An Innovative Competency Based Evaluation Instrument During The Clinical Experience
Stambler, Leah — Western Connecticut State University
Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Adams, Margie  

Teaching Teachers: How to Conduct Effective Staff Development  
Adams, Margie —— Texas A&M-Commerce  
Cheatham, Jennifer —— Texas A&M-Commerce

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Porter, Robert  

Writing Successful Grants: Getting Paid for Your Research  
Porter, Robert —— Virginia Tech

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Adult Education  
Session Chair: de Oro, Vera  

Attachment Trauma, Andragogy and Persistence at School: The Chamorro Sample  
de Oro, Vera —— Guam Community College  
Kane, Stephen —— University of Guam  

The Study of Resilience and Learning Barriers Overcoming of Adult Learner  
Chao, Meng-Chieh —— National Chung Cheng University  
Chen, Daphne Tai-Fen —— National Chung Cheng University

Saving At-Risk Youth: Learning Strategies of Youth in Transitions to Adulthood  
Shaw, Lester —— A Pocket Full Of Hope® Inc

Saturday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Corcoran, Cathy  

A Conflict and Negotiation Strategy in Action between a Mega and Mini Company  
Corcoran, Cathy —— University of San Francisco  
Moreno, Marion —— University of San Francisco  
Moreno, Tommy —— University of San Francisco  
Motai, Lyn —— University of San Francisco  
Mitchell, Patricia —— University of San Francisco
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Cho, Jamie

Cho, Jamie — UC Berkeley

A Comparison of Three Reading Programs in Juvenile Justice for Struggling Readers
Houchins, David — Georgia State University
Jolivette, Kristine — Georgia State University

Increasing Recruitment and Retention of Special Education Teachers in Urban Settings
Kritikos, Effie Papoutsis — Northeastern Illinois University

Improving Social and Peer Play Skills in Children with Autism across School Settings
Symon, Jennifer — California State University, Los Angeles
Harper, Christena — California State University, Los Angeles
Landrey, Angela — California State University, Los Angeles
Liber, Daniella — California State University, Los Angeles
Frea, William — California State University, Los Angeles

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education
Session Chair: Urtel, Mark

The Impact of Distance Education on Freshman Academic Success
Urtel, Mark — Indiana University - Indianapolis
Bahamonde, Rafael — University Indianapolis
Mikesky, Alan — University Indianapolis

Are You Ready for Mobile Learning? Your Students Are!
Corbeil, Joseph Rene — University of Texas at Brownsville
Corbeil, Maria Elena — Texas Southmost College

The Study of Applying Web-based Training on the Psychomotor Domain-A Case Study of Implementing the Woodworking Course in Junior High Schools in Taiwan
Lin, Hung-Chang — National Taiwan Normal University
Hsieh, Shih-Yung — National Taiwan Normal University
Chang, Wei-Chieh — National Taiwan Normal University
Cheng, Kung-I — National Taiwan Normal University
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Health Education  
Session Chair: Risk, Harold

**The Role of Health Education Professors in Preventing School Health Education From Becoming Extinct**  
Risk, Harold — St. Cloud State University

**The Diabetes Epidemic, Interventional Strategies, and Related Economic Factors**  
Marley, William — Marshall University

**Designing a Course Framework for Allied Health Education The backwards Design in Action- A Prescriptive Outcomes Based Approach To Curriculum**  
Subramaniam, Chitra — Educational Interactive Group  
Anderson, Lisa — Educational Interactive Group

**Tikanga Based Motivation for Physical Activity: Possible Implications for Health Education Policy**  
Waiti, Jordan — University of Otago

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Counselor Education  
Session Chair: Kohl, Jennifer

**Self-Injurious Behavior: Defining and Treating the Problem in Adolescents**  
Kohl, Jennifer — University of Florida

**School Rocks!**  
Dallape, Aprille — University of Florida  
Kohl, Jennifer — University of Florida  
Snyder, Christine — University of Florida

**Exemplary High School Counseling Internship Program for Drop-Out Prevention**  
Wheeler-Dubin, Jane — Peninsula High School

**PEP: Parenthood Education Program (Small Group Sessions for Pregnant Teenagers to be used in the School Setting)**  
Supko, Christiana Marie — University of Florida
Connecting with Communities in Meaningful Ways: Lessons Learned About How University Outreach Programs Can Effectively Collaborate
Reed, Cynthia — Auburn University
Lamar, Jay — Auburn University
King, Brooke — Auburn University
Wilson, Mark — Auburn University

A Testing of Generational Signposts
Sevening, Diane — University of South Dakota

Towards a New Framework for Measuring the Internal Efficiency and External Productivity of a Higher Education Program
Garcia, Libertad Pamatian — Office of Policy Planning, Research and Information

The Development of a Valid and Reliable Service-Learning Evaluation Scale
May, Deborah — Ball State University
Coulter-Kern, Russell — Ball State University
Duchane, Kim — Ball State University

What Educators Don’t Know Can Harm Children: National and International Dimensions of Childhood Lead Poisoning
Hill-Jackson, Valerie — Texas A&M University
Richardson, Jeanita — Virginia State University

A National Assessment of Perceived Instructional Needs for Professional Development of Part-time Technical and Occupational Education Faculty in the Community Colleges in the US
Sandford, Brian — Oklahoma State University
Belcher, Gregory — Pittsburg State University
Frisbee, Robert — Pittsburg State University

Blind Spot - Anti-Racism and Workplace Equity: Canada's Mid-Sized Urban Centres
Khan, Candy — University of Alberta
Foote, Jennifer —

The 2+2 Mutual Coaching Process: Performance Appraisal in a University Business School
Allen, Douglas — University of Denver
Allen, Dwight — Old Dominion University
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/6/2007  Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership
Session Chair: Beyer, Bonnie

Bringing Education, Government, and Nonprofit Agencies Together: Preparing School Leaders to Serve Student Needs
Beyer, Bonnie –— University of Michigan-Dearborn

School Determinants of Achievement in Writing: Implications for the Management of Schools in Minority Settings
Bouchamma, Yamina — Université de Moncton
Lapointe, Claire — Université Laval
Richard, Jean-François — Université de Moncton

Perspectives of Parents in Choosing Children Television Programs
Huang, Shou-Chi — Penn State University

A Case Study of the Role of the Social Support in Children Coping with Stress
Cheng, Shu-Chun — Taichung Senior High School of Agriculture & Technology
Huang, Chiu-Hua — National Cheng Kung University

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/6/2007  Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: See, Christine

Cognitive Strategy Instruction In Teaching Computer Programming – An Experimental Teaching Method for Technology-Based Higher Educational Professionals
See, Christine — Divine Word College of Calapan

An Exploration of Social Justice: Middle School Students Respond to "One Day We Had to Run"
Reilly, Mary Ann — Manhattanville College

The Intersection of Queer Theory and Rural Studies: A Model for Sex Education
de Coste, Jennifer — Penn State University

Describing an Ecological Model for Environmental Education
Zandvliet, David — Simon Fraser University
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Sander, Luke

The Million Adolescent Clinical Inventory: Implications for School-Based Behavior Management Plans
Sander, Luke —— University of Lethbridge
Bernes, Kerry —— University of Lethbridge

Career Counseling Transitions for Athletes
McKnight, Kerbi —— University of Lethbridge
Bernes, Kerry —— University of Lethbridge

Application of Computer-Assisted Career Guidance System to Career Education of College Freshmen
Ota, Satsuki —— Tokyo Fuji University
Tabata, Tomoaki —— Tokyo Fuji University
Okamura, Kazunari —— Tokyo Fuji University
Namatame, Takashi —— Senshu University

The Effects of Story Difficulty on Reading and Listening Comprehension
Wu, Yi-Chen —— National Sun Yat-Sen University

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Panel
Session Chair: Supasorn, Saksri

Development and Evaluation of an Interactive Organic Extraction Simulation
Supasorn, Saksri —— University of Northern Colorado
Suits, Jerry —— University of Northern Colorado
Jones, Loretta —— University of Northern Colorado
Vibuljun, Sunanta —— Mahidol University
Panijpan, Bhinyo —— Mahidol University
Ruenwongsa, Pintip —— Mahidol University
Falvo, David —— University of Northern Colorado

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education
Session Chair: Lee, Shyan-Jer

Exploring Students' Understanding Concerning Batteries - Theories and Practices
Lee, Shyan-Jer —— National Pingtung University of Education
Farh, Lynn —— National Pingtung University of Education

Motives – Methods – Outcomes Forty Years of Individualization in the Swedish Nine-Year Compulsory School
Vinterek, Monika —— Umeå University
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
1/6/2007  
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Bruxelles, Denise

No Child Left Uninspired: Keeping Drama in the ELA Classroom in our Test-Driven Climate  
Bruxelles, Denise — NYU

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
1/6/2007  
Session Topic: ESL/TESL  
Session Chair: Guo, Yan

Communication Skills: Perceptions of Adult ESL Learners  
Guo, Yan — University of Calgary

Teaching Language Teachers How to Teach Learning Strategies  
Chamot, Anna — George Washington University

Sojourn in the Globalized Classroom: A Case Report on Building Intercultural Competence through Global Issues  
Brooks, David Lewis — Kitasato University

Grammar Instruction in the Second Language Classroom  
Chiu, Hsien-I — Chia-nan University

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
1/6/2007  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Weber, Christine

Using Conceptually Based Teaching and Learning Strategies: Preparing High Quality Elementary Teachers  
Weber, Christine — University of North Florida  
Bosnick, Janet — University of North Florida  
Langton, Laura — University of North Florida  
O'Farrell, Cathy — University of North Florida
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Peterman, Francine

Exploring Teaching, Learning, and Learning to Teach in Urban Settings through Collaborative Conversations  
Peterman, Francine — Cleveland State University

A Mathematics Methods Class Emphasizing Manipulatives: A Pre-Post Comparison of Elementary Preservice Teachers’ Mathematics Anxiety  
Gresham, Gina — University of Central Florida

Activity Versus Inquiry in Preservice Elementary Teachers  
Elwood, John — East Stroudsburg University

Can Teacher Education in Canada be an Alternative Model for China: A Cross-Cultural Dialogue  
Guo, Shibao — University of Calgary  
Pungur, Lydia — University of Alberta

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Radashaw, Sharon

Bring the World into Your Classroom: Apply For Teacher Grants  
Radashaw, Sharon — Lawrence Middle School, LAUSD, Fulbright-Hays, FMF  
Kazama, Hiroko — Punahou School, Fulbright-Hays

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Ingram, Patreese

Incorporating Diversity Education in the Classroom Using Fun Activities  
Ingram, Patreese — Pennsylvania State University

Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Sheppard, Ronnie

Using Literature to Connect Young Adolescent Concerns throughout the Curriculum  
Sheppard, Ronnie — Georgia Southern University
Saturday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Colachico, David

Collaborative Teaching: Working in Partnership with Other Teachers
Colachico, David — Azusa Pacific University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education
Session Chair: Dahlan, Zur’aini

A Practice in Customizing a Mathematics Classroom Presentation by Students for Facilitating the Enhancement of their Generic Skills
Dahlan, Zur’aini — Universiti Teknologi Malaysia City Campus
Mohd. Mahdzir, Akbariah — Universiti Teknologi Malaysia City Campus
Hamid, Hamidah — Universiti Teknologi Malaysia City Campus
Syed Osman, Syed Kamal Ariffin — Universiti Teknologi Malaysia City Campus

Perception and Effectiveness of Online-Quiz
Hmun, Pa — Curtin University of Technology

The Role of Gender in Language Used by Children & Parents Working on Mathematical Tasks – Building the Working Model
Olson, Melfried — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Okazaki, Claire — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Olson, Judith — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Taum, Alice — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
La, Thuy — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa

The Impact of Mathematics Professional Development on Primary-Grade Teachers: A Preliminary Report
Bezuk, Nadine — San Diego State University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Birnbaum, Barry

Preparing Undergraduate Students to Teach Children With Special Needs
Birnbaum, Barry — Northeastern Illinois University
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Honolulu (Marriott)

Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Harris III, J. John

Access and Opportunity in 21st Century American Higher Education  
Harris III, J. John — University of Kentucky  
Richardson, Jeanita — Virginia State University  
Brown, Frank — University of North Carolina  
Russo, Charles — University of Dayton  
Wright, Lynda Brown — University of Kentucky

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)

Session Topic: Language Education  
Session Chair: Sajiki, Atsuko

Intellectual Empathy as a Tool of Cross-cultural Learning: US Students in Study Abroad in Japan  
Sajiki, Atsuko — University of Kentucky

Receptive - Expressive Foreign Language Disorders of Tourism Students In DWCC: Basis for Redesigning Strategy and Instructional Setting  
Leuterio, Florida — Divine Word College of Calapan

Developing English Language Books in Ethiopia: The Need, the Collaboration, the Pilot Study, The Books  
Spor, Mary — Alabama A&M University

Humor and Fun in the Language Arts Classroom  
Minchew, Sue — Mississippi State University  
Hopper, Peggy — Mississippi State University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Russell-Chapin, Lori

The Process of Counseling Supervision: Approaches and Techniques  
Russell-Chapin, Lori — Bradley University
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Rowlands, Kathleen Dudden

Disciplinary Territories and the Language of Composition: Blurring Pedagogy in Literature Classrooms
Rowlands, Kathleen Dudden — California State University, Northridge

A Minor in Leadership Studies: The Development and Implementation of a University-wide, Interdisciplinary Experience for Undergraduate Students
Sattler, Joan — Bradley University
Scroggs, Lori — Bradley University

Access to Quality Higher Education Project - Taking the Next Step: College to Career
Roessler, Richard — University of Arkansas – Fayetteville
Hennessey, Mary — University of Florida

Higher Education Accountability: A Conceptual Framework for Strategic Collaboration
Wanger, Stephen — Oklahoma State University
Hilgendorf, Heather — Purdue University
Meyer, Steven — Purdue University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: van Manen, Max

The Phenomenology of Space in Writing Online
van Manen, Max — University of Alberta

An Integration of Teaching and Learning Activities on Environmental Education in the Subjects
Silanoi, Ladda — Khon Kaen University
Thathong, Kongsak — Khon Kaen University
Thathong, Ngamnit — Khon Kaen University
Nethanomsak, Theerachai — Khon Kaen University
Termtachatipong, Pairoth — Khon Kaen University

Critical Thinking: A Critique
Doughty, Howard — Seneca College

Learning Process for Students Practice Training in Industry: A Self-Directed Learning Perspective
Chung, Ruey-Gwo — National Changhua University of Education
Chang, Wan-Ling — National Changhua University of Education
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Stephens, Tammy

Lunch & Learning: Boosting Academic Achievement Through Parent Participation in the Early Intervention Process While Implementing Research-Based Interventions
Stephens, Tammy — University of Texas
Naquin, Gale — University of New Orleans
Gilliam, Brenda — University of Texas

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: White-Clark, Renee

African Roots and the Literacy Instruction of Today's African American Students
White-Clark, Renee — St. Joseph’s College

A Collaborative Model for Meeting the Academic, Medical, and Mental Health Needs of Children in Post-Katrina New Orleans
Watson, Zarus — University of New Orleans
Herlihy, Barbara — University of New Orleans
Alarcon, Mollie — University of New Orleans
Williams, Jonathan — Director of Elementary Schools
Meza, James — University of New Orleans

Doing Time in School
Skogen, Rochelle — University of Alberta
Mandin, Lucille — University of Alberta

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop
Session Chair: Sledge, Jumanne

Leadership Development: Building Leadership from within the Leaderful Learning Organization-An Experiential Approach
Sledge, Jumanne — World Class Leadership Academy, LLC
Morehead, Pamela — Oakland University
Saturday

Room: Milo II (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Administration
Session Chair: Dean, Diane

Shaping Public Policy: An Assessment of Public Reaction to Educating School Leaders
Dean, Diane — Illinois State University

A Tale of Two Schools: A Close Look at Two Very Unique Schools, Mt. Rogers Combined School, Virginia, and Ocracoke School, North Carolina.
Proffit, Alvin — Appalachian State University

Voices From the Borderland: Our Journey of Reculturing Within a Professional Learning Community: Living on the Edge of Chaos
Ruban, Françoise — University of Alberta

A Scenario of Khon Kaen University as a Research University
Prasertcharoensuk, Thanomwan — Khon Kaen University
Sanrattana, Wirot — Khon Kaen University
Poolpatarachewin, Chumpol — Khon Kaen University
Bunterm, Thaveechai — Khon Kaen University

Saturday

Room: Milo III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Thamavithya, Ramiah

An Appraisal of the Contestants’ Attitude Toward Speaking, State-Trait Levels of Anxiety and Sport Competition Anxiety in the Speech Olympics 2006: A Case Study at Bangkok University
Thamavithya, Ramiah — Bangkok University

The Ordering Analysis of Concepts for Sophomore of Learning Deficiencies in Calculus
Lin, Yuan-Horng — National Taichung University
Yu, Sen-Chi — Huafan University

School as the Context of Social Capital in Adolescence
Ellonen, Noora — University of Tampere
Korkiamäki, Riikka — University of Tampere

Construct Validation Study of Pupil Control Ideology Scale (PCI)
Adwere-Boamah, Joseph — Alliant International University
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology  
Session Chair: Kelker, Katharin

Computer-Assisted High School Credit Recovery: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Kelker, Katharin — Montana State University-Billings

Creation and Evaluation of a Web Site for Learning Classical Haiku and Painting
Saga, Hiroo — National Institute of Multimedia Education

CohortMax: Using Microsoft Excel and SPSS to Facilitate School-based Test Score Analysis
Schuster, Bernard — Blue Valley Unified School District 229

Concept Formation on Virtual Communication: A Vygotskian’s Perspective of Minds on Newer Technology
Hsu, Cheng — National Chung Cheng University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Science Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Mrazek, Richard

Providing Authentic Portrayal of Science in Science Classrooms
Mrazek, Richard — University of Lethbridge  
Meadows, Jeff — University of Lethbridge

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Mautino, RoseMary

Using Visualization and Imagery in Multiple Pieces of Literature to: Enhance Comprehension and Enjoyment of Reading Among Adolescent Readers
Mautino, RoseMary — Duquesne University  
Biros, Ruth — Duquesne University  
Brinda, Wayne — Duquesne University  
Biancaniello, Stefan — Duquesne University
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Oahu (Marriott)

Session Topic: ESL/TESL  
Session Chair: Galda, Duffy

Accommodating Culturally Diverse Digital Immigrants in the College Learning Environment: A Computer Course for the Synchronous Development of Language and Technology Skills with English Language Learners  
Galda, Duffy —- Pima Community College  
Gray, Julie —- Glendale Community College

Computer Assisted Language Learning for EFL Teaching and Learning  
Yeh, Hui-Chin —- National YunLin University of Science and Technology  
Yang, Shih-hsien —- National Formosa University

The Journal of Wong Ming-Chung: Teaching Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary to Adult ESL Learners Using Culturally Relevant, Young Adult Literature  
Conrad, Marguerite —- San Francisco State University  
Queen, Miriam —- San Francisco City College

Dejar Todos los Niños Atrasados (Leave Every Child Behind): U.S. Education Policy for Students of Limited English Proficiency  
Corbett, Julie Elizabeth —- University of Delaware

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)

Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Essien, Idara

The Graduate Education Student Association: A Model for Group-Research Mentorship in the Academy  
Essien, Idara —- California State University, Sacramento  
Wood, Jonathan “Luke” —- California State University, Sacramento  
Geary, Parrish —- California State University, Sacramento  
Moore, Cline —- California State University, Sacramento  
Jones, T. Kenyatta —- UC Los Angeles

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Salons A & B (Marriott)

Poster Session

Textbooks for Integrated-Skill Instruction  
Hattori, Takahiko —- Otsuma Women's University

I Forgot to Remember: The Effects of Teaching Styles on Adolescent Memory  
Pastor, Andrew —- Webster University  
Stiles, Deborah —- Webster University  
Mullgardt, Davidson —- Webster University

A Framework for Teaching International Finance  
Nakagawa, Rika —- Chuo Gakuin University

Cooperative Efforts in Meeting the Mental Health Needs Of Young Children  
Waliski, Angie —- Ozark Guidance  
Lewis, Michele —- Blytheville Primary School
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Rural Education Reform: Distance Learning Opens a World of Professional Development Opportunities for Teachers and Administrators
Maynard, Stan — Marshall University
Maynard, Barbara — Marshall University

Investigating the Effects of Essay Writing in Middle School Math
Heineck, David — Juan Diego Catholic High School
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland

RISE -- An Innovative Program to ‘Homegrow’ Bilingual/Special Education Teachers in Rural Communities
Blitz, Nancy — Northern Arizona University
Peterson, Patricia — Northern Arizona University
Showalter, Steve — Northern Arizona University
Hengl, Maureen — Northern Arizona University at Yuma

Ten Stupid Things Women Do to Mess Up Their Careers
Mitchell, Patricia — University of San Francisco
Johnson, Ronda — University of San Francisco

Age and Gender Effects of Multitasking on Academic Performance
Calvert, Sandra — Georgetown University
Wells, Jennifer — Georgetown University

The Current Situation of Teaching Recruitment in Taiwan
Yang, Su-Ling — National Changhua University of Education
Yang, Chung-Kai — National Changhua University of Education

Establishing Critical Incident Stress Management Programs for Athletic Teams in Schools and Colleges
Bacon, Victoria — Bridgewater State College
Anderson, Marcia — Bridgewater State College

Is Knowledge of Change Theory a Critical Competency in the Training of Health Care Practitioner's
Anderson, Marcia — Bridgewater State College
Bacon, Victoria — Bridgewater State College

Literacy Learning of At-Risk First Grade Students in the Reading Recovery Early Intervention
Schwartz, Robert — Oakland University

College Women Who Put Condoms On Their Male Partners: Implications For Health Education Programs
Yarber, William — Indiana University
Sanders, Stephanie — Indiana University
Graham, Cynthia — Indiana University
Dodge, Brian — University of Florida
Milhausen, Robin — University of Guelph

Perspectives and Partnerships in Literacy
Cable, Lori — The Block Academy
Landrum, Ann — The Block Academy
Keutzer, Tracy — The Block Academy

The Production of School Counselors: An Analysis of University Graduate Programs
Snow, Brent — University of West Georgia
Muscle Activation During Therapeutic Exercise of the Shoulder
Hatzel, Brian — Grand Valley State University
Makino, S — Grand Valley State University

An Examination of Gender Equity Among High School Athletic Training Services
Hatzel, Brian — Grand Valley State University
Borders, S — Grand Valley State University
Dickey, M — Grand Valley State University

A New Paradigm in Developmental College-Level Education: Establishing a Department of Applied Literacy
Palmer, Carie Lyn — Gallaudet University

The Personal Aspirations and Cherished Ideals of Muslim Adolescents Living in Norway and Singapore
Stiles, Deborah — Webster University
Ozturgut, Osman — University of Missouri at St. Louis
Hoe, Lee Ngan — Singapore National Institute of Education
Leong, Cedric —
Paine, Cicely — Webster University

An Assessment System in Teacher Education: from Specifications to Prototype Database in Three Months, a Working Guide
North, George — University of Nevada Las Vegas
Levitt, Greg — University of Nevada Las Vegas
OhYoung, Conrad — University of Nevada Las Vegas
Kim, Young — University of Nevada Las Vegas

Adventure Based Counseling: Lessening Racial Effect on Group Cohesion
Glass, J. Scott — East Carolina University

Learning to Read in the Social Studies Classroom: The Study of Black History in Children’s Literature
Casement, Rose — University of Michigan-Flint

A Hierarchy Analysis of Concepts Structure on Fraction Addition of Fifth and Sixth Graders
Ji, Shun-Shyong — National Taichung University
Lin, Yuan-Horng — National Taichung University
Chu, Shu-Mei — National Taichung University

The Hierarchical and Ordering Structures of Decimal Concepts for Fifth and Sixth Graders in Taiwan
Chu, Shu-Mei — National Taichung University
Lin, Yuan-Horng — National Taichung University
Ji, Shun-Shyong — National Taichung University

The Indiana Interdisciplinary GK-12 Project: Bringing Authentic Problem Solving in STEM to Rural Middle Schools
Bennett, Deborah — Purdue University
Dyehouse, Melissa — Purdue University

Designing Longitudinal Studies of Mathematics Curricula: Insights from the NSF COSMIC Project
Grouws, Douglas — University of Missouri
McNaught, Melissa — University of Missouri

Motivating Students to Increase Vocabulary Through Extensive Reading
Yuko, Hatagaki — Jissen Women's Junior College
Martin, Steven — Jissen Women's Junior College
Mika, Shirao — Jissen Women's Junior College

Mathematics Literacy and School Efficiency in PISA2003— A Compare Perspective Between America and Asia
Lin, Hsiao-Fang — MingDao University Institute of Teaching
The Project Approach (& Beyond) to Writing Across the Curriculum in Middle School
Sides, Molly —— Rock Valley College
Downey, Portia —— Northern Illinois University

Enhancing American Sign Language Instruction Using Technology: An Experimental Design
Berrett, Bryan —— California State University, Fresno

Blended e-Learning Interprofessional Course Development
King, Sharla —— University of Alberta
Carbonaro, Mike —— University of Alberta
Snart, Fern —— University of Alberta
Drummond, Jane —— University of Alberta

The Factors Influencing Students’ Science Achievement—Taking the Eighth Graders In Taiwan and Participating TIMSS2003 for Example
Chen, Shin-Feng —— National Pingtung University of Education

Shokuiku ... A Japanese Approach to Food and Nutrition Education for Kindergarten and Elementary School Students
Mika, Shirao —— Jissen Women's Junior College
Yuko, Hatagaki —— Jissen Women's Junior College
Martin, Steven —— Jissen Women's Junior College

A Framework for Understanding Reading Fluency
Wagner, Richard —— Florida State University
Samwel, Corine —— Florida State University

Empowerment and Ownership in Education: Supplementing University Lectures with Student-Led Workshops
Wolfson, Sandy —— Northumbria University

Mechanical Engineering Education at the University of Minho: A Case Study
Flores, Paulo —— Universidade do Minho
Flores, Maria Assunção —— Universidade do Minho
Ferreira, Olivia —— Universidade do Minho

The Relation of Junior High School Teacher's Knowledge Sharing with Renqing Traits and Interpersonal Affection in Taiwan
Yeh, Chienheng —— Tainan University of Technology
Chan, Chi hyu —— National Chengchi University

A Study on Entrepreneurial Attitude and the Influential Factors for Business Department Students in Technological Colleges/Universities in Taiwan
Chen, Chao-ching —— Tainan University of Technology
Chen, Yu-Fen —— National Changhua University of Education
Lai, Ming-Chuan —— National Changhua University of Education

A Study on Comparing the Objective Model in Curriculum Planning Between Taiwan and America
Chen, Chao-ching —— Tainan University of Technology
Chen, Yu-Fen —— National Changhua University of Education
Cheng, Kai-wen —— National Kaohsiung Hospitality College

Effects of Rap Music on Math Achievement: Melody or Cacophony?
Dev, Poonam —— Nazareth College of Rochester
Adamo, Krista —— Nazareth College of Rochester

Leadership in Addressing the Needs of Increasing Numbers of New Hispanic Immigrants to Rural America
Colchado, Jose —— Northern Arizona University
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Surfs Up: Surfing Therapy for Children with Autism
Fuller, Kathy — Pacific Oaks College
Bush, Michelle — California State University
Arora, Tina — California State University, Los Angeles and University of California, Los Angeles

The Changing Face of Saskatchewan School Divisions
Hajnal, Vivian — University of Saskatchewan

Combining Web-based and Onsite Delivery in a Culturally/Linguistically Diverse Special Education Doctoral Program
Peterson, Patricia — Northern Arizona University
Almeida, Maria Amelia — Federal University of Sao Carlos
Showalter, Steve — Northern Arizona University

Rural Inclusive Special Educators: Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students with Disabilities
Peterson, Patricia — Northern Arizona University
Hengl, Maureen — Northern Arizona University at Yuma
Showalter, Steve — Northern Arizona University

A Multilevel Analysis of Mathematics Literacy: The Effects of Intrinsic Motivation
Goh, Ming-Sze — University of Victoria
Ross, Shelley — University of Victoria

Women Leaders of World War II and Their Effect on Math and Science Education for Females in the 21st Century
Sealana Sr, Richard — University of San Francisco
Tognetti, Marilys — University of San Francisco

Use of Graphic Organizers to Improving ESL Students’ Comprehension and Knowledge of Story Grammar Elements
Boon, Richard — University of Georgia
Fore, III, Cecil — University of Georgia
Eisner, Katherine Zrolka — University of Georgia
Martin, Christopher — University of Georgia

Computer-Based Instructional Approaches used in the Statistics Classroom at the University Level: A Quantitative Historical Perspective on Their Effectiveness
Fitzgerald, Shawn — Kent State University

“Your Face is Your Calling Card”: An Analysis of Teachers’ Opinions of Adolescents’ Based on Their Appearance
DeCastro-Ambrosetti, Debra — California State University, Fullerton
Cho, Grace — California State University, Fullerton

Adult Lifelong Learning Literacy: An Indicator System
Li, Iris Ai-Tzu — National Chung Cheng University
Tsai, Chia-Chi — National Chung Cheng University

US and Chinese Children’s Understanding of Place Value
Okamoto, Yukari — University of California
Curtis, Reagan — West Virginia University
Bates, Alan — Illinois State University
Jabagchourian, John — University of California
Merino, Nicole — University of California

How Advanced Readers Are at Risk and How to Rescue Them
Bartlett, Brianne — Utah State University
Hunsaker, Scott — Utah State University
Physical Education and Its Effect on Elementary Testing Results
Robinson, Ellyn —— Bridgewater State College
Graham, Louise —— Bridgewater State College
Tremarche, Pamela —— Bridgewater State College

Operation Half-Note, Incorporated: An Intervention Program for Creating the Musically Literate Child
Bennett, Vernell —— Kentucky State University

Agriculture Extension Administrators’ Perceptions of Underserved Populations in Agriculture
Faulkner, Paula —— Pennsylvania State University
Baggett, Connie —— Pennsylvania State University

Cooperative Learning Activities in an EFL Junior High School Summer Camp
Pan, Yang-Ting —— National Formosa University
Chung, Ming-Fen —— National Formosa University
Chang, Po-Kai —— National Formosa University
Chen, Chiu-Yen —— National Formosa University
Wang, Yen-Ju —— National Formosa University
Chiang, Yi-Chen —— National Formosa University

Socio-Economic Influences and the Impact on Student Readiness to Learn
Johnson, Wayne —— University of Missouri
Krumm, Bernita —— Oklahoma State University

The Influence of College Experience on Students' Educational Values
Phekoo, Carol-Anne —— University of Miami

Saturday
Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Ullucci, Kerri

Making Meaning of Identity: A View through Three Lenses
Ullucci, Kerri —— UMASS Dartmouth
Goode, Joanna —— University of Oregon
Spencer, Joi —— University of San Diego

Saturday
Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Thompson, Pamela

Performance as Instruction: Scenes from Pre-Service Teacher Experiences in an Urban Elementary School
Thompson, Pamela —— Utica College

Lifelong Learning: A Stratagem for New Teachers
Helterbran, Valeri —— Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Teacher Quality Grants: Lessons Learned
Morgan, Bobbette —— University of Texas at Brownsville
Parson, Paula —— University of Texas at Brownsville

Are High Interview Scores Connected to Quality Performance by Teacher Candidates?
Farnsworth, Briant —— Utah Valley State College
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/6/2007  Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Carter, Kathy

Themes in Pre-service Teachers’ Narratives of Classroom Events
Carter, Kathy — University of Arizona

A Learning Community Focused on Ethics, Social Justice, Diversity and Equity in Schools.
Oliva, Linda — University of Maryland Baltimore County

Tracking Candidate Success: Building an Assessment System From the Ground Up!
Myers, Michelle — Queens College of the City University of New York
Mathurin, Cyrilene — Queens College of the City University of New York
Hammrich, Penny — Queens College of the City University of New York

Differentiated Staffing: Bringing Member into the Teaching Fold
Grumet, Madeleine — UNC Chapel Hill
O’Sullivan, Rita — UNC Chapel Hill

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/6/2007  Room: Waikiki I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Kim, Eugene

Socialization in Chinese Education: Relationships, Resurgence and Resistance
Kim, Eugene — Pepperdine University
Kaufman, Julia Kaufman — University of Pittsburgh
Waite, Dan — Azusa Pacific University
Clothey, Rebecca — Drexel University

Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/6/2007  Room: Waikiki II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: Warring, Doug

Community Opportunities in Teaching and Learning: Promoting Democratic Practice, and Embracing Social Justice and Diversity
Warring, Doug — University of St. Thomas
Huber-Warring, Tonya — St. Cloud State University

Needs Assessment for Critical Leadership Skills for Future Nurse Leaders
Hosseini, Martin — EMS Corporation
Madjidi, Farzin — Pepperdine University
Moshfeghi, Narsis — Doctor of Internal Medicine

Causal Ordering of Academic and Nonacademic Self-Concept and Academic Achievement: Reciprocal Effect Model
Damrongpanit, Suntonrapot — Chulalongkorn University
Ruengtrakul, Auyporn — Chulalongkorn University
Saturday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM
Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Mintz, Emily

Understanding General Education Teachers’ Talk About Their Students with Labels of Severe Disability
Mintz, Emily — UC Berkeley

Mixed-Method Research in the Study of Schools Facing Challenging Circumstances
Jang, Eunice — University of Toronto
McDougall, Douglas — University of Toronto
Herbert, Monique — University of Toronto
Pollon, Dawn — University of Toronto
Russell, Pia — University of Toronto

Teachers in Namibia Reflect on Their Role in Nation-Building
Irvine, Gretchen — Augsburg College

A Study of an Elementary Teacher’s Professional Growth through Encounters with a Newly Immigrated Child
Huang, Hsiu-Ping — National Taitung University

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM
Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Hammrich, Penny

The Sisters in Science in the Community Program
Hammrich, Penny — CUNY
Myers, Michelle — CUNY
Ariano, Michelle — CUNY
Rodrigues, Sonia — CUNY

A Model of Transformative Professional Development for Science Teachers Working with Ethnically and Linguistically Diverse Students
Johnson, Carla — University of Toledo
Marx, Sherry — Utah State University

Use of Collaborative Learning and Teamwork Skills in University Level Science and Math Instruction
Nzeogwu, Okeleke — University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Bing, Sally — University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Asare, Reginald — University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Katambo, Catherine Chao — University of Maryland Eastern Shore

The Effects of Promoting Junior High Academic Student’s Personality and Science Performance through Integrative Science Intervention in Taiwan
Hong, Zuway-R — Tainan University of Technology
Lin, Huan-shyang — National Hualien University of Education
Lin, Ya-juan — Tainan University of Technology
Tsai, Pao-yi — Tainan University of Technology
Lin, Chiung Yin — National Hualien University of Education
Lee, Yi Mu — National Hualien University of Education
Chan, Kun Yang — National Hualien University of Education
Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Simpson, Rosalind

*African American Cultural Themes and Academic Achievement*  
Simpson, Rosalind —— University of San Francisco

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Distance Education  
Session Chair: Leavitt, Lorraine

*Procedure for Planning and Structuring a Hybrid Class*  
Leavitt, Lorraine —— National University

*A Design and Construct of Competency-based Educational Web Design – Using Vocational High School “Digital Logic” Course as an Example*  
Chen, Farn-Shing —— National Changhua University of Education  
Lin, Fu-Yu —— National Changhua University of Education  
Kuo, Mei-Chen —— National Taipei University of Technology

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Language Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Eddy, Jennifer

*Unpacking the Standards with Backward Design: World Language Assessment Uncovered*  
Eddy, Jennifer —— Queens College

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Daire, Andrew

*Design and Development of Culturally Specific Media to Train Para-Professional Counselors in Kenya*  
Daire, Andrew —— University of Central Florida  
Rodriguez, Carlos —— University of Central Florida

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Bustillos, Terry

*Creation of Hybrid Courses at Off Sites: The Best of Both Worlds*  
Bustillos, Terry —— National University  
Koeller, Marilyn —— National University
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Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: Tinney, Mari Vawn

Hot Tamale Mama in Tokyo
Tinney, Mari Vawn —— Brigham Young University
Williams, Ellen Horiuchi —— Brigham Young University
Morgan, Barb —— Brigham Young University

Re-newing New Orleans’ Schools Post Katrina: Strategies for Empowering Teachers and Enhancing Student Achievement
Germain-McCarthy, Yvelyne —— University of New Orleans
Whatley, April —— University of New Orleans
Davis-Haley, Rachel —— University of New Orleans
Sheehan McHugh, Patricia —— University of New Orleans

Factors Affecting the Learning Experience Perceptions of High School Students
Stichter, Kenneth —— California State University, Fullerton

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop
Session Chair: Allen, Dwight

Student Participation in University Curriculum Development Using Wikis
Allen, Dwight —— Old Dominion University
O'Shea, Patrick —— Old Dominion University
Baker, Peter —— Old Dominion University

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/6/2007 Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education
Session Chair: Mitchell, Linda Crane

Identifying the Needs of Inservice Preschool Teachers in Inclusive Settings
Mitchell, Linda Crane —— East Carolina University

A Study of Factors Influence Parent’s Day-Care Programs Selection
Duo, Gina Pey —— Pennsylvania State University

Children's Literature: Dealing with a Bully
Esch, Ginny —— University of Tennessee
Anderson, Donna —— University of Tennessee

Teachers’ Attitudes Towards Parental Involvement In Selected Government Kindergartens In China
Gu, Wei —— Grand Valley State University
Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop  
Session Chair: Slavkin, Michael  

Doing the Impossible – Transforming Education Through Service Learning  
Slavkin, Michael — University of Southern Indiana  

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education  
Session Chair: Ralph, Edwin  

The Practical Component of Professional Education: Some Canadian Findings  
Ralph, Edwin — University of Saskatchewan  
Walker, Keith — University of Saskatchewan  
Wimmer, Randolph — University of Alberta  

Putting the Learner in Service-Learning: Looking at Service-Learning through a Developmental Lens  
Terry, Alice — Kennesaw State University  

For the Sake of your Brain: Rediscovering Creativity and Imagination  
Davis, Nedra — Chapman University College  

The Sacramento Centenarian Project ~ A Lived Experience: Students & Elders Connect & Invest in Each Other  
Osborne, Cheryl — California State University  

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Secondary Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Vernon, D. Sue  

Interactive Multimedia Oral Language Instruction for At-risk Students  
Vernon, D. Sue — Edge Enterprises, Inc.  
Schumaker, Jean — University of Kansas  
Deshler, Donald — University of Kansas  

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Angius, Sandra  

Using Data to Determine the Impact of Your Educational Technology: The Instruction and Learning Appraisal  
Angius, Sandra — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center at Edvantia  
Harsh, Sharon — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center at Edvantia  
Ross, John — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center at Edvantia  
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Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/6/2007
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop
Session Chair: Williams, Diana

*Basic but Fabulous Tools the School Teachers Need to Know to Enhance Their Classrooms*
Williams, Diana — Arkansas State University
Fillippino, Tonja — Arkansas State University

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/6/2007
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop
Session Chair: Lastra-Short, Lupe

*GLAD (Guided Language Acquisition Design) Overview Research and Strategies*
Lastra-Short, Lupe — Orange County Department of Education

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/6/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Melser, Nancy

*The Urban Semester Program: Preparing Preservice Teachers for Diverse Classrooms*
Melser, Nancy — Ball State University

Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/6/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Foster, Bweikia

*Hear Our Cries: African American Students and Parents’ Perspectives About Strategies That Will Promote Academic Excellence Amongst the African American Student Population*
Foster, Bweikia — University of San Francisco
Jones, Shawnetta — University of San Francisco

*Oklahoma Career and Technology Teachers’ Disposition Toward Teaching Students of Diversity*
Moss, Linda — Northeastern State University
Conti, Gary — Oklahoma State University

*Mentoring the Mentor: Field Experiences With Recent Music Education Graduates*
Gratto, Sharon Davis — Gettysburg College

*Impact of the Partnership between School Districts and Universities: The Role of an Advisory Board*
Yee-Sakamoto, Ivy — Azusa Pacific University
Thoros, Nilsa — Azusa Pacific University
Test, Ann — Azusa Pacific University
DomNwachukwu, Chinaka — Azusa Pacific University
Brashear, Nancy — Azusa Pacific University
Bryan, Jim — Azusa Pacific University
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Saturday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Bauserman, Kathryn

Closing the Content Reading Gap: Helping Pre-Service Teachers Jumpstart Struggling Readers  
Bauserman, Kathryn — Indiana State University  
Wheeler, Patricia — Indiana State University

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Priselac, Nancy

Using Fathom Software to Investigate Similar Triangles and Trigonometric Functions with Pre-Engineering Students  
Taking the Materials World Modules Program  
Priselac, Nancy — Garrett College  
Priselac, Stephen — Garrett College

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Landrum, Ann

Super Size Me: Meeting the Challenge of Combining Fitness, Learning and Nutrition  
Landrum, Ann — The Block Academy  
Keutzer, Tracy —  
Cable, Lori — The Block Academy

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Echeverria, Christina

Developing and Implementing Innovative Distance Education: Beyond the “Online”  
Echeverria, Christina — University of Utah  
Pett, Marjorie — University of Utah  
Lee-Lin, Frances — Oregon Health & Science University  
Mooney, Kathleen — University of Utah College of Nursing

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Avani, Nathan

Developing a Faculty Mentor Program at the Department Level  
Avani, Nathan — San Francisco State University
Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Trotman, Fran

*Counselors as the Heart of the School: Creating a Diverse Environment so Students will seek Emotional Help from Systems*
Trotman, Fran — Monmouth University
Jodry, Joanne — Monmouth University

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Cameron, Hazel

*Demystifying Millennial Students: Fact and Fiction*
Cameron, Hazel — Western Washington University
Madsen, Leza — Western Washington University

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Graham, Louise

*Mind-Body Connection on a High Wire: A Cross Disciplinary Ropes Course Experience for Graduate Students*
Graham, Louise — Bridgewater State College
Robinson, Ellyn — Bridgewater State College

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: Nordgren, R. D.

*Personalized Learning Plans in Urban High Schools: A Swedish Approach for the US?*
Nordgren, R. D. — Cleveland State University

*Preparing Master Teachers in an Urban At-Risk School District via the National Board Certification Process*
Walker, David — Northern Illinois University
Downey, Portia — Northern Illinois University

*An Analysis of Gifted Children's Writing in a Dual Language Program Setting*
Salazar-Lucio, Melba — Brownsville Independent School District

*The PlayWrite Project: Empowering Marginalized Youth with Tools for Creative Expression*
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland
Livingston, Bruce — PlayWrite, Inc.
Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education  
Session Chair: Dean, Prem

Care and Education in Early Childhood
Dean, Prem — National University

Early Childhood Education in a Cross-national Perspective at the University Level
Davis, Josephine — Western Michigan University

Early Childhood Preservice Teachers’ Use of Metaphor to Conceptualize Learning, Teaching and the Classroom
Geoghegan, Deborah — University of Southern Queensland  
O’Neill, Shirley — University of Southern Queensland

Teachers’ Implementation of a Balanced Literacy Framework: Evaluating the Impact of Teacher Characteristics and Literacy Beliefs on Self-Reported Practices
Bingham, Gary — Brigham Young University

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: Agard-Jones, Leslie

Educational Leadership in a Time of Challenge: Perspectives of a Dean of Education and Chair of Educational Leadership at Two State Universities in New Jersey
Agard-Jones, Leslie — William Paterson University  
Robinson, Carrie — New Jersey City University

Normative and Socio-Political Questions Arising from the Application of the AAUP’s “7 Year Rule” to a Contingent Faculty Member: A Case Study Approach
Arguelles, Lourdes — Claremont Graduate University  
Mooradian, Norman — Cook / Arthur, Inc.

An Analysis of Teacher Professional Contribution to the School
Roby, Douglas — Wright State University

Administration or Leadership? Different Roles, Different Skills, Same Objective
Campos Sánchez, Alejandro — University of Alberta

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop  
Session Chair: Gallo, Mary

Identity and Spirituality in Leadership: A Conversational Workshop
Gallo, Mary — University of San Francisco  
Michaels, Marisa — University of San Francisco
Saturday

1/6/2007  
Room: Milo III (Marriott)

**Meeting the Needs of Culturally Diverse Students: Policy Implications for Canadian Education**  
Zinga, Dawn — Brock University  
Davis, Megan — Brock University  
Young, Sherri — Brock University

Saturday

1/6/2007  
Room: Milo IV (Marriott)

**The Electronic Solution – Answers to the Challenges of Today’s Classroom**  
Harris, Jim — Mission Viejo High School

Saturday

1/6/2007  
Room: Milo V (Marriott)

**Innovations in Science Education Courses**  
Murphy, Tony — College of St. Catherine

Saturday

1/6/2007  
Room: Oahu (Marriott)

**Strategies To Engage Struggling Writers in the Middle Grades**  
Paisley, Laura — Webster University

Saturday

1/6/2007  
Room: Territorial I (Hilton)

**Bridging the Digital Divide: Letting go to become Connected Online**  
Shepherd, Carol — National University  
Koeller, Marilyn — National University  
Alpert, Madelon — National University
Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Territorial II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Walker, Deron

Teaching the ‘New’ Grammar to the Old Dogs: Innovation or Dissemination?
Walker, Deron — California Baptist University

Charting New Paths: Developing Teachers for Quality Service in Urban Poverty Schools
Pitre, Charisse Cowan — Seattle University

Designing Performance-Based Mathematics Tasks for Urban Learners
Thomas, Christine — Georgia State University
Williams, Desha — Georgia State University
Gardner, Kimberly — Decatur High School

Thursday Night Tea: Developing a Professional Continuum for Urban Classroom Teachers
Ellsasser, Christopher — Pepperdine University
Collatos, Anthony —
Varee, Valerie —
Ferrell, David —
Mansouri, Maryam —
Sato, Kristin —
Flynn, Sean —
Berry, Chris —
Kakimoto, Kenny —

Saturday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/6/2007  
Room: Territorial III (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: William-White, Lisa

Diversity Pedagogies: How Can a Critical Afrocentric Agenda Inform the Preparation of Pre-service Teachers?
William-White, Lisa — California State University, Sacramento

Preservice Teachers: How Service-learning Impacts their Perceptions of Special Education And Worldview
Yee-Sakamoto, Ivy — Azusa Pacific University
Flores, Paul — Azusa Pacific University
Thorsos, Nilsa — Azusa Pacific University

Addressing Teacher Quality: Ensuring Content Knowledge of Teacher Candidates
Sandidge, Rosetta — University of Kentucky

Contextualizing Curriculum: Integrating the Local Cultural and Ecological Landscape into Teaching
Worster, Anneliese Mueller — University of Hawaii
Ebersole, Michele — University of Hawaii
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Perdue, Diana

Pre-Service Teachers’ Notions about Mathematics and the Teaching of Mathematics
Perdue, Diana — Virginia State University

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Weber, Christine

Working on Gifted Issues: Marking the Course
Weber, Christine — University of North Florida
McKee, Cortland — Florida Department of Education
Smith, Donnajo — Florida Department of Education

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Distance Education
Session Chair: Nikitenko, Gleb

The Update on the Effects of Interactivity Level in On-line Courses on the Level of College Student Satisfaction.
Nikitenko, Gleb — University of San Francisco College of Professional Studies

Lessons Learned: Distance Delivery of a Curriculum and Instruction EdD
Byrnes, Deborah — Utah State University

Techniques to Engage the Online Learner
Junk, Virginia — University of Idaho
Junk, William — University of Idaho
Toevs, Brenda — University of Idaho

Technical and Clinical Evolution and Evaluation of an Online Graduate Nursing Seminar
Campbell-Heider, Nancy — University at Buffalo, State University at New York
Blyth, John — University at Buffalo, State University of New York

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Health Education - Panel
Session Chair: Gerhard, Lesa

Notes from the Field: Lessons Learned in New Orleans
Gerhard, Lesa — San Francisco State University
Whitney, Shawna — San Francisco State University
Craig, Deborah — San Francisco State University
Guy, Roma — San Francisco State University
Bunting, Buffy — San Francisco State University
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Counselor Education  
Session Chair: Lalande, Vivian

*Practicum Placements At a Distance: Distributive Learning for Counselling Practicum Courses*  
Lalande, Vivian — University of Calgary

*Working with Grieving Students: Assessing School Counselor’s Knowledge*  
Low, Lori — University of San Diego

*A Critical Analysis of the Social Advocacy Movement in Counseling*  
Smith, Shannon — University of Nevada  
Reynolds, Cynthia — University of Akron  
Rovnak, Amanda — University of Akron

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Smith, Linda

*A Leadership Deficit: The Discipline of Development*  
Smith, Linda — Palm Beach Atlantic University

*Benefits of Experiential Learning Within an Entrepreneurial Environment*  
Childress, Amy — Purdue University  
Smiley, A. Kirk — Purdue University

*Balancing this Equation: Study Abroad Student Success = Academic Programs + Student Life/The Unexpected*  
Kochmann, Beverly — St. Cloud State University  
Sherman, Wade — St. Cloud State University

*Curriculum Mapping in Higher Education: A Model for Change*  
Uchiyama, Kay — Colorado State University  
Radin, Jean — Colorado State University

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kauai (Hilton)

Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development  
Session Chair: Gervase, Mary

*How One School District Ensures Academic Success for all Students, Regardless of Ethnicity and Exceptionality*  
Gervase, Mary — Blaine County School District

*Teachers’ Sense-making of Curriculum Policy: A South African Perspective*  
Blignaut, Sylvan Everton — Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

*Rewards and Challenges of Community-based Learning in Higher Education*  
Cox, Kimberley — Southern Oregon University

*Upping the Accountability Odds: Toward Systems-Focused Educational Program Evaluation*  
O’Sullivan, Rita — UNC Chapel Hill
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Panel
Session Chair: Hursh, Dan

The Competent Learner Model and Developmentally Appropriate Practices: An Integration of Behavioral and Cognitive Developmental Approaches
Hursh, Dan — West Virginia University
Curtis, Reagan — West Virginia University
Warash, Bobbie — West Virginia University
Pelliccioni, Melissa — West Virginia University
Chen, Liyu — West Virginia University
Willard, Barbara — Heritage Health Foundation
Holm, Suzanne — Heritage Health Foundation
Morris, Jawantey — Tucci Learning Solutions, Inc
Tucci, Vicci — Tucci Learning Solutions, Inc

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Art Education
Session Chair: Dixon, Michael

Art Education In A Race Conscience Society
Dixon, Michael — Arizona State University
Osanloo, Azadeh Farrah — New Mexico State University

Teachers’ Philosophies and Their Influences on Lower Secondary Art Education
Kehk, Bee-Lian — National Institute of Education (Nanyang Technological University)

Arts Partnerships in Schools: The Artist's Perspective
Ruen, Kathleen — Sarah Lawrence College

The Effects of Promoting Junior High School Students' Self-esteem, Self-worth, Social Skills, and Creativity through Integrative Arts Curriculum in Taiwan
Hong, Zuway-R — Tainan University of Technology
Lin, Huann-shyang — National Hualien University of Education

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop
Session Chair: Ganley, DeLacy Derin

A Case Study of Discord & Dissent: The Story of a School Board’s Act of Non-Compliance With State and Federal Law
Ganley, DeLacy Derin — Claremont Graduate University
DeHart, Barbara — Claremont Graduate University
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM
Room: Milo II (Marriott)
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Educational Administration
Session Chair: Marengo, Agostino

Administrative Estimation of a Blended Course in Higher Education: The Application of “e-learning Yield Index”
Marengo, Agostino — University of Bari
Scalera, Michele — University of Bari
Convertini, Nicola — University of Bari
Albanese, Antonio — University of Bari

The Retention Crisis: Teacher Efficacy and Support For Beginning Teachers
Kinsey, Gary — California State Polytechnic University

Gender, Diversity and Secondary School Principal’s Patterns of Succession/Rotation in Canada
Reynolds, Cecilia — University of Saskatchewan

From the Boardroom: Superintendent – Board Relations in Developing Policy and Leading Schools
Dean, Diane — Illinois State University

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM
Room: Milo III (Marriott)
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Rural Education
Session Chair: Thamavithya, Maitri

Analysis and Solutions to the Issues of Gender and Energy in Developing Countries
Thamavithya, Maitri — Asian Institute of Technology

Unlocking the Treasure: Bringing Joy Back to Teaching By Engaging Student Leaders
Reed, Cynthia — Auburn University
McCord, Deborah — Auburn University
Gordon, Colleen — Auburn University

The 2+2 Mutual Coaching Process: Staff Development for Professional Teachers in Remote Rural Areas of China
Allen, Dwight — Old Dominion University
Allen, Douglas — University of Denver
Higgins, Jonathan — New Hampshire State Department of Education

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM
Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
1/7/2007

Session Topic: Educational Technology - Panel
Session Chair: Newman, Timothy

Experience Provides the Missing Link for Students in Both High School and College: An Examination of How Real-Life Projects Reinforce Concepts and Provide Students with a Competitive Advantage in the Job Market
Newman, Timothy — York College of Pennsylvania
Pinsky-Newman, Jennifer — Baltimore County Public Schools
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Nirula, Latika

Improving the Design of Educational Technology Interventions in Elementary Schools through the use of Cognitive Work Analysis
Nirula, Latika — OISE/University of Toronto
Woodruff, Earl — OISE/University of Toronto

Free is not Always Easy, but Expensive is not Always an “Option”: Using Freeware and Open Source Software in Teacher Education Programs
Lindsey, Sara — Morehead State University
Jones, Kevin — Morehead State University

We Have the Technology—Now What?
DeFrates-Densch, Nancy — Northern Illinois University
Cummings, Corena — Northern Illinois University
Kalkman, Deborah — Northern Illinois University
Underwood, Jason — Northern Illinois University
Conway, Agnes — Northern Illinois University
Boeleke, William — Northern Illinois University

A Collaborative Exercise Between Graduate and Undergraduate Nursing Students Using a Computer-Assisted Simulator in a Mock Cardiac Arrest
Bruce, Susan — University at Buffalo
Scherer, Yvonne — University at Buffalo
Curran, Cyndy —
Urschel, Dorothy —
Erdley, W. Scott — University at Buffalo, State University of New York

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Reading Education
Session Chair: Tanksley, Carol

Bibliotherapy—Teacher Guided Clinical Approach to Book Selection
Tanksley, Carol — University of West Florida
Nichols, Joyce — University of West Florida
Zhou, Yunfang — University of West Florida

Technology Meets Reading Comprehension: Can Computerized Reading Instruction Boost Motivation and Achievement?
Hubbard, Daphne — University of South Alabama
Nelson, Carly — Daphne High School

Two Cohorts, Same Results: Closing the Achievement Gap in Reading First Ohio
Salzman, James — Cleveland State University
Brown, Sharon — Cleveland State University
Newman, David — Cleveland State University
Lenhart, Lisa — Cleveland State University

An Evaluation of the Summer Reading Program: Lessons Learned
Johnson-Leslie, Natalie — Arkansas State University
Smith, Darren — Arkansas State University
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop
Session Chair: Goldenberg, Claude

Improving Achievement for English-Learners: What the Research Tells Us
Goldenberg, Claude — Cal State Long Beach

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Engebretson, Kathleen

Best Practice in Research Supervision: A Report on an Australian Case Study
Engebretson, Kathleen — Australian Catholic University

Developing an Introductory Course to Prepare Undergraduates for Conducting Scholarly Research and Writing
Capsambelis, Christopher — University of Tampa

Work-based Learning and Personal Development Planning: Integration or Separation within the UK Foundation Degree Curriculum?
Corkill, Helen — University of Bedfordshire

A Model of Educational Supervision
Cartafalsa, John — National University
Anderson, Lynne — National University

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Wong, Ernest

Undergraduate Faculty Development—Systems Engineering and the West Point Way
Wong, Ernest — United States Military Academy
Wolter, Jason — United States Military Academy
Trainor, Timothy — United States Military Academy

Transition from Pre-service to New Teacher: Staying in the Profession
McDougall, Douglas — University of Toronto
Fantilli, Robert — University of Toronto

Teachers’ Critical Pedagogy in Practice
Kayler, Mary — George Mason University
Id-Din, Shahidah Kalam — All Kids Can
The International Learning Community: A Collaborative Professional Development Model for Teacher Education and School Improvement
Repman, Judi — Georgia Southern University
Kenney, Stephanie — Georgia Southern University
Chance, Cindi — Georgia Southern University

Community Plunge: The Inculturation of the Pre-Service Teacher Education Study into Urban Settings
Day, Kaaren — University of North Texas
Cowart, Melinda — Texas Woman's University
Wilhelm, Ronald — University of North Texas
Rademacher, Joyce — Texas Woman's University

A Geo-Ethnographic Look at a Day in the Life of a Student of Color
Biffle III, Richard — University of Denver

Documenting First Year Student Teachers' Learning Experiences: Challenges, Opportunities and Lessons for the Development of Critical Thinking
Christodoulou, Nikoletta — Frederick Institute of Technology

A Guide to E-Portfolio Systems
Sivakumaran, Thiilainatarajan — University of Louisiana
Holland, Glenda — University of Louisiana

Delineate the 'Skill of Description’ and Study the effectiveness of Awareness of Skill of Description in Understanding the Skill of Explanation
Rao, Eddiya Roopa — University of Mysore

Critical Ethnography: Indigenous Educators’ Perceptions of their Experiences as Participants in an NCATE-Accredited Teacher Education Program
Friesen, Deborah — Kent State University

The Hero and The Hero’s Path as a Model of Civic Education in Diverse Cultures
Farinelli, Carl — Northeastern State University
Faulds, Joseph — Northeastern State University
Sage, Rachel — Culinary Institute Alain & Marie LeNotre
Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007  Room: Waikiki II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Adult Education
Session Chair: Huang, Jingzi

Educating Language Minority Students on Campus: Challenges and Possibilities-- Report on a State Funded LMS Education Project
Huang, Jingzi — Monmouth University

Assessment of Initial Awareness Knowledge and Sources of Influence Leading to Enrolment Decisions for Students Entering Four-year Automotive Programs
Sandford, Brian — Oklahoma State University
Belcher, Gregory — Pittsburg State University
Frisbee, Robert — Pittsburg State University

Strategies for Cultivating Lifelong Learners in Schools
Wu, Ming-Lieh — National Chi Nan University

Sunday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/7/2007  Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Panel
Session Chair: Taylor, Betty

Mentoring in Higher Education from Multiple Perspectives: Making Mentoring Relationships Work
Taylor, Betty — University of San Francisco
Mitchell, Patricia — University of San Francisco
Robinson, Carrie — New Jersey City University
Phifer, Susan — New Jersey City University

Keynote Speaker

Sunday

Time: 9:45 – 11:15 AM 1/7/2007  Room: Grand Ballroom (Pacific Beach)

Keynote Speaker:

Karen Symms Gallagher, Ph.D.
Emery Stoops and Joyce King-Stoops Dean
The Rossier School of Education
University of Southern California

Ed Schools in a Flat World: Sorting through the Choices We Face
Using Magnitude Estimation Scaling in Measuring Test Efficacy and Predicting Test Performance  
Beltyukova, Svetlana — University of Toledo  
Stone, Gregory — University of Toledo  
Duran, Emilio — University of Toledo  
Ballone-Duran, Lena — Bowling Green State University  
Haney, Jodi — Bowling Green State University  
Hedde, Mandy — Bowling Green State University

Pre-Service Teachers' (Secondary) Conceptions of Mathematical Proof  
Varghese, Thomas — University of Alberta  
Brook, Paula — University of Alberta

The Louisiana Systemic Initiatives Program and Lesson Study: A Dynamic Duo for Improving Mathematics Teaching and Learning Post Hurricane Katrina  
Germain-McCarthy, Yvelyne — University of New Orleans  
Tullos, Lynne — Louisiana Systemic Initiatives Program

Geometry Teachers’ Conceptions of Proof in Secondary Geometry Education  
Truelove, James — University of Central Missouri

Considering Confusion: Crucial Terms in Education of Learners with Disabilities  
Bunch, Gary — Marsha Forest Centre  
Finnegan, Kevin — York University

Inclusive Education & Special Education Settings: What are the Effects on Peer Attitudes?  
Finnegan, Kevin — York University  
Bunch, Gary — Marsha Forest Centre

Playfair Teams: Student Activism for Disability, Social Justice, & Inclusion  
Finnegan, Kevin — York University  
Bunch, Gary — Marsha Forest Centre

The Best Alternate-Delivery Graduate Programs in the World  
Parsons, Jim — University of Alberta  
Sork, Thomas — University of British Columbia  
English, Leona — St. Francis Xavier University  
Kieser, Doris — University of Alberta  
McRae, Phil — University of Alberta
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Health Education
Session Chair: Vanetzian, Eleanor

Developing Case Studies that Develop Dispositions for Critical Thinking
Vanetzian, Eleanor — University of Massachusetts

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Russell-Chapin, Lori

Divorce Mediation: An Emerging Field for Helping Professionals
Russell-Chapin, Lori — Bradley University
Chapin, Ted — Resource Management Services

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Doughty, Howard

The Permanent Crisis in Liberal Education: Political Economy, Ideology and Scholarship
Doughty, Howard — Seneca College
Gaydos, Gregory — Hawaii Pacific University
King, Philip — Hawaii Pacific University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Panel
Session Chair: Gredeskoul, Olga

Training Program in Microscale Fabrication
Gredeskoul, Olga — RMIT University
Shang, Ling — RMIT University
Mitchell, Arnan — RMIT University
Rudnitsky, Alexander — RMIT University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Johnson-Leslie, Natalie

“Tis” Time to PLAY: Selecting Educational Software for Young Children
Johnson-Leslie, Natalie — Arkansas State University
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Art Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Taylor, Pamela

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Teaching Art in High School
Taylor, Pamela — Virginia Commonwealth University
Ballengee-Morris, Christine — Ohio State University
Carpenter, Stephen — Texas A&M University
Sessions, Billie — California State University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop  
Session Chair: Knezek, Don

NETS Refresh: Rethinking ISTE’s Student Technology Standards in a Digital, Global Society
Knezek, Don — International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Administration  
Session Chair: Stine, Deborah

Best Practices in the Teaching of Educational Law: The Use of Case Briefs to Promote Understanding and Critical Analysis
Stine, Deborah — California State University, San Bernardino

The Relationship Connecting Assistant Principals and the Communities they Serve
Oliver, Ron — California State University, Fullerton

Conversations with Principals; Issues, Values and Politics (Sage Publications, 2006)
Dubin, Andrew — San Francisco State University
Wheeler-Dubin, Jane — Peninsula High School/San Mateo Union High School District

Self-Portraits of Administrative Candidates in Leadership & Management Qualifications
Soares, Louise — University of New Haven
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Edwards, Oliver

Positive Youth Development: Implications for Prevention and Intervention
Edwards, Oliver — University Of Central Florida

Adolescent Adversity: A Longitudinal Understanding of School and Family Differences
Makris, Eleni — Northeastern Illinois University

Students’ Participation in Assessing of Learning Achievement in Statistics for Educational Research
Thathong, Ngamnit — Khon Kaen University

Differences Between Employed and Unemployed Mothers’ Perception of Externalizing and Internalizing Behavior Problems of Preschool Children
Sung, Sohyun — Sungkyunkwan University
Song, Hana — Sungkyunkwan University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Seiler, David

Does Learning Style Change as we Age?
Seiler, David — Mississippi State University

Integrating Google Maps into State-wide Educational Achievement Data Representation
Wang, Kening — University of Arkansas
Mulvenon, Sean — University of Arkansas
Anderson, Travis — University of Arkansas
Stegman, Charles — University of Arkansas

Factors Influencing Technology Education Teachers to Accept and Stay in Teaching Positions as Perceived by Leaders in State Technology Education Associations
Steinke, Luke Joseph — Southeast Missouri State University
Putnam, Alvin Robert — Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Multifunctional Value System Design For The Analysis of Engineering Technology Education (ETE)
Kumar, Santosh — Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Chandrashekara, K. — Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Samuel, Sudhaker — Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Panel
Session Chair: Freiberg, H. Jerome

*The Effects of Classroom Management on Student Learning, Time Saved, and Student Achievement*
Freiberg, H. Jerome — University of Houston
Moores, John — University of Houston
Moores, Rebecca — University of Houston
Eiseman, Jeffery —
Day, Christopher — University of Nottingham
Opuni, Kwame — University of St. Thomas
van Veen, Dolf — National Center of Youth Care

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Watson, Dwight

*Literacy as Access: Schematic for Content Area Literacy Professional Development*
Watson, Dwight — Hamline University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Language Education - Panel
Session Chair: Sakurauchi, Yoko

*Marginalization of Non-Native Speakers and Their Advantages: Transformation of Socially-Structured Values Toward Accented English*
Sakurauchi, Yoko — Portland State University
Bunk, Aylin — Portland State University
Ota, Akiko — Portland State University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Cañeda, Annette

*Emerging Research Trends in Education*
Cañeda, Annette — University of San Francisco
Khan, Sarah — San Jose State University
Larsen, Tamar — University of San Francisco
Owens-Webster, Sharon — University of San Francisco
Mitchell, Patricia — University of San Francisco
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Canestrari, Alan

Towards a Pedagogy of Hope: International Perspectives on Education and Democracy
Canestrari, Alan —— Roger Williams University
Marlowe, Bruce —— Roger Williams University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Ryan, Thomas

The Reflexive Classroom Manager: A Required Pre-Service Mode
Ryan, Thomas —— Nipissing University

Ideas Worth Revisiting in the Preparation of Teachers
Pool, Jonelle —— Gettysburg College
Knight, Janice —— Carroll County Schools

The Effects of Teacher Inquiry in the Bilingual Language Arts Classroom
Dresser, Rocio —— San Jose State University

Diversity in a Diverse World: Employing the Voice of Diverse Middle Grade Level Students to Inform Preservice and Inservice Teacher Education
Cowart, Melinda —— Texas Woman's University
Anderson, Gina —— Texas Woman’s University
Carver-Cyr, Elizabeth —— Oklahoma State University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Bloom, Stephen

Delving Into Demonstrations & Dispositions: Community-Based Cross-Disciplinary Teacher Education
Bloom, Stephen —— Butler University
Corpus, Deborah —— Butler University
Gross, Lisa —— Butler University

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Young, Sherri

Young, Sherri —— Brock University
Zinga, Dawn —— Brock University
Davis, Megan —— Brock University
Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Tassell, Brad

*Don’t Feed the Bully*
Tassell, Brad — Llessat Publishing

Sunday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop
Session Chair: Smilie, Tina

*Reaching Out to Future Diverse Teachers: An Elementary Through Post-High School Approach*
Smilie, Tina — University of Central Florida
Withington, Andrea — University of Central Florida

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Borgioli, Gina

*What Mathematics Educators Need to Know About the Special Education Divide*
Borgioli, Gina — Indiana University
McCloskey, Andrea — Indiana University
Winarski, Erik — Indiana University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2007
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Carmack, Christi Miller

*Classroom Strategies for Teacher’s of Students with Twice-Exceptionalities*
Carmack, Christi Miller — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
How A Distance Learning Graduate Social Foundation of Education Course Made Teachers Better Practitioners
Bogan, Margaret — Florida Gulf Coast University

Best Practices for Developing Effective Professional Development Opportunities for Distance Education
Manning, Dionna — East Carolina University
Dobson, Ellen — East Carolina University

Community of Practice Perspective on Program Development: Hybrid Redesign in Teacher Certification
Foulger, Teresa — Arizona State University at the West campus

Learning Communities in 3D Immersive Worlds: Evolving On-Line Instruction
Tashner, John — Appalachian State University
Riedl, Richard — Appalachian State University
Cheney, Amy — Appalachian State University
Gilman, Regis — Appalachian State University

“Boy Crisis” on College Campuses: Are Women-Centered Programs Still Needed?
Harrison, Laura — Stanford University
Eberle, Stephanie — Stanford University

Vicarious Trauma: The Cost for Caring
Jankoski, Jo Ann — Penn State University -- The Eberly Campus
Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Morton, Lisa

Deterministic Demographic Characteristics in Tertiary Education: An Exploratory Study  
Morton, Lisa — Lincoln University  
Lamb, Charles — Lincoln University

Constructing the Organizational Identity of the Newly Merged Comprehensive Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University  
Moeng, Muki Siphokazi — Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

Industry Partnership in Education  
Glotzbach, Ronald — Purdue University  
Maicher, Kellen — Purdue University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kauai (Hilton)

Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education  
Session Chair: Ouyang, John

Character Education: Integration and Practice-- Reflection of Education in the United States and In P. R. China  
Ouyang, John — Kennesaw State University

Making the Intangible Tangible: International Practices with Digital Documentation and Classroom Observation  
Crichton, Susan — University of Calgary

Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives on Higher Education: Finance and Information Systems  
Yammeesri, Jira — Massey University  
Kang, Seung-Hwan — University of Wollongong

Every Child Learning Through the Arts: Facilitating Instruction/Learning for all Students: Arkansas A+ Schools Promote Two-Way Integration of the Arts into the Core Curriculum  
Clark, Margaret — University of Arkansas

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kou (Marriott)

Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: McCarthy, Jillian

Reframing the Debate: How Students with Significant Disabilities Benefit the Inclusive Classroom Community  
McCarthy, Jillian — University of Northern Iowa
Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Human Resource Development  
Session Chair: Sum, Vichet

*A Study of Admission Requirements, Curricula, and Program Requirements of Ph.D. Programs in Human Resource Development/Similar Fields at U.S. Universities*  
Sum, Vichet — Southern Illinois University

*Evaluating Professional Development: Measurement Outcomes from a Multilevel Performance Improvement Survey*  
Nimon, Kim — University of North Texas  
Allen, Jeff — University of North Texas

*Results of School-Based Training on Causal Factors and Consequences of Parent Involvement Growth: The Second-Order Latent Growth Curve Model*  
Yamtim, Varaporn — Chulalongkorn University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: Fanning, Michael

*Equity and Collaboration and High Stakes Accountability: Leadership Strategies which Support Grass Roots Initiatives to Close the Achievement Gap*  
Fanning, Michael — California State University

*The Impacts of Transformative Leadership on Organizational Performance: The Effect of Learning Organization*  
Li, Iris Ai-Tzu — National Chung Cheng University  
Hou, Kuei-Yin — National Chung Cheng University  
Lin, Jou-Wei — National Taiwan University Hospital Yun-Lin Branch

*The Intersection of School Improvement Policy and Leadership: A Case Study of Three Canadian Secondary Schools*  
Foster, Rosemary — University of Alberta

*Universities Driving Markets vs. Market-Driven Universities: Entrepreneurialism, Employment Economics & EUEREK*  
Lambert, Bruce Henry — Stockholm University
Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Milo II (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Administration  
Session Chair: Roettger, Caroline

*A Study of the New Principal Experience*  
Roettger, Caroline —— University of Toledo  
Roettger, Lloyd —— University of Toledo

*The Role of State Elementary and Secondary Administrative Associations in Forming State Department of Education Licensure Policy*  
Ludwig, Robert —— Bowling Green State University

*Educational Administration and the Public Interest: Main Themes and Issues*  
Cistone, Peter —— Florida International University

*American Indian Education: Leadership Style of an American Indian Superintendent*  
Johnson, Wayne —— University of Missouri

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Milo III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Psychology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Field, Julaine

*Centering Cinderella: Managing Relational and Social Aggression among Girls*  
Field, Julaine —— Slippery Rock University  
Crothers, Laura —— Duquesne University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Milo V (Marriott)

Session Topic: Science Education  
Session Chair: Young, Betty

*Getting It to Work: A Case of Success in Sustaining Science Professional Development*  
Young, Betty —— University of Rhode Island  
Beauman, Sally —— University of Rhode Island

*The Development and Use of an Instrument for Evaluating Science Classroom Environments*  
Wang, Jing-Ru —— National Pingtung University of Education

*Ramifications of NCLB on Science Education*  
Bull, Eric —— Sacramento State University

*An Integrated Approach to Computer Ethics Education*  
Koh, Hikyoo —— Lamar University
Session Topic: Reading Education
Session Chair: Strange, Nicole Yvette

Creating Synergy through a Bialectal Classroom Environment
Strange, Nicole Yvette — Chicago State University

Constructing Adolescent Citizens in Native American Young Adult Literature
Harper, Helen — University of Nevada

Increasing Classroom Teachers’ Understanding and use of Metacognitive Reading Strategies
Noftle, James — Azusa Pacific University
Reeder, Gail — Azusa Pacific University

Session Topic: ESL/TESL
Session Chair: Liao, Hui-Chuan

Effects of Cooperative Learning on Self Efficacy and Task Value of EFL Students
Liao, Hui-Chuan — Chienkuo Technology University
Chang, Hsiu-Ying — Chienkuo Technology University

Why Some English Learners Don’t Finish High School: When Quantitative Data is Not Enough
Boone, Jeanmarie Hamilton — Pepperdine University

The Event-Driven Curriculum Revisited, The Institution's Role in a Model for Sustaining Motivation in an EFL Environment
Martin, Steven — Jissen Women's Junior College
Yuko, Hatagaki — Jissen Women's Junior College
Mika, Shirao — Jissen Women's Junior College

Investigating the Levels of English Reading Proficiency of EFL College Freshmen on the Selection of Metacognitive Strategies Use When Reading English Expository Texts
Lee, Mei-Ling — Chien-kuo Technology University
Liao, Hui-Chuan — Chien-kuo Technology University

Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Schoenly, Darlene

Mentoring Teaching in Higher Education Matters: A Case Study
Schoenly, Darlene — Alvernia College
Engler, Ellen — Alvernia College
Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Salons A & B (Marriott)

Poster Session

Young Sisters Having Their Say!: Documenting the Peer Group Influences of Four African American Adolescent Girls in an Urban Middle School
Davis-Haley, Rachel —— University of New Orleans

Positive vs. Mixed Reinforcement in the Classroom
Davis, Nedra — Chapman University College
Kleist, Kristopher — Chapman University College

Teaching ‘Not So Exact’ Science: The Controversial Pectineus Muscle
Gayle, Richard — Virginia Commonwealth University
Ross, Scott — Virginia Commonwealth University
Freedman, Alan — Virginia Commonwealth University

Developing Instructional Modules for Including Taiwanese Indigenous People's Traditional Knowledge in Multicultural Science Classrooms
Guo, Chorng-Jee — National Taitung University
Hsiung, Tung-Hsing — National Taitung University
Wang, Chien-Lung — National Taitung University
Lin, Tzu-Fen — National Taitung University

The Role of Technology in Education: The Great Debate
Treathy, Diana — College of Charleston

The Cycle of Reform in Mathematics Education: Perceptions of a Profession and Impediments to Change
Treathy, Diana — College of Charleston

CPR For Play in K(Indergarten): How Teachers Educators Can Help Keep Play in K
Kalmar, Kathleen — Saginaw Valley State University

Implementation Issues in Multicultural Education: What Are Secondary Public School Educators Facing Today?
Key, La Vonne — Texas A&M University-Kingsville

Educational Software Engineering Models
Escudeiro, Paula — Instituto Superior de Engenharia do Porto
Bidarra, José — Universidade Aberta

E-Learning Modules Developed for Improvement of Instruction With In-service and Pre-service Teachers
Downey, Portia — Northern Illinois University
Walker, David — Northern Illinois University
Smaldino, Joseph — Northern Illinois University
Smaldino, Sharon — Northern Illinois University

An Analysis of the Efficacy of a Supplemental Reading Program for At-risk Readers In Six First Grade Classrooms
Goetze, Sandra — Oklahoma State University

Introduction to BVSD Achievement Test Cohort Analysis
Schuster, Bernard — Blue Valley Unified School District 229

A Technology-Based Approach to Screening and Referral Practices For Identifying Young Children With Disabilities
Paillard, Alise — San Francisco State University
Hays, Jon — Solutions to Advance Learning and Utilize Technology
Fostering Intercultural Communication in ESL  
Nikitenko, Angela —— University of San Francisco

Promoting Student Engagement and Learning Through Staff Development and Youth Development Activities  
Hafner, Anne —— California State University  
Clare, Ronnie —— Long Beach Unified School District

Evaluating the Impact of Reading Institutes for Academic Preparation in the Early Assessment Program  
Hafner, Anne —— California State University  
Slovacek, Simeon —— Calif. State University  
Joseph, Rebecca —— Calif. State University  
Moss, Kirran —— Calif. State University

Presidential matchmaking: An Exploration of the Relationship Between Perceived Fit With Campus Culture and Professional Satisfaction Among College and University Presidents  
Perrakis, Athena —— University of San Diego

Predictors of Risk in Early Literacy: Effects of Technology and Learning Context  
Foorman, Barbara —— Florida State University  
Francis, David —— University of Houston  
York, Mary —— University of Houston  
Santi, Kristi —— The Santi Group

Toward Optimizing Independent Living Skills (Project TOILS): Text-messaging Among Secondary Level Deaf Students  
Akamatsu, Carol Tane —— Toronto District School Board  
Mayer, Connie —— York University  
Farrelly, Shona —— Toronto District School Board

Impact of an Early Reading Intervention Program on the Literacy Environments of Preschool Classrooms: A Longitudinal Study  
Reeves, Carolyn —— University of Southern Mississippi  
Kazelskis, Richard —— University of Southern Mississippi  
Thames, Dana —— University of Southern Mississippi  
Grace, Cathy —— University of Southern Mississippi  
Bordelon, Denise —— McComb School District

Research and Statistics Anxiety in a Counseling Research Methods Course  
Bolton, David —— West Chester University  
Cruise, Robert —— LaSierra University

Creating Sparks with Children’s Literature  
Williams, Diana —— Arkansas State University  
Owens, Lina —— Arkansas State University  
Fillippino, Tonja —— Arkansas State University

Creating Developmental Scales for State Standards via Alignment to a Calibrated Item Pool  
Brown, Richard —— University of Southern California

Connecting Culture and Science with Problem-Based Learning: A Two-Way Street  
Bartley, John —— University of Delaware

Procedural Knowledge Representation for Testing and Instruction  
Durnin, John —— Villanova University

Music Education in Singapore: Towards the 21st Century  
Tan, Penny —— University of Western Australia
Benefits of Establishing Education Coalitions On Critical Issues in the Political Arena
Bustillos, Terry — National University

Tourette’s Syndrome, Obsessive-Compulsive Behaviors and Academic Achievement
Dev, Poonam — Nazareth College of Rochester
Call, Debby — Nazareth College of Rochester

“Life is a Rollercoaster: Enjoy the Ride!”: Evaluating Innate Health Assemblies at Morgantown High School
Curtis, Reagan — West Virginia University
Sedgeman, Judith — West Virginia University

Service Learning Collaboration: Grand Valley State University College of Education, School of Social Work
Kamps, Vicki — Grand Valley State University

Connections in the Heartland: The Early Head Start Nebraska Infant/Toddler Quality Childcare Initiative
Zeece, Pauline Davey — University of Nebraska

Effects of Creative Drama Using Picturebooks on Young Children’s Dramatic Body Expression and Emotional Expression
Choi, Kyoung — Sung Kyun Kwan University
Kang, Eun Jin — Sung Kyun Kwan University
Hyun, Eun Ja — Sung Kyun Kwan University

Effects of Technology-Supported Graphic Organizers on the Writing Skills of Minority Students’ with Mild Intellectual Disabilities
Boon, Richard — University of Georgia
Fore, III, Cecil — University of Georgia
Bryant, Erin — University of Georgia
Martin, Christopher — University of Georgia

An innovative and Interdisciplinary Mentoring Model for Creating a Pipeline to College and Beyond for at Risk Girls and Women of Color
Stark-Rose, Rose — St. Cloud State University
Subrahmanyan, Lalita — St. Cloud State University
Merchant, Niloufer — St. Cloud State University

A Case Study: The Effects of Culture Environment on Reading Motivation of Children's Reading-Classics at Home Schooling
Chen, Chia-Ho — National Sun Yat-sen University
Wu, Yi-Chen — National Sun Yat-sen University

The Case Study of the Reading Skills of Foreign Spouses Children with Repeated Reading
Huang, Yi-Ching — National Sun Yat-sen University
Wu, Yi-Chen — National Sun Yat-sen University

Perceived Barriers to International Experiential Education
Wolfskill, Lawrence — Sam Houston State University
Wingenbach, Gary — Texas A&M University

Assessment Strategies: Measuring Program Learning Outcomes for Early Childhood Education Majors
Wooldridge, Deborah — School of Family and Consumer Sciences
Poirier, Sandra — Middle Tennessee State University
Mayers, Gloysis — Zayed University
Coughlin, Chris — Zayed University
Sonleitner, Nancy — University of Oklahoma

A Study of Curriculum Leadership: A Case Study of a Private Kindergarten Director
Wang, Wei-Kuo — Chaoyang University of Technology
Reading Athletes: Reading Mentors in After School Literacy Programs
Saam, Louise —— Perkins Middle School

A Study of the Child-Rearing Experiences by the Immigrant Mothers from Southeastern Asia in Taiwan
Hsiao, Yen-ju —— Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science
Hsiao, Chi-lin —— Spalding University
Hsu, Chun-yu —— Fooyin University

A Case Study of School Adaptation by Children of Immigrant Mothers in Kindergarten
Hsiao, Yen-ju —— Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science
Hsu, Chun-yu —— Fooyin University
Hsiao, Chi-lin —— Spalding University

International Student Teaching: Learning Peace in Northern Ireland
Pickett, Linda —— University of Michigan

Prospective and Practicing Teachers’ Attitudes Toward Muslims: The Pew Survey Recast
Lucking, Bob —— Old Dominion University
Al Hazza, Tami —— Old Dominion University
Perron, Nicole —— Old Dominion University

Cubing: Reading/Writing Strategy Outside a Box
Hearn, Beverly —— University of Tennessee

Promoting Peace Through Educating Children
Mungai, Anne —— Adelphi University
Mungai, George S. N. —— Caroline W. Mungai Foundation

Interactive Apprenticeship Study Project...Aboriginal Theme
Greig, Debra —— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc.
Reid, Rodney —— ShirWin Knowledge & Learning Systems Inc.

A Values Analysis of Local Newspaper Stories on Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
McCarthy, Henry —— Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center
Allsbrook, Deborah —— Louisiana State University
Howard, Christopher —— Louisiana State University
Wool-Waltz, Angela —— Louisiana State University

Conceding the Computer Learning Curve
Raudensky, Jeanne —— Springfield College

Classroom Teachers Collaborating on Computers
Raudensky, Jeanne —— Springfield College

An Opening Door: The Issue of Homosexuality in Public Education
Zagumny, Matthew —— Tennessee Technological University
Hammonds, Paul —— Tennessee Technological University

Microskills and the Counselor
Barnett, Susan —— Northwestern State University
Filippino, Tonja —— Arkansas State University

Manners 101: Do They Really Matter in a Classroom
Roach, Scott —— Northwestern State University
Barnett, Susan —— Northwestern State University
Filippino, Tonja —— Arkansas State University
Integrating Technology into a K-12 Classroom
Fillippino, Tonja — Arkansas State University
Williams, Diana — Arkansas State University

Contextual Factors that Affect the Implementation of Curriculum Policy in one District of the Eastern Cape in South Africa
Cishe, E — Walter Sisulu University

The Effects of Advance Organizers and Causal Texts on Reading Comprehension for Fifth Graders
Lin, Yi-Feng — National Sun Yat-sen University
Wu, Yi-Chen — National Sun Yat-sen University

Implementation of a Service-Learning Project by Student Nurses Enrolled in Psychiatric Nursing to Detect Depression and Dispel Myths and Stigma Associated with Mental Illness in College Students
May, Deborah — Ball State University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Cowart, Melinda

Beliefs About Language and Language Learning: Implications for Teachers of Linguistically Diverse Learners
Cowart, Melinda — Texas Woman's University
Leavell, Alexandra — University Of North Texas
Dam, Phap — Texas Woman’s University
Nam, Kay Hong — University of North Texas

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Williams, Desha

Impact of Mentoring on Developing an Urban Teacher Professional Identity
Williams, Desha — Georgia State University

International Teacher Education: Semantics and Suppositions
Walker, Anne — University of North Dakota
Pearson, Donna — University of North Dakota

A Development of an Evaluation System for Teacher Professional experience based on 360 Degree Feedback by Applying Generalizability Theory
Seekheio, Duangjai — Chulalongkorn University

Student Teachers' Personal Development : A Teacher Education Program
Gobeil-Dwyer, Florence — University of Alberta
Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Anderson, Lisa

Building Faculty Toolboxes: Providing Tools to Facilitate Transformational Education
Anderson, Lisa — University of South Florida
Subramaniam, Chitra — University of South Florida

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Ogletree, Susan

Organizational Structure and Lessons Learned on a Large Scale Assessment
Ogletree, Susan — Georgia State University
Granville, Harley — Georgia State University
Dale, August — Georgia State University

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Adult Education  
Session Chair: Huang, Yueh-Chun

Organizational Climate and Informal Learning Methods in the Workplace in Taiwan
Huang, Yueh-Chun — National Chiayi University
Wu, Shu-Chuan — National Chung Cheng University

The Study of Race of Life Transfer on a Woman - A Case on Almoner for Care the Single Elder
Chen, Daphne Tai-Fen — National Chung Cheng University
Chao, Rosa Meng-Chieh — National Chung Cheng University

A Study of Learning State of Play, Needs, and Problems of Immigrant Woman in Taiwan
Chang, Wan-Jen — National Chung Cheng University
Huang, Fu-Shun — National Chung Cheng University
Chen, Daphne Tai-Fen — National Chung Cheng University
Tsai, Wen-Chi — National Chung Cheng University
Tung, Hsiang-Ling — National Chung Cheng University

Development of an Instrument to Identify Multiple Intelligences Preference
Conti, Gary — Oklahoma State University
McClellan, Joyce — Tulsa Technology Center

Sunday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Rivas, Olivia

Using Films to Discuss Ethical Meta-Principles with Graduate Students and School Personnel
Rivas, Olivia — University of Texas
Mancillas, Margie — University of Texas
2007 Hawaii International Conference on Education  
Honolulu, Hawaii

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Myers, Michelle

Sisters in Science Equity Reform Project
Myers, Michelle — CUNY
Hammrich, Penny — CUNY
Rodrigues, Sonia — CUNY

Teacher Knowledge Myths: An Examination of the Relationship between the Texas Examinations of Educator Standards and Formal Coursework, Grade Point Average and Age of Coursework
Harrell, Pamela Esprívalo — University of North Texas

Scientific Literacy and its Necessary Development for
Hammrich, Penny — CUNY
Myers, Michelle — CUNY

Students’ Alternative Conceptions on Biotechnology
Abonal, May Martinez — Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Pasig

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Shepherd, Terry

Personalized System of Instruction in Math: An Alternative Teaching Method in the EBD Classroom
Shepherd, Terry — Texas A&M International University

Multidisciplinary Literacy Project for Children Who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing
Cutler, Michelle — University of Tennessee
Schwarz, Ilsa — University of Tennessee

Need for Personalising Spelling for Specific Learning Disabled Children
Rao, Eddiya Roopa — University of Mysore

General and Special Education Teachers’ Perspectives of Students with Learning Disabilities
Lasley, Elizabeth — Dickinson State University
Keefé, Charlotte — Texas Woman’s University
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education - Panel
Session Chair: Tamashiro, Roy

*International Travel + Online Hybridized Courses: Insights from Students and Instructors*
Tamashiro, Roy —— Webster University
Scott, Brad —— Webster University
Psihountas, Debbie —— Webster University
Walkenhorst, Brad —— Special School District of St. Louis County
Quain, Sandra —— Webster University
Hanssen, Paula —— Webster University
Bauermeister, Maxine —— Webster University
Petras, Carol-Lynn —— Pepperdine University
Schmidt, Paulette —— Webster University

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Silva, Ernest

*Career Technical Education – Integrating Career Training, Curriculum and Facilities*
Silva, Ernest —— Murdoch, Walrath and Holmes
Dawson, Linda —— SIA Tech
Johnson, Pamela —— Coalition for Adequate School Housing (C.A.S.H.)
Gornick, Frank —— West Hills Community College District
Averill, Donald —— San Bernardino Community College District

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/7/2007  Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Smith, Shannon

*Utilizing Emotional Intelligence as a Major Construct to Enhance the School Counseling Program*
Smith, Shannon —— University of Nevada
Staples, Pamela —— University of Nevada
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Shepherd, Robin-Marie

Volitional Strategies and Socially Anxiety among University Student  
Shepherd, Robin-Marie — University of Auckland

Community Building in an Honors College: Successes and Failures  
Silverman, Stuart — University of South Florida  
Geiger, Sharon — University of South Florida

The Narrow Scope of Diversity in Higher Education  
Sims, Cynthia — Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Balancing Education and Experience in Communications/Journalism: An Examination of Employer Perceptions Regarding Recent College Graduates  
Sevening, Ryan — University of South Dakota

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton)

Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education  
Session Chair: Deguchi, Masayuki

Role of Nonprofit Organizations and Local Government to Educate Non-Japanese Children in Japan  
Deguchi, Masayuki — National Museum of Ethnology  
Dhakal, Govind — National Museum of Ethnology  
Dhakal, Tek Nath — National Museum of Ethnology

Preparing Immigrant Group for Economic and Social Success in the U.S. - The Case of the Iranian Immigrants  
Amin, Fereshteh — Amin Consulting Group  
Madjidi, Farzin — Pepperdine University

Educational Leadership in Collaborative Public High School and Post-secondary Education Model  
McNeil, Anissa — Pepperdine University  
Miller, Carolyn — Pepperdine University

Crisis Leadership – Observations and Analysis  
Brytt-Stuart, Jacqueline — Pepperdine University  
Carr, Brennan — Pepperdine University  
Gill, Ronald — Boeing Company  
Williams, Donna — Boeing Company
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kauai (Hilton)

Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop  
Session Chair: Deytz, Lourdes

*Family Literacy Action Research (English and Spanish)*  
Deytz, Lourdes — Brownsville Independent School District  
Gavito, Judy — Brownsville Independent School District  
Kennedy, Judy — Brownsville Independent School District  
Perez, Dolores — Brownsville Independent School District  
Perez, Lucy — Brownsville Independent School District  
Salazar-Lucio, Melba — Brownsville Independent School District

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kau (Marriott)

Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Cable, Lori

*Building Blocks for Literacy and Sensory Integration*  
Cable, Lori — The Block Academy  
Landrum, Ann — The Block Academy  
Keutzer, Tracy —
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership
Session Chair: Gentilucci, James

Principals’ Influence on Academic Achievement: The Student Perspective
Gentilucci, James —— California Polytechnic State University
Muto, Cindy —— California Polytechnic State University

Is the Current Presence of Minority Faculty in Higher Education Adequate?
Gomez, Manuel —— Morton College

Action Research and Accountability: American Samoan Educators’ Perceptions of the Relevance of Praxis II as an Indic平or of Highly Qualified South Pacific Teachers
Friesen, Deborah —— University of Hawaii
Aikala, Maggie —— University of Hawaii
Ekeroma, Julie —— University of Hawaii
Fetolofai, Terisa —— University of Hawaii
Ifopo, Sau —— University of Hawaii
Liufau, Lisa —— University of Hawaii
Lolo, Faiai Diasy —— University of Hawaii
Maifea, Akenese —— University of Hawaii
Poasa, Siaosi —— University of Hawaii
Sauni, Lizzie —— University of Hawaii
Tuanuunu-Puu, Faatoese —— University of Hawaii
Solaita, Richard —— University of Hawaii
Tuilagi, Tepora —— University of Hawaii
Achica, Donna —— University of Hawaii
Misaalefua, Steve —— University of Hawaii
Petelo, Feleni —— University of Hawaii

Examining Trends in Segregation from a Multiple Group Perspective: 1988-2004
Glenn, William —— Virginia Tech School of Education
Felder, Monique —— Virginia Tech School of Education
Blended Teaching and Learning
Ikpa, Vivian — Temple University

Educational Leadership and Counselor Education: The Merging of Two Silos for Doctoral Studies with the Mission of Community Cohesion
Warner, Cheryl — Clemson University
Williams, Frankie Keels — Clemson University

Fraud, Fantasy or Fact? Anomalous Problems Facing Schools.
Proffit, Alvin — Appalachian State University

Building Technology Leadership Through an Educational Leadership Master’s Program
Williamson, Jo — Kennesaw State University
Redish, Traci — Kennesaw State University
Chan, T. C. — Kennesaw State University
Cheek, Jerrie — Kennesaw State University

Beating the Odds with Tools for Teaching Content Literacy
Allen, Janet — Literacy Leadership Collaborative
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Goderya-Shaikh, Fehmida

Action Research on the Benefits of Using Computer Assisted Learning to Enhance the Learning Outcomes in Science
Goderya-Shaikh, Fehmida —— Deakin University
Madden, Margaret —— Notre Dame Institute of Education

Technology-Enhanced Data-Based Decision-Making: Making a Case for Faculty Development
Kalkman, Deborah —— Northern Illinois University
Cummings, Corenna —— Northern Illinois University
DeFrates-Densch, Nancy —— Northern Illinois University
Underwood, Jason —— Northern Illinois University
Conway, Agnes —— Northern Illinois University
Boelke, William —— Northern Illinois University

Choosing the Best Educational Method - From Drawing, Animation to Cable Making
Vasiljevic, Verica —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Krneta, Borislav —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Kuk, Predrag Gavrilovic Kristijan K —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Petkovic, Vesna —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Vasiljevic, Dejan —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering

Digital Game Creation as Forms of Literacy Instruction
Galla, Candace —— University of Arizona

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education
Session Chair: Sandifer, Cody

Sandifer, Cody —— Towson University
Haines, Sarah —— Towson University

Classroom Management and Student Achievement: A Study of Seventeen Inner-city Elementary and Middle Schools
Freiberg, H. Jerome —— University of Houston
Huzinec, Chris —— Houston Independent School District
Borders, Katrina —— University of Houston

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: McDaniels, Karen

“Bait”: Hooking the Most Reluctant Reader on Any Text
McDaniels, Karen —— University of Central Florida
Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Workshop  
Session Chair: Oxendine, David

*Prejudice, Discrimination and Stereotyping in the Multicultural Classroom*

Oxendine, David —— University of North Carolina at Pembroke

---

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Powell, Fritzlaine

*Financially Fit in the 21st Century*

Powell, Fritzlaine —— University of Central Florida  
Jacobsen, Rosanna —— Florida Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy

---

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Cowart, Ronald

*Landfall! Hurricane Katrina’s Impact on Children and Schools*

Cowart, Ronald —— Dallas Baptist University  
Cowart, Melinda —— Texas Woman’s University  
Pemberton, Jane —— Texas Woman’s University

---

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Longwell-Grice, Hope

*Addressing Fears and Preconceptions: Three Assignments to Learn About Community*

Longwell-Grice, Hope —— University of Wisconsin  
Gundry, Judy —— University of Wisconsin

*First Year Teacher Perceptions of Teacher Preparation Programs*

Wiley, Caroline —— University of Arizona  
McCaslin, Mary —— University of Arizona  
Good, Thomas —— University of Arizona

*Using Modern Information Technology in Class Teacher Education and Training to Make Training Possible in Natural Environment*

Valli, Raine —— Chydenius-institute Kokkola University Consortium  
Meriläinen, Merja —— Chydenius-institute Kokkola University Consortium  
Johnson, Peter —— Chydenius-institute Kokkola University Consortium

*Supporting Professional Identity Through Mentoring Activities*

Marlow, Michael —— University of Colorado
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Day, Trudy

Alternative Preparation Routes and Programs for K-12 Teacher Preparation at the University: A Program Design that Works
Day, Trudy — Alliant International University

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Newman, Timothy

Preparing Students for Success Through Sport-Related Student Organizations
Newman, Timothy — York College of Pennsylvania
Blaszka, Matthew — York College of Pennsylvania
Duffy, Brent — York College of Pennsylvania
Eckenrode, Megan — York College of Pennsylvania
Fitzgerald, Scott — York College of Pennsylvania
Kotlinski, Robert — York College of Pennsylvania
White, Christopher — York College of Pennsylvania

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Waikiki I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Manco, Charlene

Campus Ethics
Manco, Charlene — Western Kentucky University

Sunday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Waikiki II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Foret, Claire

Intergenerational Education: Tapping into Community Resources
Foret, Claire — University of Louisiana
Carter, Marcia — Western Illinois University
Espinosa, Dana — College of Health & Human Performance
Nezey, Ida — Center on Aging at Lafayette General Med Ctr.
Charles, Jo — University of Louisiana
Weber, Janice — University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Furuto, David

How to Help Your Students Succeed in Mathematics
Furuto, David —— Brigham Young University Hawaii
Furuto, Sharlene B.C.L. —— Brigham Young University Hawaii
Furuto, Michael —— Brigham Young University Hawaii

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Honolulu (Marriott)

Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Roberts, Jodi

Accessible Distance Education 101
Roberts, Jodi —— Mississippi State University
Crittenden, Laura —— Mississippi State University
Hollingshed, Modeane —— Mississippi State University
Craven, Tracy —— Mississippi State University

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)

Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Michals, Elisa

Creating Language in Multi Cultural Classrooms
Michals, Elisa —— Sacramento State University, California
Garzitto, Emi —— University Hill Secondary School

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Dermer, Shannon

Utilizing Creativity and Multimedia to Engage Counselor Education Students
Dermer, Shannon —— Governors State University
Boender, Jennifer —— Governors State University
Malvestuto, Melissa —— Governors State University
Smith, Shannon —— UNLV

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Groccia, James

Teaching and Learning Centers: A Key to Enhanced Student Learning, Retention, and Faculty Development
Groccia, James —— Auburn University
**Sunday**

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Kou (Marriott)

Session Topic: Early Childhood Education  
Session Chair: Tsung-Hui Tu

**Helping Infants and Toddlers to Explore the World through Science Activities**  
Tu, Tsung-Hui — Kent State University  
Hsiao, Wei-Ying — Shawnee State University

**Factors Influencing Preschool Teachers’ Beliefs about Developmentally Appropriate Practice**  
Hsiao, Wei-Ying — Shawnee State University  
Tu, Tsung-Hui — Kent State University

**It’s All About the Children: A Case Study of One Preschool Teacher’s Approach to Early Literacy Instruction**  
Gillett, Erin — Minnesota State University Moorhead

**Bear’s Image Represented in Picturebooks**  
Kim, Hyeon Kyeong — Sungkyunkwan University  
Hyun, Eun Ja — Sungkyunkwan University

---

**Sunday**

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Milo I (Marriott)

Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: John Hunt

**Implications of the Failure to Employ Highly Qualified Teachers under the No Child Left Behind Act: A Growing Issue for School Administrators**  
Hunt, John — Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville

**An Analysis of the Impact of Federal and State Education Policies on the Roles and Responsibilities of Teacher Preparation Faculty at Institutions of Higher Education**  
Finn, Marie — Hood College

**One Country, Three Systems: Medium of Instruction Policy in Education in Bangladesh**  
Hossain, Tania — International Christian University

**NCLB vs. BOE: Are Federal Intentions and State Interpretations of AYP Congruent with Best Practices in Education**  
Jones, Kevin — Morehead State University  
Lindsey, Sara — Morehead State University

---

**Sunday**

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/7/2007  
Room: Milo II (Marriott)

Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel  
Session Chair: Harris III, J. John

**Miles to Go Before We Sleep: Expanding Policy and Educational Opportunities in a Global Society**  
Harris III, J. John — University of Kentucky  
Richardson, Jeanita — Virginia State University  
Brown, Elinor — University of Kentucky  
Wright, Lynda Brown — University of Kentucky  
Price, Sonja Feist — University of Kentucky  
Haley, Nadine — Metropolitan State University
Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel  
Session Chair: Davenport, Elizabeth

*The Doctoral Process - A View from Both Sides of the Academia*
Davenport, Elizabeth — Florida A&M University  
Crump, Genae — Florida Department of Education  
Green-Powell, Patricia — Florida A&M University  
Barnes, Deborah — Leon County School District  
Glover, Marsha — Leon County School District  
Smith, Marian — Florida A&M University

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology  
Session Chair: Koppelman, Janet

*More Than a Cool Toy: How Video Documentary Projects Empower Student Learning with Research, Writing and Visual Literacy*
Koppelman, Janet — Viterbo University  
Koppelman, Tess — WDAF-TV

*Can We Really Use our MP3 Players in School?: Applications and Implications for an Emerging Technology in Secondary Education*
Stiler, Gary — University of Redlands

*The Key Elements in the use of Technology in Schools: An Analysis of Two Academic Programs*
Alvarez-Mexia, Nadia — University of Arizona

*Institutionalizing ePortfolio: Progress, Challenges and Changing Dynamics in a Teacher Education Unit*
Huang, Yi Ping — University of Maryland Baltimore County
Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Mathews, Terri

An On-line Solution to a Critical Teaching Shortage Area
Mathews, Terri — Old Dominion University
Perry, Terrell — Old Dominion University
Butler, Leigh — Old Dominion University

Hierarchies of Analogical Reasoning Represent Cognitive Levels of Science Conceptual Understanding of Electrical Circuits
Staples, Kimberly — Kansas State University

Increasing Learning in Organic Chemistry Using Active/Cooperative Learning Combined with Actual Observed Student Interaction
Myers, Michael — California State University
Berryhill, Stuart — California State University
Shankweiler, Gary — California State University
Vo, Mai Phuong — California State University
Zweier, Lou — California State University
Carey, Tom — California State University
Nakayama, Kensaku — California State University

A S.T.E.M. Minor: A Way to Encourage Confidence and Comfort for Education and Other Majors
Murphy, Tony — College of St. Catherine

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Sayers, Dennis

Public-Domain Audiobooks and Reading Education
Sayers, Dennis — California State University

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM 1/7/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: ESL/TESL
Session Chair: Shang, Hui-fang

Examining the Impact between Linguistic Patterns, Listening Strategy Use and FL Listening Comprehension
Shang, Hui-fang — I-Shou University

Integrating Our Notions of Purpose: Motivational Tendencies of Senmon Gakko and University Students of English in Japan
Perkins, John — Tokai University

The Real Deal: The Long and Short Term Benefits of an Intensive Content-based Overseas Study Program.
Ramsden, Kevin — Kyoto University of Foreign Studies

Constructivist Language Learning through WebQuests in EFL Context: The Learners’ Perspectives
Prapinwong, Malinee — Indiana University Bloomington
Puthikanon, Nunthika — Indiana University Bloomington
Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Yonally, Dawn

Civic Education, Habitat for Humanity and University Students— The Perfect Partners
Yonally, Dawn — Northeastern State University

Mass Customization
Zweig, Peter — University of Houston  
Price, Bill — University of Houston

Dyslexia in British Higher Education: The View from Dyslexic Students
Wright, Barlow — Brunel University

Course Management Systems and Hybrid Courses: Old Wine in New Bottle or a New Wave?
Lan, Jiang — Southern Methodist University  
Powell, Randall — Southern Methodist University

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Day, Kaaren

Student Teaching in a Professional Development School: Is One Semester Enough?
Day, Kaaren — University of North Texas  
Cowart, Melinda — Texas Woman's University

Sunday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Kurtts, Stephanie

Nontraditional Adult Special Education Teacher Candidates: What Makes the Difference in Becoming a Teacher
Kurtts, Stephanie — University of North Carolina at Greensboro  
Boyles, Carolyn — University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Provocative Pedagogies in E-learning: Making the Invisible Visible
Sinclair, Anne — University of Auckland

Factors of a Low-SES Household: What Aids Academic Achievement?
Plourde, Lee — Central Washington University-Wenatchee  
Milne, Allison — Central Washington University-Wenatchee

Sustaining the Accountability System: Progress, Challenges and Changing Dynamics in a Teacher Education Unit
Huang, Yi Ping — University of Maryland Baltimore County
### Sunday

**Time:** 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
**1/7/2007**  
**Room:** Territorial III (Hilton)

**Session Topic:** Teacher Education - Workshop  
**Session Chair:** Orlando, Ann

*Change Your Language! Explode Your Results*  
Orlando, Ann —— Desert Arroyo Middle School

---

**Time:** 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
**1/7/2007**  
**Room:** Waikiki I (Marriott)

**Session Topic:** Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop  
**Session Chair:** Konopka, Ethel

*The Myths of Youth Violence: From the Classroom to the Boardroom*  
Konopka, Ethel —— San Mateo Union High School District  
Benz, Susan —— San Mateo Union High School District  
Wheeler-Dubin, Jane —— Peninsula High School

---

**Time:** 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
**1/7/2007**  
**Room:** Waikiki II (Marriott)

**Session Topic:** Adult Education - Workshop  
**Session Chair:** Sork, Thomas

*The Promise and Perils of a Global Core Curriculum in Adult Education*  
Sork, Thomas —— University of British Columbia

---

**Time:** 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
**1/7/2007**  
**Room:** Waikiki III (Marriott)

**Session Topic:** Other Areas of Education - Workshop  
**Session Chair:** Baten, Gene

*Like Grandma Said*  
Baten, Gene —— Central Connecticut State University  
Harrison, Cheryl —— Quinnipiac University  
Howell, Maxine —— Central Connecticut State University
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education
Session Chair: Furuto, Linda

Japanese Mathematics Achievement and Factors of Diversity
Furuto, Linda — UCLA

Revisiting the Lesson: Middle School Teachers’ Reflections on their Mathematical Learning Experiences
Chamberlin, Michelle Terese — University of Northern Colorado

Qualifying Middle Grades Mathematics Teachers
Reid, Thomas — Univ of South Carolina-Aiken
Luedeman, John — Clemson University

“Is it Helpful to You?” — The Feedbacks of Mathematics Teachers in the Interdependent Research-Based Context
Yao, Ru-Fen — National Chia-Yi University

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Fovet, Frédéric

ADHD and the Emotional Development of Teenagers – Non-medical Tools of Intervention
Fovet, Frédéric — Collège Northside

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Story, Anna

Virtual Classroom: Financial Benefits, Pedagogical Vision and Technical Ease in Implementation
Story, Anna — Phillips Beth Israel School of Nursing
Ozden, Erdem — Phillips Beth Israel School of Nursing
Mackin, Janet — Phillips Beth Israel School of Nursing

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Dermer, Shannon

Let’s Talk About Sex: Creating A Sex Therapy Course to Help Counselors Become More Comfortable Discussing Sexual Issues with Clients
Dermer, Shannon — Governors State University
Boender, Jennifer — Governors State University
Malvestuto, Melissa — Governors State University
Smith, Shannon — UNLV
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education
Session Chair: Phan, Loan

Addressing the Achievement Gap with the Racial/Cultural Identity Development Model
Phan, Loan — University of New Hampshire

Group Counselor Trainings in Africa
Terry, Leann — Indiana University
Stockton, Rex — Indiana University
Nitza, Amy — Indiana University-Purdue University

Paradox or Progress: Teaching Counseling in an Online Format
Kushner, Jason — University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Maldonado, José — Monmouth University

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Parsh, Bridget

Hello from College: A Manageable Service Learning Project for Freshman Seminar
Parsh, Bridget — California State University
Godby, Deanna — Joseph Bonnheim Elementary School

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Business Education
Session Chair: Secundo, Giustina

Rethinking Human Capital Creation: An Innovative Approach from a Business School
Secundo, Giustina — University of Lecce
Passiante, Giuseppina — University of Lecce

Perceptive Leadership: Understanding your environment with SPELIT©
Schmieder-Ramirez, June — Pepperdine University
Mallette, Leo — Pepperdine University

Work-School Conflict and Coping Strategies: Perceptions of Taiwanese Non-Traditional Students in Technological and Vocational Colleges
Chen, Ching-Yi — Chihlee Institute of Technology
Fischer, Jerome — University of Idaho
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership
Session Chair: Gordon, Vivian Hopp

The Nature and Roll of School Law in Public School Administration
Gordon, Vivian Hopp — Loyola University Chicago

Educational Reform: Constant Changes, No Solutions
Stine, David — Chapman University College
Kinsey, Gary — California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Quagmire of Quality Communication of Student Learning – A District’s Journey
Tassell, Janet Lynne — North Spencer County School District
Schriefer, Michael — North Spencer County School District
Kemp, Julie — North Spencer County School District
Litkenhus, Dianne — North Spencer County School District

Lessons from the Past for Accelerated Teacher Preparation
Stallones, Jared — California State Polytechnic University

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Workshop
Session Chair: Phifer, Susan

Educational Reframing Project: Designing a Theory of Practice and Implementing a Theory of Action - “Making It Work” in the Wake of No Child Left Behind
Phifer, Susan — New Jersey City University
Robinson, Carrie — New Jersey City University
Taylor, Betty — University of San Francisco

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Secondary Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Roberson, Keith

Marketing Your Best Asset...Y-O-U!: A Vocational Training Program for High School Students
Roberson, Keith — Pepperdine University
Whitfield, Honora — Whitfield Consulting
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Seiler, David

Age and Learning Style: Does a Relationship Exist?
Seiler, David —— Mississippi State University

Night-School College Students’ Responses to the Class Blog in a Children’s Literature Class
Wang, Ching-huang —— National Formosa University
Chen, Chien-han —— Indiana University- Bloomington

Using Technology to Develop Pre-service Teachers’ Reflective Thinking
Dittrich, Charles —— Gettysburg College
Stebick, Divonna —— Gettysburg College
Pool, Jonelle —— Gettysburg College
McCoy, Lindsay —— Gettysburg College

Difference in Students Learning Styles of Traditional and Multimedia Instructional Environment
Vasiljevic, Verica —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Ginic, Katarina —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Petkovic, Vesna —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Vasiljevic, Milica —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Miletic, Ana —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Kajgana, Nikola —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering
Ilic, Veselin —— Advanced School of Electrical Engineering

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education
Session Chair: Stegman, Charles

Arkansas Best Practices Study—Elementary Schools
Stegman, Charles —— University of Arkansas
Holaway-Johnson, Calli —— University of Arkansas
Fritts-Scott, Kristina —— University of Arkansas
Mulvenon, Sean —— University of Arkansas
Truelove, James —— University of Central Missouri
Beshears, Crystal —— University of Arkansas

Voices from the School Community: Latino Parent Volunteers Talk about Parent Involvement and Schooling
Warren, Susan —— Azusa Pacific University
Quintanar, Anita —— Claremont Graduate University

Historic Fiction and the Teaching of Citizenship
Reynolds, Ruth —— University of Newcastle
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education
Session Chair: Wu, Ching-Fen

Bridging the Cultural and Linguistic Gaps of the Minority Children: A Scaffolding Perspective
Wu, Ching-Fen — National Chiayi University

Constructions of Adolescence in Hawaiian Young Adult Fiction
Bean, Thomas — University of Nevada, Las Vegas

A Literacy Teacher's Toolbox: What Novice Teachers Need to Know and be Able to Do
de Onis, Ann — Montana State University

Self-guided Bibliotherapy: A Case Study of A Taiwanese Doctoral Student
Wang, Ching-huang — National Formosa University
Chen, Yi-wen — National Formosa University

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: ESL/TEFL
Session Chair: Wu, Ching-Fen

A Novice Learner’s Mediating Tools in Acquiring English as a Second Language (ESL)
Wu, Ching-Fen — National Chiayi University

The Effect of Student-Teacher Conferencing and Students’ Reflection Paper on EFL Student Writing
Wu, Chia Pei — I-Shou University

A Pilot Study of the Use of Psych Verbs Fear and Frighten Among Taiwanese Students
Hsu, Hsiao-Hui — Lunghua University of Science and Technology
Kuo, Jun-min — Tunghai University

Lacking the Words: French Immersion Graduates in a Francophone Post-Secondary Institution
Skogen, Rochelle — University of Alberta

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Stretton, Sue

Dynamic Assessment of Postsecondary Students with Attention Concerns
Stretton, Sue — University of Calgary
Samuels, Marilyn — University of Calgary
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Territorial I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Larrabee, Timothy  

Fostering Cultural Competency: Prospective Teachers’ Reflections on LGBT Issues in Schools  
Larrabee, Timothy —— Oakland University  
Morehead, Pamela —— Oakland University

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Territorial II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Keil, Virginia  

Seeing the Big Picture: Applying Systems Thinking to Develop an Assessment and Evaluation Framework to Clarify the Role of the NCATE Standards  
Keil, Virginia —— University of Toledo  
Haughton, Noela —— University of Toledo  

The Teaching Profession as a Career of Choice for Students of Color  
Maina, Faith —— State University of New York, Oswego  
Hampton, Bonita —— State University of New York, Oswego  
Davis, Deborah —— State University of New York, Oswego

A Blueprint for Quality Teacher Preparation  
Roe, Frances —— Berry College

Listening to Struggle and Learning about Difference: White Women Preparing to Teach in Urban Schools  
Longwell-Grice, Hope —— University of Wisconsin  
Saffold, Felicia —— University of Wisconsin

Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Territorial III (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Koshmanova, Tetyana

Globalization of Teacher Education: The Case of Eastern Europe  
Koshmanova, Tetyana —— Western Michigan University

Pre-Service Teachers’ Perceptions of Appropriateness of Teacher Self-Disclosure  
Zhang, Shaono —— Old Dominion University  
Shi, Qingmin —— Hebei Normal University  
Tonelson, Stephen —— Old Dominion University  
Allen, Dwight —— Old Dominion University

Enhancing the Teacher Knowledge though Professional Development: Lessons from a Summer Institute for Chinese Teachers of English  
Lin, Emily —— University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
Spalding, Elizabeth —— University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Educating School Librarians for Online, Globally Accessible, Virtual Libraries  
Gomez, Gabriel —— Chicago State University
Monday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Hundley, Ralph

On-line Assessments: More than Just for Student Advising
Hundley, Ralph —— Regional Consultant, CPP, Inc.
Kem, Lee —— Murray State University

Monday

Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Nomishan, Daniel

Using Critical Thinking as a Tool for Teaching Mathematics to Pre-service Teachers
Nomishan, Daniel —— Fitchburg State College

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Syverud, Susan

Modifying Content Area Instruction
Syverud, Susan —— University of North Florida
Patterson, Karen —— University of North Florida

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/8/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education
Session Chair: LeBlanc, Alyce

The 2+2 Mutual Coaching Process: Strategies to Enhance Learning in an Online University Setting
LeBlanc, Alyce —— Capella University
Allen, Dwight —— Old Dominion University

Online vs. Face-to-Face Instruction: An Issue of Performance
Davis, Dirk —— California Baptist University
Petras, Carol-Lynn —— Mesnier School

25 years of Indias First Open University
Subbaiah, Malasana —— Dr. B.R.Ambedkar Open University

Development of a Modular, Hybrid Online Credential Program for Interns
Salisbury, Mary —— California State University, Stanislaus
Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Health Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Youhne, Mia

HIV/AIDS Prevention Education among Youth and Asian Pacific Islander Americans  
Youhne, Mia —— University of Nevada Las Vegas

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Counselor Education  
Session Chair: Ng, Kok-Mun

International Students' Experiences with and Perceptions of Their Multicultural Counseling Training in the U.S.  
Ng, Kok-Mun —— University of North Carolina  
Smith, Shannon —— University of Nevada

School Counselors and the Importance of Multicultural Counseling Competence  
Airen, Osaro —— Virginia Tech

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Keathley, Rosanne

Developing Alcohol Education Initiatives in Centers of Higher Education  
Keathley, Rosanne —— Sam Houston State University  
Bass, Martha —— Sam Houston State University

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development  
Session Chair: Luke, Stephen

Identifying and Implementing Evidence-based Practices in Educational Contexts  

Using the Principles of Action Research in Developing the Elementary School Teachers’ Skills in Constructing the Instructional Media  
Thathong, Kongsak —— Khon Kaen University  
Srisuruk, Piyawan —— Khon Kaen University  
Thathong, Ngamnit —— Khon Kaen University  
Silanoi, Ladda —— Khon Kaen University  
Pitak, Ninmanee —— Khon Kaen University

Relinquishing Power: The Development of Teacher Empowerment  
Kayler, Mary —— George Mason University

Ten Years Later: Elementary Mathematics Teachers Evaluate the Long-Term Impact of a 3-Year Professional Development Project  
Eckmier, Janice —— California State University
Monday

Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Stewart, Kara

*Using the Arts to Develop Social, Emotional and Behavioral Competence*
Stewart, Kara — Cuyahoga Valley Youth Ballet
Sargent, Maria — Ashland University

Monday

Session Topic: Music Education
Session Chair: Kiehn, Mark

*Music Creativity Development in the Elementary-Level School*
Kiehn, Mark — University of Wisconsin

*Music at Home with the Under 5s: What is Happening?*
de Vries, Peter — Monash University

*The Four Nations Ensemble at Eisenhower Elementary School: Case Study of an Artist-In-Residence Program*
Gratto, Sharon Davis — Gettysburg College

*Music Education in Singapore: Perspectives of Singapore’s Main Stakeholders*
Tan, Penny — University of Western Australia

Monday

Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership
Session Chair: Phuntsog, Nawang

*China’s National Preferential Policies and Schooling of Tibetan Children: The Weakest Link*
Phuntsog, Nawang — California State University

*Constraining Teacher Educators’ Work: Dilemmas Created by the Implementation of the New Curriculum in the Northern Province of South Africa*
Muofhe, Lillian — Adelphi University

*Rethinking Reform and Re-growing American Democracy: A Call for Renewed Research and Real Accountability*
Canestrari, Alan — Roger Williams University
Marlowe, Bruce — Roger Williams University
Rush, Pamela — Reads Collaborative
Gardiner, Nancy Lee — Barrington Public Schools

*The Educational Praxis of Caring Leadership: An Exploratory Study of an Urban School Principal*
Huang, Ching-Yi — Chung Yuan Christian University
Chien, Yu-Min — Chung Yuan Christian University
Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Room: Milo II (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Administration  
Session Chair: Erickson, Joanne

*Does Emotional Intelligence Contribute to Principal Leadership Performance?*
Erickson, Joanne — Montana State University
Stoker, Gawen — Indian Valley High School

*An Educational Marketing Plan for Public Schools*
Hardy, III, Samuel — Augusta State University

*A Case Study of Implementing Whole-School: Reform at a Middle School*
Abramowitz, Rochelle — Florida Atlantic University

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Room: Milo III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Psychology  
Session Chair: Bartell, Marvin

*Portraits in Educational Innovation: Two Charter Schools*
Bartell, Marvin — University of Manitoba
Bartell, Riva — University of Manitoba

*The Significance of Interpersonal Community Engagement to Character Development and Instructional Efforts*
Corrigan, Michael — Marshall University
Walls, Richard — West Virginia University
Chapman, Paul — West Virginia University

*Comparison Between Mothers’, Fathers’ and Teachers’ Perception of Maladaptive Behaviors in Preschool Children*
Yun, Hye - Young — Sungkyunkwan University
Song, Ha – Na — Sungkyunkwan University

*Secondary Data Analysis: How Alternative Approaches to Methodology and Analysis Can Improve Educational Research*
Ross, Shelley — University of Victoria

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Room: Milo IV (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Hoy, Steven

*Immersive Environments for Learning Using 3-D Video Game Technology*
Hoy, Steven — Tabula Digita, Inc
Bart, Kelly — Niu Valley Middle School
Azoulay-Lewin, Celine — New York City Public Schools
Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Milo V (Marriott)

Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: Ambtman, Rudy

The System-Wide Promotion of Cultural Competence: A Case study
Ambtman, Rudy — Winnipeg School Division

The Changing Face of Physical Education: National Standards, Accountability, and Working with Classroom Teachers in K-12 Settings
Bryan, Charity Leigh — University of Louisiana

What A Drag: Gender Performances as Pedagogy
Latchford, Frances — York University

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)

Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Rowlands, Kathleen Dudden

Expanding Academic Literacies: Building Bridges between High School and the University
Rowlands, Kathleen Dudden — California State University, Northridge
Pak, Mira — California State University, Northridge

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)

Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Jones, Phyllis

Course Selection and Development in the Online Age: A special education perspective
Jones, Phyllis — University of South Florida Sarasota/Manatee
West, Elizabeth — University of Washington

Living Labs: Putting Theory into Practice
Justice, Connie — Purdue School of Engineering and Technology
Fernandez, Eugenia — Purdue School of Engineering and Technology, IUPUI

What Does Internationalization Have to Do With Quality? Analysis of the Relationship Between Internationalization and Quality of Higher Education
Jang, Ji-Yeung — University of Minnesota

Rubrics Across the Curriculum in Higher Education
Wolf, Kenneth — University of Colorado at Denver
Connelly, Mary — University of Colorado at Denver
Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Ganley, DeLacy Derin

Raising the Bar of Teacher Quality: Accountability, Collaboration, and Social Justice
Ganley, DeLacy Derin — Claremont Graduate University
Quintanar, Anita — Claremont Graduate University
Loop, Lisa — Claremont Graduate University

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Walker, David

A Professional Development School Intervention at a Multi-Site Urban School District
Walker, David — Northern Illinois University
Downey, Portia — Northern Illinois University

Student Quest: Encouraging Research through Inquiry, Discovery, Role Play, and Problem-based Scenarios
Matteson, Donna — New York State University at Oswego

Preparing Teacher Educators: Creating Multimedia Case Studies as a Vehicle for Better Understanding Teaching
Masingila, Joanna — Syracuse University
Ochanji, Moses — California State University San Marcos

Assisting Your Preservice Teacher to Be Successful During Field Experiences
Brett, Christine — East Stroudsburg University

Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Silva, Ruth

The Janus Face of Portfolio Construction: Teaching Reflection or Reflecting the Status Quo
Silva, Ruth — University of North Texas
Dunlap, Karen — Texas Woman's University

Recruiting African American Male Teacher Candidates Using an Athletic Model: Strategies for Diversifying the Teacher Workforce
Lewis, Chance — Texas A&M University
Mumford, Vince — University of Central Michigan
Singer, John — Texas A&M University

Self-Reflection: Classroom Expressions
Seaborn, Mary — Indiana Wesleyan University

A Development of an Evaluation System for Teacher Professional experience based on 360 Degree Feedback by Applying Generalizability Theory
Seekheio, Duangjai — Chulalongkorn University
Monday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  1/8/2007  Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop
Session Chair: Stevens, Matthew

Decision Making For Today’s Youth: Teaching Adolescents “How To” Make Decisions
Stevens, Matthew — Kean University
Bailey, Billie — Kean University

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Bishop, Phillip

Physics for the Masses, a Better Model for Teaching Science?
Bishop, Phillip — University of Alabama
Paxton, Minda — Tuscaloosa, AL City Schools

Teaching Practices of the Excellent Biology Teachers
Balsicas, Nilda — Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Pasig
Rabago, Lilia — University of the Philippines
Joaquin, Crescencia — University of the Philippines

School Science Education and the Culture of the School: The Voice of a School Community
Bartell, Riva — University of Manitoba

Case Study of an Exemplary Elementary Science Teacher’s Practices with Respect to Enhancing the Interest of Students
Kao, Huey-Lien — National Pingtung University of Education
Su, Ming-Chou — Tajen University

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Chiang, Bert

Development of the Checklist to Address Disproportionality in Special Education (CADSE)
Chiang, Bert — University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
Fiedler, Craig — University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
Van Haren, Barbara — University of Wisconsin Oshkosh

From Delinquency to Determination: Establishing Essential Partnerships for Success
Rivera, Ilia — University of Houston at Clear Lake
Winston, Shaitaisha — Abilene Christian University

Are Agricultural Education Student Teachers Confident in Teaching Students with Disabilities?
Kessell, John — Western Kentucky University
Wingenbach, Gary — Texas A&M University

Decreasing Challenging Behavior in Special Education Urban Settings
Beard, Kelli — California State University
Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Social Studies Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Bryant, Allen

*History with a Thousand Endings: Reinventing the Study of History*
Bryant, Allen — Appalachian State University  
Gilbert, Susan Dean — Lees-McRae College

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Kinesiology & Leisure Science  
Session Chair: Bryan, Charity Leigh

*Self-Determination in Physical Education: Designing Class Environments to Promote Health and Wellness*
Bryan, Charity Leigh — University of Louisiana at Lafayette  
Solmon, Melinda — Louisiana State University

*Does Physical Activity Impact Learning?*
Dunaway, Donna — Samford University  
Hester, Donna — University of Alabama at Birmingham

*Supporting Physical Education – Parent Voices*
Randall, Lynn — University of New Brunswick  
Tymowski, Gabriela — University of New Brunswick

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Russo, Mary Frances

*Using A Post-Modern Framework for Training Counselors in the Use of Traditional Counseling Theories*
Russo, Mary Frances — Slippery Rock University  
Kemmerer, Ann — Slippery Rock University  
Brahler, Theresa — Slippery Rock University  
Collinger, Katelyn — Slippery Rock University  
Motonis, Stacey — Slippery Rock University  
Renwick, Dana Renwick — Slippery Rock University  
Rzomp, Kristen — Slippery Rock University  
Timko, Elaine Timko — Slippery Rock University

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Holland, Glenda

*The Louisiana Transition to Teaching Project (LAT2T) Making a Difference*
Holland, Glenda — University of Louisiana - Monroe  
Marshall – Jackson, Carolyn — University of Louisiana - Monroe
Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop  
Session Chair: Vigna, Diane

*Educating Entrepreneurs: A Comprehensive Experiential Curriculum*
Vigna, Diane — University of Nebraska - Lincoln  
Fairchild, Patricia — University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Collier, Marta

*A Culturally Sensitive Community-Based Approach to Literacy Engaging The Marshallese Population: A Work in Progress Report*
Collier, Marta — University of Arkansas  
Murphy, Yvette — University of Arkansas  
Williams, Deanna — Migrant Education Program

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Art Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Pool, Kenneth

*Artful Learning®: A Model for an Integrated Arts Curriculum*
Pool, Kenneth — Gettysburg College  
DeNicola, Daniel — Gettysburg College  
Hanson, Susan — Gettysburg College  
Held, Karl — Gettysburg College

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: Gordon, Vivian Hopp

*Negligence in the School Setting: A New Model for School Leaders*
Gordon, Vivian Hopp — Loyola University Chicago

*Towards a Model of Principal's Leadership and Interpersonal Behaviors and Teachers' Classroom Interpersonal Behaviors in Selected Top Performing Secondary Schools*
Munoz, Michaela — De La Salle University - Manila

*Engaging Youth in School: Evidence for Increasing the Role of CTE*
Stone III, James — University of Minnesota

*Changing the Landscape*
Jordan, Constance — Pepperdine University
Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop
Session Chair: Fanning, Michael

International and Interdisciplinary Forum on Collaboration, Equity, and Innovation: Strategies to Improve Schools and Develop Teacher/Community Leadership
Fanning, Michael —— California State University

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Smedley, Linda

Leaders of Change or Mandated to Change
Smedley, Linda —— National University

Achievement Motivation: What We Know, and How We Can Use That Knowledge in the Classroom
Ross, Shelley —— University of Victoria

Accessing Teaching Expertise: The Use of Video Expert Teacher Think-Alouds in Initial Teacher Education to Promote Reflective Practice
Nirula, Latika —— OISE/University of Toronto
Peskin, Joan —— OISE/University of Toronto
Woodruff, Earl —— OISE/University of Toronto

Lev Vygotsky on Role of Context in Child Development
Gajdamaschko, Natalia —— Simon Fraser University
Egan, Kieran —— Simon Fraser University

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop
Session Chair: Barrett, Helen

Voice and Interactivity in ePortfolios: Digital Stories and Web 2.0
Barrett, Helen —— The REFLECT Initiative
Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Sheu, Tian Ming

Borrowing Ideas from Other Nations in Taiwan’s Educational Reform Movement: The Case of Vouchers
Sheu, Tian Ming — National Taiwan Normal University
Wang, Yue-Ching — National Taiwan Normal University

Curriculum for Student Internships: Educational Quality Measured in the Real World
Davis, Victoria — Vanderbilt University
Kuner, Susan — Vanderbilt University

How Does Student Satisfaction Influence Student Loyalty – From the Relationship Marketing Perspective
Chen, Yu-Fen — National Changhua University of Education
Hsiao, Chin-Hui — Chihlee Institute of Technology
Lee, Wen-Ching — National Changhua University of Education

The Chances for Ukrainian Education to Meet the Challenges of Increasingly Interdependent World
Koshmanova, Olena — Western Michigan University
Zulkarneyev, Serhiy — Ivan Franko National University of Lviv

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Hedrick, Wanda

Motivating Students to Want to Read: It Takes More than Labeling the Books’ Reading Levels
Hedrick, Wanda — University of North Florida
Williams, Lunetta — University of North Florida
Tuschinski, Linda — University of Central Florida

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Spelliscy, Irene

Innovative Student Access: How the Transition Year Program is Increasing Aboriginal Student Enrollment at the University of Alberta
Spelliscy, Irene — University of Alberta
Butler, Suzanne — University of Alberta

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Hunt, Herbert

Developing and Implementing Dispositions in Teacher Preparation
Hunt, Herbert — Slippery Rock University
Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/8/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Stahl, Sue

Continuing Professional Development: A Community of Learners Partnership
Stahl, Sue — Butler University

Immigration Myths and Misperceptions: What Teacher Educators need to Know
Koppelman, Kent — University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

A Global Perspective on Mentoring Programs in Fifteen Institutions of Higher Learning
Koeller, Marilyn — National University
Ailpert, Madelon — National University

Ross, Michael — Kennesaw State University
Lester, Army — Kennesaw State University
Hubbard, Daphne — University of South Alabama

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/8/2007
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Ostos, Ray

The College and Career Transition Initiative Teacher Education Pathway Model
Ostos, Ray — Maricopa Community Colleges
St. Arnauld, Cheri — Maricopa Community Colleges
Brite, Jan — Arizona Department of Education

Monday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/8/2007
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Williams, Susan

Enhancing the Success of Professional Work Teams in Education
Williams, Susan — University of Nebraska
Fritz, Susan — University of Nebraska

Monday

Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Slovin, Hannah

Imagine! Teaching Mathematics without Numbers!
Slovin, Hannah — University of Hawaii Manoa
Okazaki, Claire — University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Venenciano, Linda — University of Hawaii Manoa
Zenigami, Fay — University of Hawaii Manoa
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Lo, Lusa

Challenges Special Educators and Service Providers Faced when Working with Parents of Children with Disabilities
Lo, Lusa — University of Massachusetts Boston

Let Me Talk!: Language and Social Competency in Young Children
Watts, Cherry — University of Tennessee at Martin
Whitlow, Crystal — University of Tennessee at Martin

Juvenile Corrections and Day Treatment/Residential Schools: Implications from a National Survey of State Directors of Special Education
Gagnon, Joseph — George Mason University

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Social Studies Education
Session Chair: Smith, Barbara

Teaching Native American History and Culture to Native and Non-Native Students
Smith, Barbara — Utah State University

Bringing to Life Ancient China: An MI-Inspired Exploration and Simulation for an Urban 6th-Grade Classroom
Afsahi, Julie — Sherwood Middle School
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland

The Effects of Multimedia on the Comprehension and Retention of Information in a 4th Grade Classroom
McConnell, Ian — Rigler Elementary School
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Gosselink, Carol

Educating Students about Older Adults: A World War II Conference
Gosselink, Carol — Missouri State University
Myllykangas, Susan — Northwest Missouri State University

Child Shopping Behavior of Fashion Product
Choi, Chang-Ok — Bradley University
Parker, Katie — Bradley University

Current Events as a Way to Map Concepts
Myllykangas, Susan — Northwest Missouri State University
Gosselink, Carol — Missouri State University
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Davenport, Pat

Report on Four Independent Studies Supporting Family and Schools Together (FAST)
Davenport, Pat — FAST National Training and Evaluation Center

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Mallette, Leo

1000 Days to an Ed.D. [or was it 1400 Days?]
Mallette, Leo — Pepperdine University

Low-Income Student Success in Gateway Courses Utilizing a Course Management System
Childress, Amy — Purdue University
Wanger, Stephen — Oklahoma State University

Academic Integrity Decisions by Undergraduate Liberal Arts and Business Students
Rettinger, David — University of Mary Washington

One Plus One Are Bigger Than 2? An Action Research of Team Teaching in Higher Education
Lo, Pao-Feng — National Dong Hwa University

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kaiulani III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Wang, Yanhua

Analysis on Culture Integration Mechanism of University Based on Transaction Cost Theory
Wang, Yanhua — Shenzhen University
Yang, Yiyi — Shenzhen University
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: Banya, Kingsley

Universalizing Higher Education Curriculum: Promises and Perils
Banya, Kingsley — Florida International University

An Application of the Principles of Action Research in Developing Teachers’ Potentiality According to the National Education Act of 1999
Thathong, Kongsak — Khon Kaen University
Thathong, Ngamnit — Khon Kaen University
Srisuruk, Piyawan — Khon Kaen University
Silanoi, Piyawan — Khon Kaen University
Pitak, Ninmanee — Khon Kaen University
Punturat, Sompong — Khon Kaen University
Chinjuntuk, Samruan — Khon Kaen University

Countries and Cultures of the African Diaspora
Moore, Lois Merriweather — University of San Francisco
Schuldberg, Jean — California State University
Rainer, Samantha — University of San Francisco
Lemos, Tina — University of San Francisco

Yankee Appeal and Asian Commitment: An Inquiry into the Feasibility of Blending the Asian Work Ethic and U.S. Instructional Strategies to Increase Student Assessment Outcomes
Jones, Kevin — Morehead State University
Lindsey, Sara — Morehead State University
Lay, Cheng-shan — Morehead State University
Chen, Hsiao-ling — Morehead State University

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop
Session Chair: Norman, Julie

23 Years After “A Nation At Risk:” Are We Still?
Norman, Julie — Certified Workforce Development Professional

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel
Session Chair: Benavides, Lily

Critical Issues in Leadership
Benavides, Lily — University of San Francisco
Johnson, Laurie Cook — University of San Francisco
Rosen, Scott — University of San Francisco

120
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Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Administration  
Session Chair: McGarity III, Augustus

**Administrative Ecology:** Understanding the Relationship Between Administrators, the Organization, and the Community Environment  
McGarity III, Augustus — University of Southern Mississippi  
Maulding, Wanda — University of Southern Mississippi  
Stasny, Kim — University of Southern Mississippi

**Identifying Factors in School Teachers' Retention and Attrition: A Logistic Regression Analysis**  
Sherwani, Naseem Saeed — Pennsylvania State University  
Yoder, Edgar — Pennsylvania State University

**A Study of the Relationship Between Organizational Innovation Climate and Performance of Innovative Management in the Excellent Vocational High Schools in Taiwan**  
Chang, Jen-Chia — National Taipei University of Technology  
Wu, Ming-Shan — National Taipei University of Technology

**The Spirituality of Administrators of Selected Private School in the Philippines: Implications for Management Education**  
Borromeo, Roberto — De La Salle University

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Secondary Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Barr, Dennis

**The Challenges and Opportunities of Experimental Evaluation Research for an Innovative Educational Program, Facing History and Ourselves**  
Barr, Dennis — Facing History and Ourselves

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Hyatt, Kim

**How to Utilize a Database to Collect Comprehensive Information on Applicant Qualifications, Candidate Proficiencies, Competence of Graduates, Program Quality and Unit Operations**  
Hyatt, Kim — Duquesne University  
Rhodes, Scott — Duquesne University
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education
Session Chair: Reese, Brigit

*Semiotic Sign Systems: Used in Interdisciplinary Teaching of Reading, Art, Science, and Technology*
Reese, Brigit —— University of South Florida

*AB 537: The Student Safety and Violence Prevention Act of 2000: Defining Gender, Sexuality, and the Implementation Process in One Elementary School*
Knotts, Greg —— California State University

*University Tutors + Elementary Students = Successful Test Scores: A Partnership with Indiana Area School District and Indiana University of Pennsylvania*
Rieg, Sue —— Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Baker, John —— Indiana University of Pennsylvania

*A Study on Linguistic Development and Academic Achievements of the 1st and 2nd Graders with Foreign Mothers*
Kuo, Chu-Hsun —— MingDao University
Chen, Tzu-Shou —— Wen-Chang Primary School
Kuo, Mei-Chen —— National Taipei University of Technology

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Hynd, George

*Brain Research on Dyslexia & ADHD: Update For Educators*
Hynd, George —— Purdue University

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Kokina, Irena

*Motivation of Establishment Leader's Creative Self-development in Conditions of Innovative Activity*
Kokina, Irena —— Daugavpils University
Davidova, Jelena —— Daugavpils University

*Revisiting Teaching and Learning Through Learning Triangle*
Chanda, Subrata —— Ngee Ann Polytechnic

*Appraisal of Students’ Perceptions towards School Climate*
Jean, John Invy —— Southern Connecticut State University
Perkins, Brian —— Southern Connecticut State University

*Behaviour and Learning Support Teams, Integrated Services and Multi-Service Schools Building an Improved Social Infrastructure for At Risk Children and Youth in the Netherlands*
van Veen, Dolf —— National Center on Education and Youth Care (LCOJ)
Supporting Fantasy Play and Inquiry Based Learning in an Early Childhood Program
Gerst, Barbara —— Ecole Elbow Valley School

Special Education Teachers: What Motivates them to Teach, what they Value about their Work, and their Experiences in Schools
Muturia, Faith —— Iowa State University

An Active Approach to Early Literacy Instruction.- Field Testing of an Early Literacy and Learning Curriculum- A Poster
Wood, Janice —— University of North Florida

A Comparison of Fundamental Mathematics Achievement between Tutoring Program and Non Tutoring Program of Bangkok University Students
Prasertsith, Krisawan —— Bangkok University

Accommodations and Modifications in Inclusive Settings for Students with Emotional and Behavioral Disorders: What is and is not happening
Neel, Richard —— University of Washington
Finnigan, Karen —— University of Washington
Jump, Tricia —— University of Washington
Blood, Erika —— University of Washington

Cross Currents: A Bilingual, Bi-national, Multimedia Website
Acord, Suzanne —— University of Hawaii

Struggling Students: Prevention and Remediation Strategies
Furukawa, James —— Towson University

Intellectual Property Issues in Universities
Ciro, Tony —— Swinburne University

Chunking Techniques To Enhance Learning Experiences for Distance Students While Maximizing Faculty/Staff Resources
Smith, Connie Jo —— Health and Human Services College
Fong, Louella —— Western Kentucky University
Bennett, Becky —— Western Kentucky University

Teaching Appropriate Social Skills to Children with Autism in School Settings
Symon, Jennifer —— California State University, Los Angeles
Tsai, Shu Chen —— California State University, Los Angeles
Menzies, Holly —— California State University, Los Angeles

Nonverbal Interpretation of Interviews with Asian Students: Reading Into the Face of Asia
Khoo, Keiko —— Loma Linda University

Are One-Time Nutrition Classes Effective?
Lanting, Rhea —— University of Idaho
Raidl, Martha —— University of Idaho
Jayo, Cammie —— University of Idaho
Denham, Marty —— University of Idaho

Adult Learners Perceptions of an Undergraduate HRD Degree Completion Program
Dwyer, Dan —— University of Arkansas
Thompson, Dale —— University of Arkansas
The Nature vs. Nurture Debate: Nativist and Environmentalist Theories
Kuo, Jun-min — Tunghai University

Professional Development for Teachers: Interactive LEARNing Modules
Marshall – Jackson, Carolyn — University of Louisiana - Monroe

High Order Thinking in the Early Childhood Years
Meidl, Christopher — Pennsylvania State University

Children’s Literature: Focus on Bullying
Esch, Ginny — University of Tennessee at Martin
Anderson, Donna — University of Tennessee at Martin

The Influence of Individual Trait Factors Upon the Multicultural Counseling Competencies of Counselor Education Graduate Students
Maldonado, José — Monmouth University
Kushner, Jason — University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Integrated Framework for Learning Mathematics Through Technology Based Osmosis Learning
Dahlan, Zur’aini — Universiti Teknologi Malaysia City Campus
Hussin, Firuz Hussin — Universiti Malaya
Yahya, Nazli —

Addressing Dispositions in Teacher Preparation Programs
Feldmann, Doug — Northern Kentucky University

The K-12 School Curriculum in the United States Compared to School Curriculum in Students’ Countries of Origin
Ojeda, Carlos — Florida International University
Brodzikowski, Jerzy — Florida International University
Elsayed, Adel — Florida International University
Thirunarayanan, M.O. — Florida International University

A Review of Motivation Literature Specific to Students Engaged in Health and Physical Education Classes within Elementary Schools
St. Pierre, Elizabeth — University of Windsor
Stenlund, Vern — University of Windsor

Technology Integration – It’s All About Attitude or Is It?
Petras, Carol-Lynn — Pepperdine Educational Technology

Comparison of Functional Fitness Abilities, Bone Density and Body Mass Index in Older Adults
Foret, Claire — University of Louisiana
Dore’, Toby — University of Louisiana
Gatch, Wendel — University of Louisiana
Charles, Jo — University of Louisiana

The Use of Multimedia Resources in Online Social Science Classes
Jones, Frank — Teaching & Learning Consultant

“We’re not Sheep”: A Qualitative Look at Student Attitudes Toward World Geography
Walker, Scott — Texas State University

College Students’ Attitudes Towards HIV/AIDS Prevention
Torabi, Mohammad — Indiana University
Thiagarajah, Krisha — Indiana University
Using Vocabulary Probes as Progress Monitoring Measures in a University Biogeography Course: A Preliminary Study
Carlson, Tom — University of Washington-Tacoma
Kinder, Diane — University of Washington-Tacoma

Can You Teach? Teacher Competencies Aligned with State Standards Displayed on a Statewide E-folio
Boyle, Lorraine — Bemidji State University
Wasko, Paul — Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
Mills, Pam — Bemidji State University

Online, Hybrid Environments Mold Student-Teacher Skills for Creating Student-centered, Cognitive, and Social Environments Emphasizing Best Practice for Classroom Structures and Reading Instruction.
Boyle, Lorraine — Bemidji State University

An Alternative Delivery Method for 9th Grade English: A Pilot Study
Roberts, Marilee — Northern Arizona University
Graham, Kelly — High School Teacher

African American Women Leaders in Higher Education
Davenport, Elizabeth — Florida A&M University
Wilson, Thelecia — University of North Florida
Davenport, Lawrence — Florida Atlantic University

The Perceptions and Attitudes of Online Graduate Students
Braun, Timothy — Loyola Marymount University

Student Centered Teacher Education Classroom
Lee, Young Ah — Ohio State University

Assimilating, Translating, and Transforming the Self Languages and Identities in Asian Female Learning to Become a Teacher Educator
Chen, Shwu-Meei — Ohio State University
Yoneda, Fusako — Ohio State University
Lee, Young Ah — Ohio State University
Chang, Chien-Ni — Ohio State University

How Could University Librarians Support Students’ Lifelong Learning?
Zabukovec, Vlasta — University of Ljubljana

What Are the Determinants of Desire for Gerontological Education? The Contribution of Stereotypical Knowledge and Social Attitudes for Elders
Shiomura, Kimihiro — Iwate Prefectural University

Creating an Engaged Student in the Business Classroom
Wasnich, Wendy — Ashland University
Valente, Sharon — Ashland University
Savage, Constance — Ashland University
Moretz, Diane — Ashland University

Managing Diabetes: Use of the Transtheoretical Model
Hill, Laura — University of Arkansas
Hunt, Sharon — University of Arkansas
Turner, Lori — University of Alabama
Perko, Mike — University of Alabama

From the Principal's Desk: Dalton's Suicide
Rishel, Teresa — Kent State University
Improving the Health Status and Quality of Life Among Educators: an Institutional Primary Prevention Strategy
Macrina, David —— University of Alabama
Evans, Retta —— University of Alabama

Science Education in Industry Via the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Program: Retention of Local Talent in the High Technology Sector
Kuehnle, Adelheid —— University of Hawaii
Champagne, Michele —— Kuehnle AgroSystems Co

Antecedents of Trust Toward Leaders and its Effectiveness in Korean Culture
Lee, Soo-Jin —— Sungkyunkwan University
Chung, Hong-Shik —— Sungkyunkwan University
Yoon, Woo-Je —— Sungkyunkwan University
Suh, Yongwon —— Sungkyunkwan University

Field Experiences in Science for Pre-service Elementary Teachers
Bull, Eric —— Sacramento State University

Thai Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices about Teaching English in Secondary Schools, Thailand
Jogthong, Chalermsri —— Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University

Applying Bachelor of Education Principles Outside the Classroom: Instructional Effectiveness to Girls and Boys During Field Experience Terms
Curtain, Mary —— University of Alberta

Essential Conditions for Supporting A Major Distance Instruction Initiative
Dobson, Ellen —— East Carolina University
Manning, Dionna —— East Carolina University

Students’ Attitudes Toward Virtual Experiments in Food Processing
Morgan, Mark —— Purdue University
Ismail, Baraem —— Purdue University
Hayes, Kirby —— Purdue University
Wilson, Kim —— Purdue University

Teaching ‘Not So Exact’ Science: The Controversial Pectineus Muscle
Gayle, Richard —— Virginia Commonwealth University
Ross, Scott —— Virginia Commonwealth University
Freedman, Alan —— Virginia Commonwealth University

Studies on Undergraduate Achievement and Attitude of Electrical Theory by Using Web-Based Formative Assessment
Chao, Li-Ling —— National Changhua University of Education
Wang, Tzu-Hua —— National Hsin-Chu University of Education
Yao, Kai-Chao —— National Changhua University of Education
Chen, Fan-Shing —— National Changhua University of Education
Wang, Wei-Lung —— National Changhua University of Education

Gender, Ethnicity, and Science/Education: Reasons for Choices Students Make
Arámbula-Greenfield, Teresa —— California State University, Monterey Bay

Life in the CETL - a new initiative in UK Higher Education: The Bridges Centre of Excellence for Teaching and Learning at the University of Bedfordshire
Corkill, Helen —— University of Bedfordshire

Decision Making For Today’s Youth
Stevens, Matthew —— Kean University
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Deiparine-Sugars, Erica

MEAL: Media Education, Arts and Literacy-Shifting the Landscape of Professional Development
Deiparine-Sugars, Erica —— Just Think Foundation
Yonah Rosen, Elana —— Just Think Foundation
Barenbaum, Elliot —— Marina Middle School
Wong, Paul —— Marina Middle School

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Ross, Michael

Increasing-African American Student Achievement via Learning Style Theory and Alternative Scheduling
Ross, Michael —— Kennesaw State University
Hubbard, Daphne —— University of South Alabama

Interprofessional Internships: (re)Viewing Pre-Service Teacher Education Practicums from an Interprofessional Perspective.
Salm, Twyla —— University of Regina

Reflection and Research
Mortari, Luigina —— University of Verona

Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Eppolito, Antonio

A C.L.A.S. Act: Le Moyne College and Service Learning
Eppolito, Antonio —— Le Moyne College
Monday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)

Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop
Session Chair: Dean, Sandra

*Helping Students with Autistic Spectrum Disorder Succeed in Higher Education*
Dean, Sandra —— Pennsylvania Highlands Community College
Dean, Gary —— Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Mathematics Education
Session Chair: Mackay, Irene

*Formative Assessment: The Effects of Using Networked Technology on Teacher Assessment of Student Understanding*
Mackay, Irene ——
Olson, Judith —— University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
Olson, Melfried —— University of Hawai‘i at Manoa

*Instructional Strategies for Teaching Mathematics to Linguistically Diverse Students*
Johnson, Gae —— Northern Arizona University

*Mathematical Problem Solving Behavior among Middle School Students*
Jean, John Invy —— Southern Connecticut State University

*Teaching and Learning Number Sense*
Tsai, Feng-Chiu —— National Chiayi University
Yang, Der-Ching —— National Chiayi University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Walkenhorst, Brad

*Paper Mache’ and the Art of Bringing Together Diverse Groups of Students with Disabilities*
Walkenhorst, Brad —— Special School District of St. Louis County
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education
Session Chair: Stephens, Lu

Superintendents.com
Stephens, Lu —— Angelo State University

The Effectiveness of Online Calculus Instruction
Ford, Richard —— California State University

Learning Japanese Language, www.japanese101.com, You will need a fast connection (Broadband) and a fast computer (2GHz)
Oda, Yukari —— University Laboratory School

K-12 Online Teachers: Identifying Needs, Best Practices, and Models for Professional Development
Rice, Kerry —— Boise State University
Dawley, Lisa —— Boise State University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaimuki (Marriott)
Session Topic: Health Education
Session Chair: Harris, Richard

The Effects of Globalization on World Health
Harris, Richard —— California State University, Monterey Bay
Seid, Melinda —— California State University, Sacramento

Health and Literacy: Approaches for Secondary School Teachers
Begoray, Deborah —— University of Victoria
Marshall, Anne —— University of Victoria

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Davis, Kenneth

School Counselors Doing Family Counseling
Davis, Kenneth —— Villanova University
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Stiles, Deborah

Our First NCATE Evaluation: A Catalyst for Change, an Opportunity for Improvement, and a Cause of Stress-Related Illnesses and Creative Coping Strategies
Stiles, Deborah — Webster University
Tamashiro, Roy — Webster University
Reid, Evelyn — Webster University
Koehnecke, Dianne —
Bevel, Mary — Webster University
Olliges, Ralph — Webster University
Hoyt, Carol — Webster University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Kauai (Hilton)
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: Tsai, Min-Ju

Effects of Taiwanese Children’s Emotional Development as Implemented Through Preschool Curricula for Emotional Learning
Tsai, Min-Ju — Pennsylvania State University
Teaching Translation and Interpretation
Wang, Jenny — National Formosa University
Wang, Ching-huang — National Formosa University

A Study of Retrospective Analysis: Evaluating Four North Carolina 1-2-1 Technology Grants
Hargrove, Tracy — University of North Carolina Wilmington
Roney, Kathleen — University of North Carolina Wilmington
Fox, Kathy — University of North Carolina Wilmington

Peer Evaluated, Student-Authored Text Validity in a University Course
Curry-Corcoran, Daniel — Newport News Public Schools
O'Shea, Patrick — Old Dominion University
Allen, Dwight — Old Dominion University
Culcasi, Vincent — Old Dominion University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Turner, Keith

Winning the Child’s Heart and Mind: Early Language and Literacy Development
Turner, Keith — University of Texas
Sherwood, Janell — Central Texas 4C, Inc.
Moore, Suellen — Central Texas 4C, Inc.
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Educational Foundations
Session Chair: Gillespie, Joseph

Collaborative Teaching/Empowering Learners
Gillespie, Joseph — Neumann College

What About “Bad” Behaviour in School? Behaviour Norms in Swedish Compulsory School
Wester, Maria — University of Umeå

A Glance at Black Liberation Theology: African-American Church Leadership: A Practice of Social Justice
Gillespie, Robin — University of North Carolina
Gause, Charles — University of North Carolina

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership
Session Chair: Ikpa, Vivian

Narrowing the Racial/Ethnic Achievement Gap: An Urban Success Story
Ikpa, Vivian — Temple University

Sustaining Cultures of Inclusion: The Value and Limitation of Cultural Analyses
Kugelmass, Judy — Binghamton University

Profile in American Indian Education: A Parent’s Influence
Krumm, Bernita — Oklahoma State University

The Charter School Movement: Why Charter Schools Are Needed in the Public Education Sector
Kullar, Pardeep — Pepperdine University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  1/8/2007  Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Administration
Session Chair: Stelmach, Bonnie

Parents’ Views on their Role in School Improvement: A Northern Canadian Secondary School Perspective
Stelmach, Bonnie — University of Saskatchewan

Learning About the School Budget: A Constructivist Model
Waggoner, Charles — Eastern New Mexico University

First Nations Education: Educational Governance and Accountability Issues and Educational Attainment
Carr-Stewart, Sheila — University of Saskatchewan

An Exploratory Study of Multicultural Leadership: Building a Learning Community of Immigrant Brides
Chiu, Hsiang-I — Chung Yuan Christian University
Chien, Yu-Min — Chung Yuan Christian University
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Secondary Education
Session Chair: Hepner, Keith

Development of a Comprehensive Secondary Education Teacher Preparation Program: Blending a Content Department-Based Program with an Educational Studies-Based Program
Hepner, Keith —— California University of Pennsylvania

A Pedagogy of Collaboration: Building Cooperation and Group Identity through “Making Plays”
Lang, Linda —— University of Regina

Comprehensive Literacy Strategies Across the Content Areas
Smyth, Theoni Soublis —— University of Tampa
Hansen, Angela —— Northern Arizona University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Watson, John

Using Learning Objective-aligned Technologies in Assessment Data Gathering to Evaluate Student Progress and Inform Curricular Updates
Watson, John —— National University

Integration of Educational Technology in a Dynamic In-Service Teachers’ Training Program
Ouyang, John —— Kennesaw State University
Ukeje, Ikechukwu —— Kennesaw State University
Warner, Mark —— Bagwell College of Education

Digital Master: A Supplementary Online Application for Teaching Applied Computer Graphics
Maicher, Kellen —— Purdue University
Glotzbach, Ronald —— Purdue University

Unified Program Planning for the Analysis of Engineering Technology Education System
Chandrashekar, K. —— Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Kumar, Santosh —— Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Sangameshwara, B. —— Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Bussler, Darrol

Action Research: Student Impact on Classroom Teaching and Learning Implementing a Personal Student Advisory Council
Bussler, Darrol — Minnesota State University

Education Prompted Changes in Cultural Attitudes and Beliefs of Female University Students in the Persian Gulf
Sonleitner, Nancy — University of Oklahoma
Wooldridge, Deborah — Bowling Green State University

Teachers' Perceptions of Teaching and Research: A Nationwide Exploratory Survey
Munoz, Michaela — De La Salle University - Manila

RAICES/Promotoras: Linking Schools with Family Support Services to Increase Academic Achievement in Latino Children and Families
Hernandez, Mario — University of South Florida
Callejas, Linda — University of South Florida

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Palmer, Carie Lyn

Making the Implicit Explicit: Teaching Metacognitive Reading Strategies
Palmer, Carie Lyn — Gallaudet University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Oahu (Marriott)
Session Topic: ESL/TESL - Panel
Session Chair: Cook-Morales, Valerie

Meeting the Needs of English Language Learners in the United States: The Process of Entering Ethnolinguistic Communities
Cook-Morales, Valerie — San Diego State University
Johnson, Sarah — San Diego State University
Zacky, Daphne — San Diego State University
Castro, Tania — San Diego State University
Conley-Liggins, Heather — San Diego State University
Toombs, Deanna — San Diego State University
Green, Tonika Duren — San Diego State University
Mohammed, Courtnay Oatts — San Diego State University
Tsai, Grace — San Diego State University
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Salons A & B (Marriott)

Poster Session

*Please note that this poster session is for participants who did not confirm their attendance or register by December 2, 2006.

_Supervision of Student Teachers with the use of the PDA as a Form of Assessment_
Malmont, Andrea — Shippensburg University
Torrens, Caitlyn — Shippensburg University
Mitchell, Josh — Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education

_Trade in Education Services: Lessons from GGSIT Franchising Experiment_
Singh, Baldev — Punjabi University

_Ethics and Educational Leadership_
Mahoney, Daniel — Gonzaga University

_Motivations for Administrative Deceit_
Mahoney, Daniel — Gonzaga University

_Rejecting During Budget Crisis and Natural Disasters: The Metamorphoses Recruiting Methods on College Campuses Have Undergone_
Sehannie, Lisa — Kennesaw State University

_The Role of Telecounselling in Higher Education_
Sehannie, Lisa — Kennesaw State University

_Case Studies on the Interactions between Students’ Understanding and Belief about the Theory of Evolution_
Clores, Michael — Ateneo de Naga University
Bernardo, Allan Benedict — De La Salle University

_Reaching and Teaching Kids with Rational Thinking and Magic_
Bortz, Gerald — Tomball Independent School District

_Assessing the Inclusive Practices with Communication Disordered LD African Refugee Kids in Elementary Public Schools of Rural Northern British Columbia, Canada_
Usman, Lantana Martha — University of Northern British Columbia

_Magnifying Lenses of a Scientific Teacher: Promoting Scientific Culture or Mental Torture?_
Soliven, Samuel — Saint Mary’s University

_Using Online Newspapers to Teach (English Language Lesson)_
Chong, Ethel — Nanyang Technological University

_E-Counsellor: Architecture, Design, Implementation and Evaluation_
Palaniappan, Sellappan — Malaysia University of Science and Technology
Jun-E, Tan — Malaysia University of Science and Technology

_Middle School Teachers’ Understanding of Mathematics in China and Korea_
Kim, Young-Ok — Indiana University Bloomington

_Why Primary Education is Essential_
Ali, Mansoor — New Era College

_Educational Administration: Education and Management_
Ali, Mansoor — New Era College
The Impact of Home-Based Emergent Literacy Experiences on Language Minority Children
Garcia, Nancy — University of Texas at San Antonio
Garcia, Samuel — Region XX Educational Center in San Antonio, Texas
Blanco, Orfa — Brownsville Independent School District, Texas
Young-Esparza, Edith — University of Texas-Brownsville

Diversity Pedagogy: Examining the Role of Culture in the Teaching-Learning Process
Sheets, Rosa Hernández — Texas Tech University

The Challenges for Future Administrators (School Leaders)
Jones-Hamilton, Leslie — Nicholls State University

Damaged by Science: What Undergraduates Say about Science Education in the Midwestern United States
Cline, David — Saginaw Valley State University

Online Counseling - A Course for those Interested.
Coy, Doris Rhea — Northern Kentucky University

An Analysis of Japanese Nearly Synonymous Adverbs: The Case of Kanarazu, Kitto, Zettai(-ni)
Torii-Williams, Eiko — Wellesley College

Rural Elementary Education: Social and Gender Disparities
Mudra, Gyan — National Institute of Rural Development

A Vision for Inquiry: Using Drawings to Frame Educational Leadership Experiences
Bessette, Harriet — Kennesaw State University
Webb, Linda — Kennesaw State University
Rowe, Roy — Kennesaw State University
Chan, T. C. — Kennesaw State University

CALL for Export: Moving CALL from the Computer Lab to the Classroom
Barth, Ingrid — College of Judea & Samaria
Davidovitch, Nitza — College of Judea & Samaria

Using Simulation Technology to Teach Student Health, Substance Abuse, Safety and Crime Prevention Concepts
Ryan, John — Ryan Systems, Inc.

Reading and Writing: An Integrative Approach to Problem Solving
DeHainaut, Kimberly — California University of PA

The Relationship between the Motivation of Employees and the Cultivation of Organisational Behavior in a South African Government Department
Mafisa, Lekhotla — University of Education

A-H Is Not Enough, Now It’s 13 Themes: Federal Involvement In Abstinence Education
Young, Michael — University of Arkansas
Penhollow, Tina — Florida Atlantic University
Bailey, William — University of Arkansas

Establishing a Bridge for Communications: Joint Israeli - German Holocaust Education Program Including Delegations to Holocaust Sites in Europe
Davidovitch, Nitza — College of Judea & Samaria
Kandel, Isack — College of Judea & Samaria

Ensuring Reliable Exam Grades: A Case Study: Applying Statistical Tools in Computerized Marking of Multiple-Choice Exams
Davidovitch, Nitza — College of Judea & Samaria
Effective Supervision of Graduate Research Students: A Study of Foreign Students’ Experiences in the United Kingdom’s Universities
Abiddin, Norhasni Zainal — Universiti Putra Malaysia

Baumgartner, Erin — University of Hawaii
Duncan, Kanesa — University of Hawaii

Change and Change Management in Higher Education in Thailand: A Case Study of Six Rajabhat Universities in Bangkok
Sinthunava, Kittiwan — University of Sydney

Assessing Training Needs of Secondary School Teachers Regarding HIV/AIDS Education: A Study
Misra, Pradeep Kumar —

Development and Validation of the Structural Equation Multilevel Model of Team Effectiveness
Prasartsub, Apiradee — Chulalongkorn University
Bowarnkitiwong, Suchada — Chulalongkorn University

Houston, We have a Problem
McDuffy-Toler, Shirley — Memphis City Schools

Fuzzy Partial Credit Scaling: A Valid Approach for Scoring Rating Scales
Yu, Sen-Chi — Huafan University
Yu, Min-Ning — National Chengchi University

The Role of Families in Young Children’s Transition from Early Intervention to Preschool
Pang, Yanhui — Tennessee Technological University

Black Fatherhood: Are They a Missing Link in the Education of School-Age Children?
Richards, Delia Robinson — University of the District of Columbia
Jackson, Gertrude — University of the District of Columbia

States’ Standards in Early Childhood Education: A Comprehensive Review of 50 States’ Inclusion of Basic Concepts
Bracken, Bruce — College of William & Mary
Bracken, Mary Jo — Williamsburg-James City County School Division

Language, Power, Oppression and Social Justice: The Enforced use of a Non-native Language as a Medium of Instruction: A Case Study Approach to the Struggle for Educational Equity
May, Judy Jackson — Bowling Green State University

Preparing Teachers for a New Era: Moral Dialogue as a Critical Tool in Creating Culturally Competent Educators
May, Judy Jackson — Bowling Green State University

Threat Assessment: A Way to Stop School Shootings?
Wilson, Katherine — United States Secret Service
Armour, Mary Kay — United States Secret Service

A Research-based Intervention to Improve the Quality of Multigrade Teaching in Primary Grade Span of Education in Sri Lanka
Vithanapathirana, Manjula — University of Colombo, Sri Lanka

P-16 Education Policy: A Case Study of Washington State’s Approach to Increasing College Access for Students
Pitre, Paul — Washington State University
Implementing an International Indigenous Graduate Program: Graduate Education from an Indigenous Perspective
Wilson, Stan —— University College of the North
Hanohano, Peter —— Ke Ala Pono Indigenous College
Wilson, Peggy —— International Indigenous Graduate Institute
Forbes, Mana —— Te Wananga o Aotearoa
Pullar, Gordon —— College of Rural Alaska
Weber-Pillwax, Cora —— University of Alberta

Student-family Role Conflict and Positive Spillover Among Married Doctoral Students in Mainland China
Bi, Xiaoyu —— Oregon State University

Perspectives: What are the Qualities Needed to be an Effective Teacher?
Hawkins, Annie —— College of Mount Saint Joseph
Rauch, Carol —— University of Cincinnati

Self-Efficacy, Goal, Attribution and Second Language Achievement among Taiwanese College Students
Chiou, Wen-Bin —— National Kaohsiung Hospitality College
Wan, Chin-Sheng —— National Kaohsiung Hospitality College
Yang, Chao-Chin —— National Kaohsiung Hospitality College

Effects of the Reading First Program on Children’s Reading Literacy: Who Benefits the Most?
Ding, Cody —— University of Missouri-St. Louis
Richardson, Lloyd —— University of Missouri-St. Louis
Schnell, Thomas —— University of Missouri-St. Louis
Levesque, Jeri —— University of Missouri-St. Louis

Cultivating Nursing Career Connections in K-12 Education
Wircenski, Jerry —— University of North Texas
Wircenski, Michelle —— University of North Texas

The Implications of the Course “Drama in Education” on the 4th Grade Undergraduates
Güneysu, Sibel —— Baskent University
Küçükturan, Ayse Güler —— Baskent University
Temiz, Nida —— Baskent University

Peace Process and Indigenous Sustainable Development among the Mangyan Alangans in Oriental Mindoro: Basis for Management Strategy Model
Feraro-Banta, Lucia —— Divine Word College of Calapan

Teaching Indigenous Students in Taiwan: Perspectives of Urban School Teachers
Chou, Hui-Min —— Institute of Ethnology

What Mexican Teachers Say about the Needs of Immigrant Students in the United States
Borjjian, Ali —— San Francisco State University

Think Twice Before You Speak: Using Effective Praise in the Early Childhood and University Setting
Tapp, Anne —— Saginaw Valley State University
Lively, Debbie —— Saginaw Valley State University

Preparing Students for PRAXIS II
Rauch, Carol —— University of Cincinnati
Hawkins, Annie —— College of Mt. St. Joseph

Language curriculum with ICT in Australian schools: utilization or integration?
Shen, Huizhong —— University of Sydney
Harbon, Lesley —— University of Sydney
Intercultural Sensitivity: Revelations in Examining Afrocentric Pedagogy in One Graduate Classroom  
Wood, J. Luke —— California State University, Sacramento

The Construction of Invariant Mathematics Self-Concept Scale Across TIMSS 2003 and PISA 2003 Databases  
Hsieh, Jin-Chang —— National Chengchi University  
Yu, Min-Ning —— National Chengchi University

The Role of Mentor and Students’ Satisfaction in College Education System of Taiwan  
Chen, Li-Yu —— Overseas Chinese Institute of Technology

The Utilization of ICT among School Leaders in Malaysia  
Wahab, Mahmud Abd —— International Islamic University Malaysia  
Salleh, Mohamad Johdi —— International Islamic University Malaysia  
Madrasha, Kamal Basha —— International Islamic University Malaysia

The Digital Natives are Restless: Why Digital Game-Based Learning May Change the Future of Education  
Van Eck, Richard —— University of North Dakota

Digital Game-Based Learning: Field or Fad?  
Van Eck, Richard —— University of North Dakota

The Coming Singularity Implications for Education  
Saltinski, Ronald —— National University

A Comparison of the Quality of Standard Setting Between Modified Angoff and Bookmark Standard Setting Method  
Anusasananun, S. —— Chulalongkorn University

An Exploration of Vygotsky’s Theory of Creativity and Imagination: Approaching Problem-Solving Tasks With an Active Imagination  
Worst, Stephen —— Grand Valley State University

Measuring Social Capital and Regional Human Resource Development Policy of Korea  
Kim, Tae Jun —— Korean Educational Development Institute

Raising the Stakes of Technology Integration  
Brown, Tom —— Kennesaw State University  
Warner, Mark —— Kennesaw State University  
Coffey, Debra —— Kennesaw State University

Self-Esteem and the Assessment of High-Risk Youth in an Urban Middle School  
Martinez, Tomas —— Pepperdine University  
Moore, Allamar —— Pepperdine University

A Survey of Hmong High School Students on Occupational Aspirations  
Vang, Tony —— California State University  
Blum, Denise —— California State University

Faculty Ignorance, Indifference and Insensitivity: Three Barriers To Students With Disabilities on the Higher Education Level  
Petrosino, Vincent —— Temple University

From Kid-Watching & Negotiating to Podcasting: Exploring Possibilities for Using On-Demand internet Broadcasting in Teacher Education  
Vasquez, Vivian —— American University
Taiwanese Teachers’ Beliefs about English Teaching and Learning
Chang, Yu-Ping —— Yu Da College of Business
Wu, Yi-Tzu —— National Formosa University
Wu, Ching-Jung —— Yu Da College of Business

The E-teaching Platform of ‘SCNU Online’: A Case Study
Cai, Jianzhong —— South China Normal University
Ding, Xin —— South China Normal University

Mentoring Paradigm for Professional Development of Academics in African Tertiary Institutions: Processes, Prospects and Problems
Braimoh, Dele —— National University of Lesotho

Analysis of the Perceived Benefit and Actual Use of Podcasting Class Lectures Among Introduction to Business Students at Purdue University
Homan, Scott —— Purdue University
Walton, Abram —— Purdue University

Study on the Relationships Among Educational Expectancy, Student’s Confidence, Gram’s Times, and Mathematics Achievement: Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, and Hong Kong Comparison
Chang, Fang-Chung —— National Taipei University of Education

Rethinking Dissent: Universities, Democracy and Political Activism
Hil, Richard —— Southern Cross University

An Investigation of the Web-based Distance Teaching Modes Practice at South China Normal University
Ding, Xin —— South China Normal University
Cai, Jianzhong —— South China Normal University

One State’s Preparation Reform Initiatives
Hackmann, Donald —— University of Illinois
Wanat, Carolyn —— University of Iowa

Minorities, Immigrants and Technology in Education
Uribe, Cesar —— New Mexico State University

Digital Story Telling
Brear, David —— Centennial High School

GIS Technology for Science Teachers
Desouza, J.M. Shireen —— Ball State University

The Leader As Poet: A Professional Development Framework for School Leadership
Richardson, Lystra —— Southern Connecticut State University

Differences in American and Chinese Elementary Education Reported by Mainland Chinese Parents
Difffley, William —— Southern Connecticut State University
Lu, Yunqing —— Heibei Normal University

EFL Learners’ Perspectives On the Use of English Captions In Language Learning
Hwang, Yan-Ling —— Chung Shan Medical University
The Analysis of the Use of the Wireless Audience Response Systems in Large Lecture Format Introduction to Business Courses at Purdue University
Walton, Abram —— Purdue University
Homan, Scott —— Purdue University

Toward Understanding the Lived World of PE Teachers in the Context of Social Transformation and Curriculum Reform
Jin, Aijing —— Liaoning Normal University

Transcending Peace: A Weapon For Social Change
Sadashiva, Anne —— Spelman College

Career Choice and Culture Influence: Results of Hopi Reservation Career Day
Yazzie, Anslem —— Second Mesa Day School
Joseph, Darold —— Second Mesa Day School
Joshweseoma, Lloyd —— Second Mesa Day School
Bahnimptewa, Trinette —— Second Mesa Day School
Sealander, Karen —— Northern Arizona University

Professional Development for Teachers: Interactive LEARNing Modules
Flowers-Gibson, Beverly —— University of Louisiana

An Analysis of Student Learning by Participating in a Classroom Project to Determine Staffing Needs for Airline Ground Operations and Check-In Via Computer Kiosks and e-Ticketing
Jones, Bradley —— Purdue University
Homan, Scott —— Purdue University

Differences in Pragmatic Competence Between Bilingual and Monolingual Children with Mild Intellectual Disability
Brojcin, Branislav —— Belgrade University
Glumbic, Nenad —— Belgrade University

Statistics Anxiety and Statistics Achievement: Model Generation, Model Validation, and Model Invariance Test
Supsupha, Bunjongsek —— Chulalongkorn University
Wongwanich, Suwimon —— Chulalongkorn University
Bawornkittiwong, Suchada —— Chulalongkorn University

Using Language Learning Strategies in Teaching English as a Second Language
Magno, Carlo —— De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde

The Role of Metacognitive Skills in Developing Critical Thinking
Magno, Carlo —— De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde
Tangco, Nicole —— De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde
Tan, Charisse —— De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde

CRSR: Teaching-Learning Model
Thanarathnam, D. Jery Josephine —— Pope’s College
Duraisingh, V. —— Pope’s College
Raj, C. Ravi Samuel —— Pope’s College

Emancipatory Pedagogy: Narratives of An African American Female Professor & White Students: Thinking, Learning, And Teaching About White Privilege
Ayanru, G. Rasheeda —— Le Moyne College

Racial Health Disparities and the Los Medanos Community Healthcare District
Cromartie, J. Vern —— Contra Costa College

Curriculum, Instruction, and Innovation: Project Jifunza as a Contra Costa College Learning Community
Cromartie, J. Vern —— Contra Costa College
School Safety Standards From Threats to Pandemics
Rose, Jack —— Murray State University
McCuiston, Karen —— Murray State University

Bringing the 'Campfire' back into the Classroom: The best of the old and the new learning environments applied for real learning in post-millennium South Africa
Mahler-Coetzee, Jacques —— Nelson Mandela School of Law

Working with Diverse Learners in Our Classrooms
Etim, James —— Winston Salem State University

Digital Tablet PCs as New “Technologies of Writing” and Learning: A survey of Perceptions of Digital Ink Technology
Reins, Kevin —— University of South Dakota

Content-Based Three Dimensional Instructions for Arts and Design Students
Khan, Muqeem —— Virginia Commonwealth University

Educational-Based Issues in Delivering Design Solutions in a Collaborative Cross Disciplinary Environment
Khan, Muqeem —— Virginia Commonwealth University

Talking Hood and Speaking Professionally: Identity Speech Communities by Code Switching in African American Women
McCleland, Nicole —— Washington State University
Groves – Price, Paula —— Washington State University

Communication Skills Need to be Learned
Mokhtar, Norrima —— University of Malaya
Mubin, Marizan —— University of Malaya
Said, Suhana Mohd —— University of Malaya

Preparing to Teach for Social Justice
Williams, Olivia —— Grand Valley State University

Preparing Teachers to Teach in Urban Communities
Williams, Olivia —— Grand Valley State University

Appreciating “At-Risk” Learners’ Lives As a Re-Engagement Opportunity
Mautner, Robin ——
Henry, John —— Deakin University

A Collaborative Strategy for Increasing the Supply of Instructional Materials in Zambia, Africa
Taylor, Vivian —— Mississippi Consortium for International Development
Mack, Ally —— Mississippi Consortium for International Development
Graham, Adrienne —— Mississippi Consortium for International Development

Application of Multiple Intelligences in Arts Education of Chinese Elementary Schools
Ma, Xiaoou —— Nangang Teachers’ Training College of Harbin

Personal Response System in Teaching Science
Jouraeva, Venera —— Kutztown University

Undergraduate Research in Teaching Science
Jouraeva, Venera —— Kutztown University

The Method of Modeling As a Means of Development of Reflective Activity of Future Music Teacher
Minakova, Tatyana —— Daugavpils University
Exploration of Alternative Routes to Teacher Education Certification: Building Collaborations Between University and School District
Lal, Shirley — California State University
Tucker, Susan — ed Associates
Russell, Sharon — California State University
Hamdan, Kamal — California State University
Mills-Marbury, Carol — Los Angeles Unified School District
Blackaller, Carrie — California State University
Esposito, Kate — California State University
Berlin, Dawn — California State University

Faculty Perceptions Toward Online Faculty Development Programs
Aydin, Cengiz Hakan — Anadolu University

Education and Empowerment: Success Story of the Open Education in India
Ghanta, Chakrapani — Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Open University

Students’ Perceptions Toward On-line Instructors—A Case Study
Wang, Ching-Yi — National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
Lai, Horng-Ji — National Chi-Nan University

School-Based Violence Prevention Programs: A Comparison of Approaches
Erickson, Chris — George Washington University
Megivern, Monica — George Washington University
Kaib, Nicole — George Washington University
Pula, Sara — George Washington University

Quality and Quantity Principals Are There Enough
Ostertag, Chris — University of North Texas EDAD
Bryd, Jimmy — University of North Texas EDAD

The Importance of Teaching Cooperative Learning In Pre-Service Teacher Education
Grabichler, Cornelia — University of Arizona

Undergraduate Students’ Attitudes Toward, Expectations From and Perceptions of Their Teaching Assistants of French
Grabichler, Cornelia — University of Arizona

Assessing and Developing Ethical Thinking in Computer Science Students
Bush, David — Villanova University
Crane, Kenni — Villanova University

Respect in the Workplace: A New Human Resource Development intervention That Goes Beyond Diversity
Bush, David — Villanova University
Anthony, Sr, Richard — Villanova University

Helping Students Build a Foundation for Ethical Decision Making
Hyslop, David — Bowling Green State University

Teacher Tenure in Desperate Need of Reform
Payawal, Leiana — University of San Francisco

Relationship Between Writing Apprehension and Willingness to Attend eLearning
Tasci, Deniz — Anadolu University

Crises in Sub-Saharan Francophone Universities: Which Solutions
Nagnon, Diarrassouba — Northern Arizona University
An Analysis of the Effectiveness of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act
Mathis, Dolores —— Tennessee State University
Burnett, Erika —— Tennessee State University

Women’s Education in India - It’s Policy Implications
Rasam, Vasanti Pratapchandra —— Shivaji University

Deciding on the Elements of a Teacher Website with a Survey from Parents and Teachers
Unal, Zafer —— University of South Florida, St. Petersburg Campus
Uludag, Aslihan —— Florida State University

Preservice Teachers’ Attitudes toward Teacher Creating E-portfolios using InstantPortfolio
Unal, Zafer —— University of South Florida, St. Petersburg Campus
Uludag, Aslihan —— Florida State University

Historical Examination and Reconceptualization of a Differentiated Faculty Staffing Model for Educational Leadership Programs
Hackmann, Donald —— University of Illinois
Quinn, David —— University of Florida

Identifying At-Risk First Time College Students: An Equity Audit at a Regional University in the South
Gober, Donna —— Lamar University
Lambert, Jason —— Lamar University Department
Wallace, Mike —— Lamar University Department
Harris, Sandra —— Lamar University

Body Composition and Silent Assumptions: Is there a relationship?
Gober, Donna —— Lamar University
DeLord, BreAnn —— Lamar University
Henson, Shana —— Lamar University
Castino, Ashely —— Lamar University

A Study of Underachievement Among Black Males and Females
Ford, Donna —— Vanderbilt University

An Approach to Improving Teacher Efficacy Toward Character Education
Grove, Doug —— Vanguard University
Schneider, Stephanie —— Orange County Department of Education
Anderson, Lucy Vezzuto —— Orange County Department of Education

Relationships between Race, Gender and Health Risk Behaviors of Oklahoma Adolescents
Wanslow, Eleanor —— University of Arkansas
Young, Mike —— University of Arkansas
Darst, Michelle —— University of Arkansas

Landerholm, Elizabeth —— Northeastern Illinois University
Karr, Joann —— Northeastern Illinois University
Stanley, Jade —— Northeastern Illinois University
Hao, Yi —— Northeastern Illinois University

Ability Grouping in Japan: The Perception of Japanese Elementary and Secondary School Students and Teachers
Koyama, Emiko —— University of Toronto
Taking Bullying Seriously
Ackman, Emily —— Columbia University
Dayton, John —— University of Georgia
Dupree, Anne —— University of Georgia

Assistive Technology to Support Students with Disabilities in Music Classes
Watts, Emily —— Illinois State University
McCord, Kimberly —— Illinois State University

Exploring the Knowledge Base of EFL College Freshmen Toward American Culture
Wu, Emily —— National Formosa University
Wu, Ju-Pao —— National Changhua Normal University

Perceptions of Deceptions: A Workshop Designed to Explore the Slack Between Reality and Perception in Architecture
Van Duzer, Eric —— Humboldt State University
Van Duzer, Leslie —— University of Minnesota

A compendium of Art Teachers as Artists
Tapley, Erin —— Western Carolina University

Accountability For Social Justice? ... It’s not as Surprising as it Seems
Ritter, Gary —— University of Arkansas

Effects of an Early Literacy Mentor-Coach Model on Head Start Children’s Literacy Learning Outcomes
Onchwari, Grace —— University of North Dakota

After the Storms: Promoting Access for Success a Statewide Collaboration between PK-12 and Higher Education to Improve Louisiana’s Levels of Educational Attainment
Devall, Heather Spillers —— Louisiana Board of Regents

Cyberspace and the Genesis of a Blended Teacher Licensure Program
Anderson-Cruz, Helen —— National University
Weegar, Mary Anne —— National University
Anderson, Lynne —— National University

Pedagogical Implications of the Bei Construction in Teaching Chinese to English Speakers
Yang, Hui-Ling —— Arizona State University

A Development of the Composite Indicators of Quality Evaluation of Higher Educational Institutes: Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
Lapanachokdee, Warunee —— Chulalongkorn University

Culture Quilts: What does it have to do with Preparing Preservice Teachers for Diversity?
Jackson-Minot, Marquita —— Agnes Scott College

Programs for Academic Success and Excellence (PASE): A Model for a Campus Community Serving the Adult Learner
Houghton, Katherine —— Educational Consultant

Quantitative Learner Performance in a Distance Education Program
Olmsted, Jodi —— University of Wisconsin-Stout

Incorporating Literacy Strategies to Increase Student Comprehension in Middle-School Science
Pustina, Nicholas —— University of Portland Graduate School

PLATO Learning: Straight Curve Math Series 2
Huffman, Jackie —— PLATO Learning, Inc.
Quirarte, Anastasia —— PLATO Learning, Inc.
Student Diaries as Instructional Lenses in Understanding Learning Styles and Multiple Intelligences: Lessons from Authentic Assessment Procedure
Litao, Rodrigo — University of Santo Tomas

The Creation of Online Degree Completion Program for Postsecondary Career and Technical Teachers
Taylor, Juli Hastings — University of Wisconsin-Stout

Report on Problem-Based Learning in an Introductory Teacher Education Course
Taylor, Juli Hastings — University of Wisconsin-Stout

An Aid in Object Recognition for Dementia and Alzheimer’s Afflicted Clients in a North Alabama Nursing Home
Hawley, Patrick — Alabama A&M University
Hawley, Lucrecia — Alabama A&M University
Gile, William — Alabama A&M University

The Influence of a Music Appreciation Course on Students’ GPAs During that Semester Compared to the Students’ Overall GPA
Gile, William — Alabama A&M University
Hawley, Patrick — Alabama A&M University
Hawley, Lucrecia — Alabama A&M University

Outcome of Reframing and Token Reinforcement Psychotherapies for inducing Expected Nursery/Primary School Learners’ Behavior in Academic Performance
Osiki, Jonathan Ohiorenuan — University of Lesotho
Lerotholi, T.G. — University of Lesotho
Leshota, L. P. — University of Lesotho

An Evaluation of the Effect of Socio-Economic Related Inequalities on Mathematical Achievement
Veiga, Paula — Universidade do Minho

The Effects of Working Memory Capacity and the Annotation Form on Multimedia Foreign Language Learning
Cha, Yu young — Sungkyunkwan University
Do, Kyung Soo — Sungkyunkwan University

Effects of Cognitive Style and the Type of Aids on Learning
Kim, Mi Ra — Sungkyunkwan University
Lee, Jung-Mo — Sungkyunkwan University
Do, Kyung Soo — Sungkyunkwan University

How Teachers Transformed Their Classrooms to Meet the Needs of Their Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students: The Impact of the Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning Model
Smith, Lynn Turner — Georgetown College

An Exploration of the Alienation Experienced by African American Parents from Their Child's Educational Environment
Brandon, Regina — San Diego State University

How Cultural Historical Activities Being Put on Visual Image Understandings
Cheng, Ming-hsien — National Changhua University of Education

The Invisible Backpack: One Size Mis-fits All
Brown, Lionel — University of Cincinnati
Larsen, Judith — University of Cincinnati
Britt, Ruth — University of Cincinnati
Racial Crises and Conflicts/Education as Solution
Brown, Lionel — University of Cincinnati
Larsen, Judith — University of Cincinnati
Brown, Jean Price — University of Cincinnati
Britt, Ruth — University of Cincinnati
Yao, Yao — University of Cincinnati

Deficiency Prevention in One Kaingang Indigenous Trib in Brazil: Interpretation of Their Drawings
Burato, Lucia Gouveia — Federal University of São Carlos
Almeida, Maria Amelia — Federal University of São Carlos
Costa, Maria da Piedade Resende da — Federal University of São Carlos

Single Subject Research Methodology in Special Education: Implications for Teachers/Professionals Preparation in Brasil
Almeida, Maria Amelia — Federal University of São Carlos

The Development of Thai Teacher Professional Aptitude Test
Prayurnprohm, Panchawee — Chulalongkron University

Evidence-based Practice and Special Education
Keyworth, Randy — Wing Institute
Detrich, Ronnie — Wing Institute
States, Jack — Wing Institute

Building Bridges Promoting Multilingualism in Young Children
Naqvi, Rahat — University of Calgary

Attainment of Doctoral Degree for American Indian and Alaska Native Women in Comparison to other Races
Hanna, Rosalin Maria — University of British Columbia

Self Financing of Higher Education and Administrative Challenges: Experiences From India
Indira, M. — University of Mysore

Effectiveness of Online Instruction: Perceptions of Pre-Service Teachers
Singh, Delar — Eastern CT State University

Improving the Experience of non-Persistent Minority Males During Their Graduate Experience Through Mentoring
Staten, David — South Carolina State University
Hollis, Bridget — South Carolina State University

Autism and Digital Art Therapy: A New Virtual Space to Autistic Consciousness
Namini, Susan Moin — Brunel University
Edwards, Barry — Brunel University

A Study on the School Administrators’ Ethical Dilemmas and Their Ethical Orientations in Taiwan
Feng-I, Feng — National Chi-Nan University

Status of the Use of English in Philippine Curriculum
Santos, Rolando — California State University

A Study on Educational Needs and Provisions of Building Intimate Relationships of Youth with Mental Retardation in Taiwan
Lin, Chwen Jen — Taipei Physical Education College
A Tocquevillian Analysis
Heineman, Jennifer — University of Nebraska
Wheeler, Wayne — University of Nebraska

Bibliotherapeutic Facets and Young Children's Literature
Meegan, Mary-Ellen — Worcester State College
Johnston, Susan — Wachusett School System

Images of Science in Open Learning System
Chakrapani, Pushpa — Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Open University

Gender Inequalities in Rural Schools: Grassroots View from India
Joshi, Sandeep — Madhya Pradesh Institute of Social Science Research

The Relation between State and University: An Observation on Higher Education Evaluation in Taiwan 1995-2005
Hung, Ren-jin — National Taiwan Normal University
Wu, Ming-chi — National Chengchi University

An Empirical Test of Math Motivation, Math Learning Anxiety, Math Self-Concept, and Math Achievement Model: Findings from the OECD PISA
Han, Pei-Hau — National Chengchi University
Yu, Min-Ning — National Chengchi University

Meeting Basic Administrative Needs and Improving the Professionalism of University Counseling Services
Setiawan, Jenny Lukito — Universitas Surabaya

Mode of Living and the Degree of Severity of Concern Among Indonesian Undergraduates
Setiawan, Jenny Lukito — Universitas Surabaya

Assessing the Receptivity of a Hard-to-Reach Male Population to Utilizing E-health Technology for Health Education: Is This a Viable Strategy for Bridging the Digital Divide and Eliminating Health Disparities
Richardson, Joann — Virginia Commonwealth University
Parker, Gwendolyn — Virginia Commonwealth University
Pyles, Michael — Virginia Commonwealth University
Nseyo, Unyime — University of Florida Medical School

Special Education and the Juvenile Justice System: A Case Study
Doktor, Judy — Nova Southeastern University

Teacher Education Assessment: Preservice Teacher Reflection to Improve Student Achievement
Tindle, Kate — George Washington University
Taymans, Juliana — George Washington University
Bello, Denise — George Washington University
Harris, Lindsay — George Washington University

Influences of Job Information Seeking Activities and Anxieties Towards Finding Jobs On One's Work Value and Self-Leadership for Students in the Educational System at the University
Shiomura, Kimihiro — Iwate Prefectural University
Scherer, Rhonda — JMA Management Center Inc.

Improving Wellness in Hispanic Daughters and Mothers: Development of School and Community-Based Program
Olvera, Norma — University of Houston
Scherer, Rhonda — University of Houston
Knox, Broo — University of Houston
Maldonado, Gabriela — University of Houston
Lopez, Bianca — University of Houston
Bush, Jill — University of Houston
Relationship Between Preservice Teachers’ NOS Understandings and Argumentation Skills
Khishfe, Rola — Loyola University Chicago

Examining Chicano English as School
Vega-Castaneda, Lillian — California State University
Ulanoff, Sharon — Charter College of Education

How to Assess Knowledge Structure of Students: Application of Network Scaling Algorithm
Kim, Inhye — Sungkyunkwan University
Chung, Song — Sungkyunkwan University
Song, Young Sook — Sungkyunkwan University
Lee, Soonmook — Sungkyunkwan University

Exploring the Effect of Learning English via Imitating Film Stars Language Education
Wu, Yi-Tzu — National Formosa University
Chang, Yu-Ping — Yu-Da College of Business
Wang, Jenny — National Formosa University

Learners’ Language Learning Strategies for the Online English Learning Environment
Wu, Yi-Tzu — National Formosa University
Chang, Yu-Ping — National Formosa University
Wang, Jenny — National Formosa University

Corporate Culture Diagnosis and Change Management Program: Organizational Culture: Do Teachers Feel it is Effective?
Chang-Miller, Annalisa — Pepperdine University

Which Boys and Girls Are in the Reading Achievement Gap?: Using Disaggregated Data to Inform Instruction
Evenstad, Jan Perry — Colorado State University

Activist Education in Disparate Disciplines in Post-Katrina New Orleans: A Collaborative Project Between the Purchase College, SUNY Anthropology Department and The University of New Orleans Teacher Education Program
Reynolds, Kate — University of New Orleans
Forrest, John — Purchase College

Concerns of Preservice Science and Math Teachers
West, Mary — College of Mount St. Joseph

News From the Back Row: How New Communications Tools Enrich Online Learning
Sparks, Paul — Pepperdine University
Mentz, Lisa — Pepperdine University

Online Transformation: The Benefits of Virtual Environments in Changing Identity
Sparks, Paul — Pepperdine University

Imagining New Possibilities for Critical Engagement: Hip Hop in Classrooms and Schools
Price, Paula Groves — Washington State University

Thinking Like a Scientist: Whose Hypothesis is This Anyway?
Margolin, Marcia — College of Saint Rose
Schaefer, Joe — College of Saint Rose
Baldwin, Patricia — College of Saint Rose
Faber, Joshua — University of Illinois
Notetaking Instruction on 6th Graders’ Science Learning
Lee, Pai-Lin — Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science
Wang, Chiao-Li — Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science
Lee, Chao Lin — Chaolin Lee’s Clinics
Wang, Jen Hui — Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science

Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Accounts of Identity: Youth Voices and Their Potential Impact on Education
Chandler, Michael — University of British Columbia
Flores, Jessica — University of British Columbia
Teucher, Ulrich — University of Saskatchewan

An Investigation of Teacher Candidates’ Satisfaction with a Credentialing Program at a University
Weegar, Mary Anne — National University
Anderson-Cruz, Helen — National University
Anderson, Lynne — National University

Lytle, Richard — Gallaudet University
Johnson, Kathryn — St. Cloud State University
Hui, Yang, Jun — Xueyun, Su — East China Normal University

Assessment and the Developmental Curriculum: Using Outcomes for Course and Program Assessment
Hayes, Kirby — Purdue University
Gardner, Dianne — Illinois State University

Bullying in the Middle School: Are Adults in Charge Failing to Recognize, Realize, and & React to the Damaging Impact of Middle Level Bullying Behaviors?
Taylor, Kenneth — Henderson State University
Johnson, Judy — University of Arkansas

The Effectiveness of Per Pupil Instructional Expenditure on Student Achievement
Manlove, Kelly — University of North Texas
Blankenship, Jill — University of North Texas

Myths of State Accountability Systems: The Effectiveness in Determining Academic Progress
Pytleski, Joseph — University of North Texas

Student-Teachers’ Conceptions of Foundation Courses and How They Relate to Classroom Teaching
Jabagchourian, John — Graduate School of Education
Bates, Alan — Illinois State University
Merino, Nicole — University of California
Okamoto, Yukari — University of California

The Impact of Behavioral and Personality Variables on Achievement: A Discriminant Function Analysis Approach
Rugutt, John — Illinois State University
Chemosit, Caroline — Illinois State University
Stubblefield, Luria Shaw — Southern University and A&M College
Kibett, Joash — Egerton University, Kenya

Social Intervention Research for Individuals with Asperger Syndrome
Tien, Kai-Chien — University of Kansas
Kim, Joungmin — University of Kansas
Chou, Yu-Chi — University of Kansas

The Importance of Media Literacy Curricula in American Schools
Riddle, Karyn — University of California
Military Dependents in Hawaii Public Schools: Transition Challenges
Berg, Kathleen —— University of Hawaii

“I Want Riches and Position and Standing Among the Other Nations of the World”: Edith Lelean Groves and the Creation of Imperial Feminist Subjects in the Educational Dramas of First World War Canada
Bird, Kym —— York University

Assessing and Developing Ethical Thinking in Counselors
Crane, Kenni —— Villanova University
Bush, David —— Villanova University

Issunboshi Variants: A Comparative Analysis of a Japanese Fairy Tale
Kelley, Jane —— Washington State University

Dialogic Inquiry Strategies in Early Childhood Play Environments that Foster the Development of Reading and Writing Skills
Pentz, Keith —— National Education Consultant

Using Picture Books in Adult ESL/TESL Classrooms
Cissell, Mary —— University of Southern Mississippi

The Impact of Hurricane Katrina on Education and Health Care Services in Louisiana and Mississippi
Cissell, Mary —— University of Southern Mississippi
Younis, Moustafa Zeeden —— Florida International University
Cissell, William —— Texas Woman’s University

Coming to Voice: Exploring the Experiences of Teacher Education and Special Education Professors of African Descent in Institutions of Higher Education
Lynch, Kimberly Mayfield —— Holy Names University

In Search of Highly Qualified Teachers: An Urban Community Responds to the Teacher Shortage
Lynch, Kimberly Mayfield —— Holy Names University

Funny Money: A Contemporary Focus for Motivating Students
Cooper-Cromer, Marva —— Georgia Perimeter College

International Exchange Programs for Educators: American and Russian Perspectives
Rapoport, Anatoli —— Purdue University

Legal Barriers to Systemic Change in Educational Organizations: A Consideration of Florida’s Opportunity Scholarship Program
Dishman, Mike —— Kennesaw State University
London, Tim —— Kennesaw State University

Effects of Testing Accommodations on Test Performance of Students with Learning Disabilities
Awuor, Risper —— Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Trauma, Stress and Learning Across Ethnic and Economic Dimensions: A Research Project
Casarez-Levison, Rosa —— San Francisco State University
Direke, James —— Visitation Valley Middle School
Waters, Chuck —— Visitation Valley Middle School

Early Childhood Education in an Era of Accountability: Is There a Role for Pretend Play
Stechuk, Robert —— George Mason University

Comparative Issues in History Education: An International Survey
Halabi, Saamira —— Peabody College at Vanderbilt University
Contextual Analysis of Problem Behavior
Mathur, Sarup — Arizona State University
Kalra, Raj Kumari — Dayalbagh Education Institute

Evidence-based Interventions for Special Education: Resources from the National Dissemination Center for Children with Disabilities (NICHCY)

A Comparison Study of Chinese as a Second Language (CSL) Policies in China and Taiwan
Chang, Chi — National Chengchi University

Dying to Succeed: School, Surveillance and “At-Risk” Young Men
Navarro, Mary Lynn — Metropolitan College of New York

Indigenous Helping and Healing in Counsellor Education
Stewart, Suzanne — University of Victoria

Community-Based Indigenous Science Education in Ontario, Canada
Umângay, Umar (uma'la keoni) — Queen’s University

Children’s Literature Depicting Muslim Children In the United States
Dewayani, Sophie — University of Illinois

Two Case Studies that Integrate Innovative Strategies in Professional Development Partnerships
Cozza, Barbara — University of Scranton
Mbugua, Tata — University of Scranton

Desk Top Virtual Reality vs. Still Imagery: Effectively Addressing Learning Outcomes
Fries, Cindi — Northeastern State University
Fries, Bob — Verizon Communications

Tribal Women and Education: The Bhoksa Case
Pandey, Keya — University of Lucknow
Bhatia, Shashi — University of Lucknow

Is There a Relationship Between Perception and Self Evaluation in the Determination of Success for Minority Faculty
Heggins, Willie — Washington State University

Data Based Report Cards for Behavioral Monitoring: Preliminary Results
Burke, Mack — Texas A&M University
Hagan-Burke, Shanna — Texas A&M University

A Comparison of Paper and Pencil to Computerized Testing: Findings from a State Large Scale Assessment Program
Poggio, John — University of Kansas

Evolution of Education and Supports in Central Asia and Eastern Europe
Christ, Thomas — University of Hawaii

The Challenge of Teaching and Learning Online
Pacino, Maria — Azusa Pacific University

Educational Embodiment within an Online Graduate Program
Parsons, Jim — University of Alberta
Doherty, Maryanne — University of Alberta
Kieser, Doris — University of Alberta
McRae, Phil — University of Alberta
Improving Student Achievement in Literacy Skills
Jones, Leslie — Nicholls State University
Crochet, Frances — Nicholls State University
Boudreaux, Natalie — Nicholls State University

Utilizing E-Portfolios as Cultural Tools to Promote Preservice Teachers’ Reflective Thinking for Teacher Professional Development
Chen, Shwu-Meei — Tunghai University

Inclusion Challenges Among Family & Consumer Sciences Teachers
Arnett-Campbell, Sally — Pinckneyville High School
Eversden, Terre — Southern Illinois University

Effective Vocabulary Instruction Based on Learner’s Need: A Review of Research in Second Language Vocabulary Acquisition
Won, Mijin — Texas Tech University

Instruction of Teachers by Expert Peers—A Factor Motivating Towards Change or Causing A Feeling of Incapability
Kleeman, Sara — Academic College of Teacher Education
Harel, Miriam (Miri) — Academic College of Teacher Education

The Five Principles of Transformative Learning
Benedetto, Angela — Schenectady High School

A Comparison on the Development of Primary and Secondary Schools’ School Counseling in Hong Kong and Macao
So, Chiu-Ho — University of Macau

Teaching Science for a Sustainable Future
Goral, Mary Barr — Bellarmine University

Fostering Adequate Library Information-Seeking Behaviour Using Two Psychotherapeutic Programmes among University Research Participants
Osiki, Jonathan Ohiorenuan — University of Lesotho

Feminizing Early Mathematical Experiences: An Initiative of Putting Theory into Action
Kishore, Lalit — Senior Fellow, Centre For Unfolding Learning Potentials

Using Multimedia Technology for Construction Technology Education
Kim, Chul — Indiana University

Students’ Alternative Conceptions Regarding Physics Concepts (Model Construction and Concatenation of Empirical Studies)
Herrera, Marvin — University of the Philippines

Igniting Leadership through Mentor Coaching in Early Care and Education
Nolan, Mary — Bay Mills Community College
Skaggs, Dawn — University of Hawaii

International Exchange Programs for Educators: American and Russian Perspectives
Rapoport, Anatoli — Purdue University

Using Children’s Literature as Entry Points to Scaffold Student’s Thinking and Writing: A Teaching for Understanding Perspective
Salmon, Angela — Florida International University
Pane, Debra — Florida International University
Safety Awareness of St. Paul University Manila Managers and Full-Time Employees: Basis for the Development of a Safety Program
Ramos, Elizabeth — St. Paul University Manila
Ramos Jr, Marcelo — University of Perpetual Help System

Developing a Model Program for English Development in the Dominican Republic
Ramirez, Kristin — California State University
Chavez, Janice — California State University

Developing and Publishing Research on P-12 Schools: A University-Based Collaborative Approach
Polirstok, Susan Rovet — Lehman College, The City University of New York
Digby, Annette — Lehman College, The City University of New York

Americanization of Management Education: The Case of the Iranian Industrial Management Institute
Nasirzadeh, Reza — York University

A Search for an Impelling Force to Withhold Us from the Commission of Poverty, Criminality and Pollution
Carambas, Benedicta — University of the Philippines

Students' Conception on the Use of Mathematical Equations in Physics
Carambas, Benedicta — University of the Philippines
Tapia, Alvin Karlo — University of the Philippines
Herrera, Marvin — University of the Philippines

It's All in a Name: Changing Perceptions of a Department
Blinde, Elaine — Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Using Research Supported, Best Practice Teaching Strategies in the College Classroom
Hansen, C. Bobbi — University of San Diego

Exploring the Educational Challenges the Trillium Gift of Life Faces in Promoting Organ and Tissue Donation in Ontario
Famure, Olusegun — University Health Network/York University
Ross, Heather — University Health Network/York University
Ebbadi, Siavash — University Health Network/York University
Gilbert, Jennifer — York University

Wall Street Journal Teaching Tools and the How the WSJ is Used by Introduction to Business at Purdue University
Walton, Dustie — Purdue University
Homan, Scott — Purdue University

Schools First Initiative: A Case Study Community Management of the Department of Education’s Early Childhood Care and Development (ECCD) Program
Alcid, Apolinar — Department of Education

Implementation of the Sensory Integration Framework in Education of the Children with Autism
Glumbic, Nenad — Belgrade University
Brojcin, Branislav — Belgrade University

Empowering African-American Rural Community Leaders: The Amanda S. Cherry Resource Center
Chapman, Bernadine — Hodgin Hall – School of Education
Fort, Edward — F.D. Bluford Library – School of Education
Peterson, Saundra — Hodgin Hall – School of Education

Year-Round Schools – Economics vs. Culture in Indiana
Kline, Charles — Purdue University
The Construct and Verification of English Self-Regulated Learning Process Model in Senior High School
Wu, Ching-Jung —— Yu Da College of Business
Chang, Yu-Ping —— Yu Da College of Business

Online Special Education Program? How Can We Mentor These Graduate Students?
Schmidt, Mary —— East Carolina University
Engleman, Melissa —— East Carolina University

Orphaned and Vulnerable Children in Kenya: Advocacy to Enhance Their Right to Education
Ruto, Sara Jerop —— Women Educational Researchers of Kenya
Agwenyi, Zippy ——

Gender Imbalance in Teacher Distribution in Rural Schools in Kenya: An Inquiry into the Impact on Girls’ Educational Participation
Ruto, Sara Jerop —— Kenyatta University
Mugo, John —— Kenyatta University

Professional Development in Distance Education: Experience of India’s First Open University
Kanakasabha, Ramana —— Dr.B.R.Ambedkar Open University

Recruitment in International Students into Cameroon Tertiary Institutions in the Absence of International Offices
Tanga, Pius —— National University of Lesotho

Exploring the Contexts of Delinquency and Identity Outcomes in Single-Sex Versus Co-Educational Schools
DaCosta, Kneia —— Ursinus College
Myers, Shannon —— Ursinus College
Eakin, April —— Ursinus College

Socratic Dialog: A Useful Tool to Expedite Development of Critical Thinking Skills
Hayes, Kirby —— Purdue University
Devitt, Amy —— Purdue University

Using a Personalized Media Network for Classrooms and Learning Communities
Hyatt, Donna —— Envision Schools
Elliott, Lauren ——

An Examination of Lowell Swortzell’s Contributions to Educational Theatre
Pantelidis, Emanuel —— New York University

Be a Competent Marketer--The Study of the Marketing Program for Kaohsiung Hsin-Hsing Community University
Chiang, I-chen —— National Sun Yat-sen University
Tsai, C —— Graduate Institute of Education National Sun Yat-sen University

Positive Assessment Practice: When Assessment is at the Heart of Teaching & Learning
Kelleher, Jacqueline —— Beginning with Children Foundation
Bailey, Cynthia —— Beginning with Children Charter School
Palmore, Curtis —— Beginning with Children Charter School
Bryon, Melanie —— Community Partnership Charter School

Emergence of Corporate Universities: A Solution for Chinese Corporations
Li, Jie (Jessica) —— University of North Texas
Alagaraja, Meera —— Texas A&M University

The advantages and disadvantages
Segregation: Academically How Far Have African Americans Progressed?
Johnson, Kimberly —— Pepperdine University
Using Student Survey Results to Evaluate Educators: Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics.
van der Klooster, Marie-Louise —— Deakin University

Preparing Highly Qualified Teachers for Rural School Districts: Developing a Comprehensive Vision of K-16 Teaching and Learning
Pitkin, Rebecca —— Dickinson State University

Examining Diversity Attitudes in Context: Are Pre-Service Teachers Prepared for the Modern Classroom
Gilllis, Joseph Roy —— University of Toronto

Joining the Open Access E-Publishing Revolution: A Guide to Online Academic Publishing
Gilllis, Joseph Roy —— University of Toronto

The Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) and the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO): Governance, Education and Social Cohesion in the Transnational Muslim Community
Eidoo, Sameena —— University of Toronto

Bridging Worlds with Online and Satellite Delivery Options for Birth through Kindergarten Education
Hamlin, Kay —— Winston Salem State University
Warren, Claudia —— Winston Salem State University

ELL English Proficiency/Assessment and NCLB
Dominguez, Mark —— Clark County School District
Ramirez, Maria —— University of Nevada

Multicultural Science Investigations to Engage All Students
Moses, Valencia —— Michigan State University

Promoting the Motivation of Junior High School Students from the Rural Areas Through a Two-Day English Summer Camp
Wu, Yi-Tzu —— National Formosa University
Ho, P. S. —— National Formosa University

Teaching French Through Art
Roman, Aurelia —— Georgetown University
Thayamballi, Fabien —— Georgetown University

Hands-On Activities for the Elementary Grades
Pugh, Ava —— University of Louisiana at Monroe
Washington, Jerrilene —— University of Louisiana at Monroe

Young Scholars of Central Pennsylvania Charter School Project Preparing Global Citizens
Ogrenir, Burcin —— Pennsylvania State University

Emotional Intelligence in Early Childhood Classrooms
Ogrenir, Burcin —— Pennsylvania State University

Scaffolding a Skyscraper with a Team: The Parent-Child Book Club and Family Literacy Portfolios for Bilingual Children in Taiwan
Wang, Chiao-Li —— Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science
Lee, Pai-Lin —— Chia Nan University of Pharmacy and Science

Why Try? Innovative Interventions that Provide Hope and Motivate Youth to Overcome Poverty, Violence and Failure
Moore, Christian —— WhyTry Inc.
Allen, J —— WhyTry Inc.
Bushnell, Bruce —— WhyTry Inc.
Studies on Community Involvement for Quality Education and its Impact on Economic Development in Tamilnadu, India
Raj, D. Solomon — Pope’s College
Shanthi, D. — District Institute of Education & Training, Munanchipatti
Duraisingh, V. — Pope’s College

Using WebCT in Educational Research: An Online Assessment Tool
Brown, David — University of Tulsa
Cairns, Janet — University of Tulsa
Wiseman, Alexander — University of Tulsa

To What Extent Does Cooperative Learning Reduce Mathematics Anxiety in Pre-service Teachers?
Autin, Gwendolyn — Southeastern Louisiana University

Enhancing Communication Patterns Through the Use of Personality Type Data
Monnig, Joan — Villanova University

Reducing Cognitive Load When Teaching Mathematics Concepts by Using Worked Examples in Real-Life Contexts
Khateeb, Majeda — University of New South Wales, Sydney
Sweller, John — University of New South Wales, Sydney

Workplace Learning and Professional Development: Perspectives and Possibilities
Flores, Maria — University of Minho
Simão, Ana — University of Lisbon

The Effects of an Intervention English Tutoring Program for Refugee Students Who Must Retake the California High School Exit Exam
Stanley, Marsha — Health Professions High School

Policy Regarding Taiwan Society for Education and Cultural Economic Through Art
Huang, Mei-Hsien — Ohio State University

High-impact Society Driven Technical Education for Lasting Influence on Nation’s Economy in Developing Countries
Samuel, Sudhaker — S.J. College of Engineering
Sangameshwara, B — S.J. College of Engineering

The Effect of an Intervention Programme in a Physical Education Class in Enhancing Cardiovascular Endurance Among Malaysian Secondary School Boys
Rengasamy, Shabeshan — University of Malaya

Use of On-Line and Blended Training to Enhance Instructional Effectiveness of the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) Academy Curriculum
Peratino, Will — Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)

The Learning Crisis of Immigrant Children in Taiwan
Wen, Sophia Ming Lee — National Taiwan Normal University

Understanding the Adult Learner – Strategies for Success
Estrada, Christine — Azusa Unified School District

Supporting Conflict and Relational Practices in the Workplace
Garzitto, Emi — University Hill Secondary School

Coming to Terms with History: Reconciling Student Views of Historical Work with Teacher Expectations
Chowen, Brent — Brigham Young University – Hawaii

Challenges in Evaluating Electronic Portfolio Systems
Chan, Peter — Brigham Young University
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Fiji Education: The Village Connection
Mitchell, Barry —— Brigham Young University Hawaii Campus

Educational Experiences for a Globalizing World: The Pen Pal Project
Roberts, Sara Momii —— Middle School 113

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Schillo, Judith

Voices from the Field: How First Year Teachers Perceive Teacher Education Program Preparation
Schillo, Judith —— SUNY Cortland
Kim, Hee-Young —— SUNY Cortland
Lin, Lin —— SUNY Cortland
Porter, Renee —— SUNY Cortland
Benton, Cindy —— SUNY Cortland

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Hall, Ramona

Profile of the Alternatively Certified Teacher: A Literature Review
Hall, Ramona —— Cameron University

But is it a Journal? Revisiting Journal Writing in the Academic Setting
McKay, Roberta —— University of Alberta

Brain-Compatible Teaching and Learning: Implications for Teacher Education
Radin, Jean —— Colorado State University

Preparing Teacher Candidates with Disabilities: A Growing Experience
Bargerhuff, Mary Ellen —— Wright State University
Cole, Donna —— Wright State University

Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM 1/8/2007 Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: McDaniels, Cynthia

The Need for Shifting Paradigm for Professional Development in Educational Foundations Courses
McDaniels, Cynthia —— Southern Connecticut State University
Monday

Time: 3:00 - 4:30 PM  
Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Kem, Lee

Preventing Suicide of Students: Ask a Question – Save a Life with QPR
Kem, Lee — Murray State University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Castaño, Carolina

Improving the Comprehension of Science and the Development of Empathy Towards Nature
Castaño, Carolina — Universidad de los Andes

An Exploration of Sources for Forming Elementary School Sixth Grade Students’ Alternative Conceptions of the Definition of Respiration
Su, Ming-Chou — Tajen University
Kao, Huey-Lien — National Pingtung University of Education

Using Critical Vocabulary as a Vehicle for Comprehension in a University Level Biogeography Course
Carlson, Tom — University of Washington-Tacoma
Kinder, Diane — University of Washington-Tacoma

Adapting Science Equipment for Physical/Learning/Communication Disabilities
Stemmermann, Rachel — Kent State University
Lunsford, Suzanne — Wright State University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education
Session Chair: Kelker, Katharin

Student with Asperger’s Syndrome: Academic Productivity Increase
Kelker, Katharin — Montana State University

Preparing Teachers of Students with Vision Impairments via Web Based Instruction: Competency Attainment and Program Characteristics
Bickford, James — Portland State University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Tamashiro, Roy

Learning Culture & History Through Cinema + Travel + Online Study
Tamashiro, Roy — Webster University
Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Kinesiology & Leisure Science  
Session Chair: Matutino, Josie Solinap

Dance Instructors Before the Eyes of Dance Enthusiasts  
Matutino, Josie Solinap — University of Perpetual Help System DALTA

The Coach as Teacher: Reconceptualizing the Coach’s Role in “Educational Athletics”  
Benham, Robert — Michigan State University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Perrakis, Athena

Preparing Tomorrow’s Leaders Today: A Qualitative Assessment of the Leadership Development Needs of Aspiring Community College Administrators  
Perrakis, Athena — University of San Diego

Breaking Down Subtle and Implicit Racial Divides in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs): An Educational Mangement Perspective  
Toni, Noluthando — Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

Can Computer Software Responses to Developmental Community College Writers’ Essays Help Students Write?  
Pierce, Sally — Lansing Community College

A Development of Research Utilization Models of Graduate Students in Higher Education  
Phetmaalikul, Theeraphab — Chulalongkorn University  
Kanjanawasee, Sirichai — Chulalongkorn University  
Wiratchai, Nonglak — Chulalongkorn University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop  
Session Chair: Pittella, Rosanna

Developing the American Ethical Voice of Tomorrow  
Pittella, Rosanna — Monmouth University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Self, Nancy

Engaging Pre-K-4 Children in Storytelling to Enhance Cultural Awareness and Literacy  
Self, Nancy — Texas A&M University
Monday
Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Business Education  
Session Chair: Denby, Neil

Research with Children – Making Evidence More Reliable
Denby, Neil — University of Huddersfield

Lights...Camera...Active Learning: Integrating Film Technologies into Classroom and Online Learning as Pedagogical Praxis
Hyatt, Laura — University of La Verne  
Madjidi, Farzin — Pepperdine University

Monday
Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Workshop  
Session Chair: Nacson, Jacques

Assessing Teaching and Learning Contexts in Schools and Districts: An Expanded Definition of Accountability
Nacson, Jacques — National Education Association

Monday
Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership - Panel  
Session Chair: Island, Adreena

Looking at Leadership Through New Lens
Island, Adreena — University of San Francisco  
Vouchilas, Gus — University of San Francisco  
Mitchell, Patricia — University of San Francisco

Monday
Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Chaired by Kwok Keung Ho

Meet the Editors
This Meet the Editors session will provide an opportunity to connect authors seeking publication and editors of journals. All interested attendees are encouraged to attend this special session.

Monday
Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Angius, Sandra

Using Data to Determine the Impact of Your Educational Technology: The Instruction and Learning Appraisal
Angius, Sandra — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center  
Harsh, Sharon — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center  
Ross, John — Appalachia Regional Comprehensive Center at Edvantia
Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Milo V (Marriott)

Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Davenport, Pat

One Size Does Not Fit All: How a Model Program for Elementary School Students can be Adapted to Work for Different Ethnic and Racial Groups
Davenport, Pat — FAST National Training and Evaluation Center
Friese, Bettina — FAST National Training and Evaluation Center

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Oahu (Marriott)

Session Topic: ESL/TESL
Session Chair: Waggoner, Jacqueline

Teach Me Today, Ms. W., Because I May Be Gone Tomorrow
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland
Cisar, Sally Hood — University of Portland

New Directions for Contrastive Rhetoric Research: Pedagogical Practicality for East-Asian Writers
Walker, Deron — California Baptist University

Strategies that Bridge the Comprehension Gap for ELL Readers
Hearn, Beverly — University of Tennessee

Relative Effects of Teaching Vocabulary by Direct and Incidental Methods
Chang, Hsiu-Ying — Chienkuo Technology University
Lee, Mei-Ling — Chienkuo Technology University

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)

Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Pates, Patricia

Building Synergistic Partnerships to Increase College Access and Successful Transitions for Underrepresented Students
Pates, Patricia — University of Central Florida
Powell, Fritzlaine — University of Central Florida
Priest, DeLaine — University of Central Florida

Monday

Time: 4:45 - 6:15 PM  
1/8/2007  
Room: Territorial I (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Koeller, Marilyn

A Recipe for Survival Skills for Beginning Teachers
Koeller, Marilyn — National University
Duggan, Kristin — Hope View School
Monday

Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Mrazek, Richard

Strategies for Increasing Technology Integration into Pre-Service Teachers Teaching
Mrazek, Richard — University of Lethbridge
Meadows, Jeff — University of Lethbridge

Preparing Teachers for the Praxis Exams: The Education Resource Center at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Longwell-Grice, Robert — University of Wisconsin

Building School/University Partnerships Through Student Service Learning Experiences
Reynolds, Ruth — University of Newcastle
Williams, Cheryl — University of Newcastle
Brown, Joanna — University of Newcastle

Alternatively Certified New Teachers Finding Their Place in Urban Schools
Carter, Julie — St. John's University School of Education
Keiler, Leslie — York College

Monday

Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Wimmer, Randolph

Reflections of First Year Indian Teacher Education Program (ITEP) Graduates in Band Controlled School Environments
Wimmer, Randolph — University of Alberta
Arcand, Yvette — University of Saskatchewan
Cottrell, Michael — University of Saskatchewan
Legare, Louise — University of Saskatchewan

Monday

Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Glina, Monica

A Community of Barberians: The Community of Inquiry as a Strong Democracy
Glina, Monica — Montclair State University

When and Where I Enter?: African American and Underrepresented in Advanced Placement (a case study in identity “performance”)
William-White, Lisa — California State University, Sacramento

Displaced Students: Who Are They and How Do We Meet Their Educational Needs?
Salisbury, Mary — California State University, Stanislaus

Transnational Experiences and Personal Histories: Social Contexts of Literacy for Central American Students in Washington, D.C.
Collazo, Tehani — University of Michigan
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Science Education
Session Chair: Czerniak, Charlene

A Large Scale Teacher Quality Project: Focus on Culturally Responsive Science Teaching in Urban Settings
Czerniak, Charlene — University of Toledo
Johnson, Carla — University of Toledo

Reel Project at Wright State University an Inquiry-Based Model
Lunsford, Suzanne — Wright State University

U.S. Dept. of Energy Research Opportunities for Teachers
Warnke, Dwight — Rolla High School

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Johnson, Cinda

Using Post-School Data Research to Enhance Leadership in Special Education
Johnson, Cinda — Seattle University

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Social Studies Education
Session Chair: Pungur, Lydia

Hong Kong's Changing Social Studies Curriculum, 1985-2005
Pungur, Lydia — University of Alberta

Globalization and Labor Rights in the Thai Context
Surachetpong, Chantiwa — Silpakorn University

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education
Session Chair: Staples, Pamela

The Impact of Child /Adolescent Suicidal Behavior on Practitioners: Implications for Counselors, Educators, and Supervisors
Staples, Pamela — University of Nevada
Smith, Shannon — University of Nevada

Career Counselors: Strategies When Working with African American Clients
Airen, Osaro — Virginia Tech

What School Leaders Should Know about School Counseling
Krumm, Bernita — Oklahoma State University
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Banya, Kingsley

The Marketization of Higher Education: A View from the South  
Banya, Kingsley — Florida International University

The Role of Accreditation in the Encouragement, Restriction and Steering of Private Higher Education in Eastern Europe: A Case Study of Romania  
Faitar, Gheorghita — D’Youville College

Effectiveness of Cross-cultural Projects on Campus  
Suematsu, Kazuko — Tohoku University  
Aronoga — Tohoku University

When Are Higher Education Engagements with External Organizations Truly Feasible? Employing a Decision-Making Model  
Wanger, Stephen — Oklahoma State University

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development - Workshop  
Session Chair: Fitt, Stephen

Constructing A Collaboration Between Schools And Libraries  
Fitt, Stephen — University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
Johnson, Barbara — University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Daoust, Carolyn

Implementation Differences in Montessori Early Childhood Education  
Daoust, Carolyn — St. Mary’s College
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Mahimahi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: Boone, Jeanmarie Hamilton

Is Religiosity a Predictor of Academic Achievement Among all English Learners?
Boone, Jeanmarie Hamilton — Pepperdine University

Evaluating Performance Improvement through Repeated Measures: A Primer for Educators Considering Univariate and Multivariate Designs
Nimon, Kim — University of North Texas
Williams, Cynthia — University of North Texas
Allen, Jeff — University of North Texas

Use of Concept Maps in Assessing Learning in Higher Education
Varghese, Thomas — University of Alberta
Brook, Paula — University of Alberta

Comparative perspectives on Korean-origin girls’ gendered identity in Australia and Korea
Yang, Sunjoo — Macquarie University

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education
Session Chair: Tu, Tsung-Hui

Creating a Classroom Environment to Enhance Science Curriculum for Preschoolers
Tu, Tsung-Hui — Kent State University
Hsiao, Wei-Ying — Shawnee State University

Qualitative Single Case Design: A Valuable Methodology for Exploring Atypical Parent-Infant Attachment
Lappin, Grace — Hunter College, City University of New York

Early History and Early Years: Colonialism, Education, and Indigenous Early Childhood Development in Canada and New Zealand
Greenwood, Margo — University of Northern British Columbia
de Leeuw, Sarah — Queen’s University
Fraser, Tina Ngaroimata — University of British Columbia

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Administration - Panel
Session Chair: Weaver, Rosa

The Principal of Diversity
Weaver, Rosa — Northern Kentucky University
Cottingham, Jennifer — Northern Kentucky University
Rozier, Mary — Northern Kentucky University
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology - Workshop
Session Chair: Gillespie, Joseph

One Size Does Not Fit All: The Differentiation of Instruction
Gillespie, Joseph — Neumann College

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology
Session Chair: Young, Barbara

Learning Styles and Online Course Accommodations in the Pedagogy
Young, Barbara — Middle Tennessee State University
Hauser, Joel — Middle Tennessee State University
Sanders, John Wm (Jay) — Middle Tennessee State University

Social Transformation of University Community: A Cultural-Historical Study on Media Education and Educational Radio Broadcasting Production
Hsu, Cheng — National Chung Cheng University

Potentials and Misuses of Radio-Frequency Identification Chips (RFID) in Education
Cartwright, Glenn — McGill University

Using Faculty Learning Communities to Design and Deliver Hybrid Courses
Prostko, Jack — University of Maryland

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Elementary Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Richard, Jean-François

Assessment as an Integral Part of the Teaching-Learning Process
Richard, Jean-François — Université de Moncton

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Kristo, Janice

Reading Aloud and Independent Reading—Critical Components of a Comprehensive Literacy Program
Kristo, Janice — University of Maine
Kasten, Wendy — Kent State University
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Papio (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education
Session Chair: Tomovic, Cynthia

Young “Edventure” in Pre-Engineering Capturing the Imagination through Bell Boating
Tomovic, Cynthia — Purdue University
Train, David — Main Academy Global
Walton, A — Purdue University

Single Sex Schools: Are They Helping Academic Achievement
Parker, Fred — Henderson State University

Exploring Christian Leadership in Learning Environments
Fugitt, Gilbert — Concordia University
Madjidi, Farzin — Pepperdine University
Stachowiak, Bonni — Vanguard University
Stachowiak, Dave — Dale Carnegie of Long Beach
Wyse, Joe — Trinity International University

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Panel
Session Chair: Foo, Sue Fan

Understanding Teacher-Student Relationships and the Impact of Those Relationships on Student Learning
Foo, Sue Fan — Worcester State College
Hawkins, Annie — College of Mount Saint Joseph
Rauch, Carol — University of Cincinnati
Truax, Roberta — University of Cincinnati
Whitesell, Kathleena — University of North Carolina-Greensboro

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Leland, Christine

Teacher Education with an Attitude
Leland, Christine — Indiana University, IUPUI

Where Have All the Mentors Gone?
Sanford, Mary — City University of New York

Professors’ Reflections About Teaching Diversity/ Multicultural Education Courses in the Academy
Larke, Patricia — Texas A&M University
Larke, Alvin — Texas A&M University

Systematic Program Assessment: From Teacher Preparation Through Teacher Inservice
Sandidge, Rosetta — University of Kentucky
Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
Session Topic: Teacher Education  
Session Chair: Costner, Richard

So, You Want to Teach in a Middle School? The Attitudes and Perceptions of Preservice Middle School Teachers  
Costner, Richard — Coastal Carolina University  
Hitt, Austin — Coastal Carolina University

A Comparative Case Study of ECE Teachers  
Sim, Miki — Columbia University  
Kim, Yong — Adelphi University

Science and Mathematics Alliance for Recruiting and Retaining Teachers (SMARRT): Addressing the Teacher Shortage  
Staudt, Denise — University of the Incarnate Word

Doing Conceptual Maps: A meaningful Strategy to Understand Academic Texts  
Torres, FlorAdelia — University of Caldas  
Quintero, Josefina — University of Caldas  
Munévar, Raúl — University of Caldas

Tuesday

Time: 8:00 - 9:30 AM  
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling  
Session Chair: Greer, Gary

ACCUPLACER's Online Placement Tests - How do they work? How do they perform?  
Greer, Gary — University of Houston Downtown

Anger Management Strategies for Educators and Counselors  
Frey, Diane — Wright State University

Gifted Students in College: Suggestions for Advisors and Faculty Members  
Kem, Lee — Murray State University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Science Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Czerniak, Charlene

Teacher Professional Development: Issues Associated with Measuring Impact on Student Achievement  
Czerniak, Charlene — University of Toledo  
Johnson, Carla — University of Toledo  
Belyukova, Svetlana — University of Toledo
Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Hawaii II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Special Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Syverud, Susan

Explicit, Systematic, and Synthetic Phonics Instruction: Learning from Examples and Non-Examples
Syverud, Susan — University of North Florida
Patterson, Karen — University of North Florida

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel
Session Chair: Benson, Gwen

University, School, and Community Partnerships: Three Innovative Case Models
Benson, Gwen — Georgia State University
McClellon, Susan — Georgia State University
Ogletree, Susan — Georgia State University
Granville, Harley — Georgia State University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Jodry, Joanne

Educating Counselors/ Teachers to Work Effectively within Diverse World Religions
Jodry, Joanne — Monmouth University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: McKinnon, Christine

Organizational Communication: An Overview
McKinnon, Christine — Lansing Community College

An Analysis of Demand for International Undergraduate Programs in Thailand
Wattanavichien, Saoapak — Chulalongkorn University

Accounting for Student Variability: A Track-Based System for Teaching Applied Computer Graphics
Maicher, Kellen — Purdue University

Working Together! Student & Service users Involvement in the Planning, Development and Delivery of Educational Programmes
Main, Geraldine — University of Manchester
Jones, Alun — University of Manchester
Tuesday

Session Topic: Curriculum, Research and Development
Session Chair: Cox, Kimberley

Team Teaching: Research Findings and the State of the Literature
Cox, Kimberley — Southern Oregon University

CEWT: The Character Education Walk and Talk Professional Development Model
Beckum, Leonard — Nevada State Department of Education
Mozée, Janine — Nevada State Department of Education
Christianson, Jane — Nevada State Department of Education

Teaching and Learning through Action Research: An Analysis Across Multiple Courses
Sakshaug, Lynae — SUNY College

Methodological Issues in Developing a Student Evaluation of Teaching (SET) for Distance Education Courses
Keeler, Leslie Cordie — University of West Florida

Tuesday

Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Reynolds, Wayne

Reynolds, Wayne — University of Newcastle

Eating Roasted Rat for Dinner: How Radically Different Cultural Experiences Shape the Lives of Teacher Candidates
Lindsey, Sara — Morehead State University
Jones, Kevin — Morehead State University

Red Flags Depression Awareness for Adolescents: Results of a Large Scale Program Evaluation
Newman, Isadore — University of Akron
Smith, Shannon — University of Nevada
Newman, Carol — University of Akron
Brown, Russell — Cleveland Municipal School District
Rovnak, Amanda —

Educational Challenges for Hispanic Migrant Students
Naber, Mercedes — Lakota High School Migrant Program

Tuesday

Session Topic: Business Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Thompson, Diana

Using Indigenous Cultures to Enhance Learning in Communication Courses
Thompson, Diana — Touro College
Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo I (Marriott)
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education
Session Chair: McHugh, P. Sheehan

"Being as Event" at the Railroad School
McHugh, P. Sheehan — University of New Orleans

Overview of Science Education Studies in Year 2000-2005
Olgan, Refika — Florida State University

Chinese Parents Support Their Children’s Chinese Language Skill in the United States
Tsai, Yi-Wen — Pennsylvania State University
Tsao, Ya-Lun — Pennsylvania State University

Ra, Sun Hee — Sung Kyun Kwan University
Hyun, Eun Ja — Sung Kyun Kwan University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo II (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Administration
Session Chair: da Costa, José

School Administrator Preparation Programs: A Transnational Perspective on the State of the Art and Possible Future Directions
da Costa, José — University of Alberta
Wallace, Janice — University of Alberta
Foster, Rosemary — University of Alberta

An Urban School District-University Initiative: Developing Effective Leaders from Within
Stratton, Susan — Northern Illinois University
Wasonga, Teresa — Northern Illinois University
Crawford, Jon — Northern Illinois University

The Impact of NCLB on School Districts
Love, Ruth — Graduate School of Education

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Psychology
Session Chair: Edwards, Oliver

Grandchildren Raised By Grandparents: School Support Interventions
Edwards, Oliver — University Of Central Florida

Identification of National Education Issues (problem-finding) and Its Relationship to Creativity in Preservice Teachers
Reffel, James — Valdosta State University
Reffel, Julia — Valdosta State University
Callahan, Joseph — Dickinson State University
Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop  
Session Chair: Sias, Betty

Multiple Perspectives of Technology Integration: Higher Education, Teacher Preparation, Remediation, English as Second Language (ESL), High School, & Administration
Sias, Betty —— Marshall University  
Nash, Sherri —— Collins Career Center  
Olson, LeAnne —— Marshall Community Technical College  
Olson, LeVene —— Marshall University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Educational Technology  
Session Chair: Lauber, Erick

The Diffusion of Educational Technologies in the K-12 Environment
Lauber, Erick —— Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Internet User Policies: Establishing Effective Guidelines for Appropriate Online Behavior and Technology Use
Onchwar, Grace —— University of North Dakota  
Keengwe, Jared —— Muskingum College

Computer Technology Integration into Classroom Instruction: Students’ Perceptions and the Implications on Student Learning
Keengwe, Jared —— Muskingum College

The Mating Game: Energy Expenditure by Undergraduate Students
Lane, Jonathan —— University of Lethbridge

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Reading Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Cheatham, Jennifer

Current Perspective of Reading Instruction
Cheatham, Jennifer —— Texas A&M-Commerce

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Misangyi Watts, Margit

Who, Why, and How? Engaging Students in Higher Education
Misangyi Watts, Margit —— University of Hawaii
Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Helterbran, Valeri

Promoting Critical Thinking Skills through Discussion
Helterbran, Valeri — Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Greene, Thomas

Looking at Work Sample Results Collectively and the Effect on P-12 Student Learning
Greene, Thomas — University of Portland
Waggoner, Jacqueline — University of Portland

Reflective Practice: A Tool for Professional Development for Academics
Chamberlain, Barbara — Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki

Addressing the Critical Shortage of Teachers who are African-American in the Field of Deaf Education
Winston, Shaitaisha — Abilene Christian University
Crain, Kelly Lamar — University of South Florida

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Lewis, Erica-lee

Exploring Diversity and Disability: A Workshop
Lewis, Erica-lee — New York University
Sobelman, Marilyn — New York University

Tuesday

Time: 9:45 - 11:15 AM 1/9/2007 Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Academic Advising and Counseling - Workshop
Session Chair: McCarthy, Henry

Constructively Dealing with Personal and Academic Disruption in the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
McCarthy, Henry — Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/9/2007 Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Childs, Mattie

Lesson Helpers: A Work in Progress Report
Childs, Mattie — Georgia Perimeter
Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Canada, Robbie

Implementing the Effective Schools Model in At-Risk Schools
Canada, Robbie — University of Oklahoma  
Kidd, Susan — University of Oklahoma  
Wilson, Beth — University of Oklahoma

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Ware, Franita

Cultural Responsive Pedagogy in a Multi-Cultural Setting: Creating a Culture of Achievement with College Journalism Students
Ware, Franita — Spelman College  
Cheers, Michael — San Jose State University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Holmes-Robinson, Jill

Peer Intervention: Training Students to Help Students and to Assist Professionals and Counselors in Higher Education  
Holmes-Robinson, Jill — Georgetown University  
Thomas, Celeste — James Madison University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Higher Education  
Session Chair: Suddaby, Gordon

Academic Development and Student Learning: Making the Connection
Suddaby, Gordon — Massey University  
Naidoo, Kogi — Massey University

Identifying Faculty Members’ Multiple Intelligences in Institute of Public Administration Saudi Arabia
AbdulAziz, Arwa — University of Arkansas  
Frayyan, Mosaed Al — Institute of Public Administration Saudi Arabia

“Why Do They Keep Making the Same Mistakes?!" Helping Students Reduce Repeated Errors in Writing
Austin, Linda — Glendale Community College

Educational Effects on Career Exploration Course
Suematsu, Kazuko — Tohoku University  
Arona — Tohoku University
Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Panel  
Session Chair: Springgay, Stephanie

Curriculum and the Cultural Body
Springgay, Stephanie — Penn State University  
Freedman, Debra — Penn State University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Early Childhood Education - Workshop  
Session Chair: Lovett, Nancy

Early Childhood Professional Development: Utilizing Research-Based Practices in Literacy and Mathematics Delivery
Lovett, Nancy — Early Childhood Regional Training Center  
Robertson, Jo — Murray State University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Music Education  
Session Chair: Davidova, Jelena

Music Perception Levels of Primary School Pupils
Davidova, Jelena — Daugavpils University  
Kokina, Irena — Daugavpils University

The Hammer is the Teacher: Taking World Music Instruction to a Higher Level as Experienced Through Balinese Gamelan
Eros, John — University of Michigan – Ann Arbor

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  
Session Topic: Education Policy and Leadership  
Session Chair: O'Reilly, Derek

Measuring Assessment: A Comparison of Grading Methodologies
O'Reilly, Derek — Dundalk Institute of Technology, Ireland  
Doody, James — Institute of Technology, Tallaght, Ireland

Challenges to a Seamless, Responsive Education System in Ohio
Nordgren, R. D. — Cleveland State University  
Brown, Sharon — Cleveland State University

How Can Higher Education Encourage Faculty To Become More Community-Engaged?: Three Probationary Faculty From San Francisco State Share Their Experiences from the Firing Line
van Olphen, Juliana — San Francisco State University  
Ulasewicz, Connie — San Francisco State University  
Walsh, Dave — San Francisco State University
Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Secondary Education
Session Chair: Chung, Ming-Fen

Implementing Cooperative Learning to Raise Motivation and Communicative Willingness of Junior High School Students
Chung, Ming-Fen — National Formosa University
Chang, Po-Kai — National Formosa University
Wang, Yen-Ju — National Formosa University
Chen, Chi-Yen — National Formosa University
Pan, Yang-Ting — National Formosa University
Chiang, Yi-Chen — National Formosa University

Defining Access to the General Curriculum for High School Students with Severe Disabilities (SD)
Dymond, Stacy — University of Illinois
Renzaglia, Adelle — University of Illinois

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo IV (Marriott)
Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop
Session Chair: Underwood, Jason

Technology for Data-Driven Decision-Making
Underwood, Jason — Northern Illinois University
Cummings, Corenna — Northern Illinois University
Kalkman, Deborah — Northern Illinois University
DeFrates-Densch, Nancy — Northern Illinois University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM 1/9/2007 Room: Milo V (Marriott)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Cruz, Jocelyn

Communicating and Collaborating with Parents and Families: Ways and Means To Avoid Legal Skirmishes
Cruz, Jocelyn — De La Salle University

Experiential Education: Learning by Doing
Gosselink, Carol — Missouri State University
Myllykangas, Susan — Northwest Missouri State University

Death & Dying: An Online Problem-Based Learning Module
Myllykangas, Susan — Northwest Missouri State University
Gosselink, Carol — Missouri State University
Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Moi (Pacific Beach)
Session Topic: Reading Education
Session Chair: McCollin, Michelle

Strategies for Addressing Reading Achievement Gaps in Students from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Backgrounds
McCollin, Michelle — Slippery Rock University

LA GEAR UP Summer Learning Camp: An Innovative Summer Enrichment Program for Enhancing Literacy Skills Across the Curriculum and Promoting Life-Long Learning
Jaggers, Loretta — Grambling State University
McJamerson, Nanthailia — Grambling State University
Williams-Smith, Doris — Grambling State University
Foster, Elaine — Grambling State University
Newman, Kathryn — Grambling State University
Johnson, Anthony — Grambling State University
Frank, Diana — Louisiana State Department of Education

The Alienating Alphabet in Mexican Indigenous Literacy Education
Lopez-Gopar, Mario — OISE-UT/FL-UABJO

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Benton-Borghi, Hope

Teaching Every Student in the 21st Century: Teacher Efficacy and Technology
Benton-Borghi, Hope — Ohio Dominican University

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Territorial II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Lin, Yu-Mei

The Effects of Teaching Continuing Professional Education on Aspects of Adult Learners’ Character and Needs
Lin, Yu-Mei — China Institute of Technology

Preservice Teacher Preparation: From Cohorts to Communities
Dinsmore, Jan — Eastern Oregon University

A Beginning Teacher’s Journey Toward Culturally Responsive Practice
Tinney, Mari Vawn — Brigham Young University
Birrell, James — Brigham Young University
Wilder, Lynn — Brigham Young University

An Intervention in a Teacher Education Program: A Plan and a Pilot
Pruisner, Peggy — Wartburg College
Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Territorial III (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Barrett, Helen

The REFLECT Initiative: Researching and Developing a Continuum of E-Portfolios for Tomorrow’s Teachers
Barrett, Helen —— Researcher and Consultant
St. Arnauld, Cheri —— Maricopa Community Colleges
Ostos, Ray —— Maricopa Community Colleges
Brite, Jan —— Arizona Department of Education

Tuesday

Time: 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Waikiki III (Marriott)
Session Topic: Cross-disciplinary areas of Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Keeley, James

Research in Juvenile Correctional Education: A Multi-Discipline Approach to the Stories of Transition and Education
Keeley, James —— Juvenile Correctional Education
Morrison, Marybeth —— Eastern University

Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Hawaii I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Mathematics Education
Session Chair: Huang, Jingzi

Students’ Perceptions on Communicating Mathematically -- A Case Study of a Secondary Mathematics Classroom
Huang, Jingzi —— Monmouth University
Normandia, Bruce —— Monmouth University

Integrating Engineering Topics into Mathematics and Computer Science Courses
Pyzdrowski, Laura —— West Virginia University
Pyzdrowski, Anthony —— California University of Pennsylvania

The Impact of Teacher Professional Development on Math Achievement
Sottile Jr, James —— Marshall University
Watts, Kelly —— Regional Educational Services Agency II
Blevins, Dale —— Regional Educational Services Agency II
Cockrille, Dee —— Mingo County Schools

Making Math Work: Integrating Academic and Occupational Education
Stone III, James —— University of Minnesota

Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  1/9/2007  Room: Honolulu (Marriott)
Session Topic: Distance Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Foreman, Faith

Discover U: Celebrating the Power of Vision, Innovation and Collaboration
Foreman, Faith —— University of Houston
Tuesday

Room: Kaiulani I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Counselor Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Holmes-Robinson, Jill

Helping Minority and At-Risk Students: The Holmes Model of Brief-Intrusive Counseling
Holmes-Robinson, Jill — Georgetown University

Tuesday

Room: Kaiulani II (Hilton)
Session Topic: Higher Education
Session Chair: Hardin, Deletha

Beyond Behavior: Extending the Theory of Reasoned Action to Examine College Choice, Well-Being, and Performance
Hardin, Deletha — University of Tampa
Witcher, Betty — Peace College

Influences of Strategies, Knowledge Sharing and Transfer on the Success of University-Organization Collaboration in Research and Development: A Case Study of Thailand
Kohengkul, Supaporn — Chulalongkorn University
Wongwanich, Suwimon — Chulalongkorn University
Wiratchai, Nonglak — Chulalongkorn University

Transition to University: Experiences of Ontario's Francophone Minority
Lamoureux, Sylvie — University of Toronto

(Un)Comfortable with Achievement?
Pittman, Anthony — Sacred Heart University

Tuesday

Room: Kou (Marriott)
Session Topic: Other Areas of Education
Session Chair: Burnett, Greg

Teaching in Very Difficult Times: Solomon Island Teachers’ Narratives of Perseverance
Burnett, Greg — University of Otago
Dorovolomo, Jeremy — University of the South Pacific

Urban Research: The Real Achievement Gap
Wynne, Joan — Florida International University

Middle School Is Not a Movement: A Balanced Approach
Ludolph, Marilyn — Dominican University
Manning, Tyra — Dominican University

Understanding Regulatory Issues on Negligence: Ways and Means of Avoiding Liabilities
Cruz, Jocelyn — De La Salle University
Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/9/2007  
Room: Milo IV (Marriott)

Session Topic: Educational Technology - Workshop
Session Chair: Soujah, Souhail

Don’t Tell me, Show Me: The Value of Imagination in Film Studies
Soujah, Souhail — Golden Secondary School

Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/9/2007  
Room: Salons A & B (Marriott)

Poster Session

Students with Disabilities in Postsecondary Education: Barriers to Success and Implications for Professionals
Johnson, AdriAnne — University of Arkansas
Maldonado, José — Monmouth University

Technology Applications in the Physical Education Classroom
Schutten, Mary — Grand Valley State University
Rowe, Patricia — Grand Valley State University
Wegner, Kristin — Grand Valley State University

Technology Applications in Physical Education Teacher Preparation
Schutten, Mary — Grand Valley State University
Rowe, Patricia — Grand Valley State University
Wegner, Kristin — Grand Valley State University

Helping Novice Teachers Evaluate Teaching Strategies
Thompson, Cecelia — University of Arkansas
Thompson, Dale — University of Arkansas
Owens, Terri — University of Arkansas

Teaching Initiations to Children with Autism Using Visual Support
Lovaas, Erik Ernst — California State University, Los Angeles
Symon, Jennifer — California State University, Los Angeles

How Teachers Reconstruct their Pedagogical Content Knowledge in Curriculum Reform: The Stories of Two Taiwan Elementary School Teachers
Chien, Hong-chu — National Hsinchu University of Education

Community College Offers Valuable Resources to School/University Partnership
Downey, Portia — Northern Illinois University
Sides, Molly — Rock Valley Community College

Factors Affecting Career Optimism: Making the Transition from Postsecondary Education to Employment
Roeessler, Richard — University of Arkansas – Fayetteville
Rumrill, Phillip — Kent State University

Relationship between Effective Classroom Management, Teacher Retention, and Student Achievement
Scarpaci, Richard — St John’s University

Teaching Art of Chinese Literature Courses In Taiwan’s Senior High School
Yang, Su-Ling — National Changhua University of Education
Yang, Ya-fei — National Changhua Senior High School
An Evaluation of the Importance and Use of the Elements of Effective High School Service Learning Programs that Include Students With and Without Disabilities
Renzaglia, Adelle — University of Illinois
Dymond, Stacy — University of Illinois

A Construct Validation Study of the Epistemological Beliefs Inventory
Corkill, Alice — University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Bendixen, Lisa — University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Service Learning In Elementary Science Education
Tooker, Gail — S.U.N.Y

Incorporating International Research Experience into Teaching: Applications from a Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León and Texas A&M University Collaboration
Harder, Amy — Texas A&M University
Wingenbach, Gary — Texas A&M University

Using Digital Photography to Document Research and Practice in Early Childhood Education
Hinitz, Blythe — College of New Jersey
Hinitz, Herman — College of New Jersey

The Efficacy of Conducting Cross Disciplinary Crisis Team Training for School Districts
Low, Lori — University of San Diego

Translators and Language Interpreter: Linking Communication Needs with Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students and their Families
Saldivar-Parra, Maria — Northern Arizona University
Max, Marie — Northern Arizona University

Underlying Dimensions of Vocabulary Knowledge and Their Relations with Reading Comprehension
Phythian-Sence, Caroline — Florida State University
Wagner, Richard — Florida State University

Instructional Strategies for the Inclusive Classroom: What Does the Research Say
Fore, III, Cecil — University of Georgia
Boon, Richard — University of Georgia
Lawson Sr., Carl — Chicago State University

Participatory Action Research for School-based Management and Teacher Professional Development
Jogthong, Chalermsri — Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University
Pimolbunyong, Rosarin — Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University

Adolescent Cutting: Educators Need to Become Aware of This Growing Global
Dougherty, Charlotte — Webster University
Stiles, Deborah — Webster University

A Review of Motivation and Communication of Cooperative Learning
Chen, Chiu-Yen — National Formosa University
Wang, Yen-Ju — National Formosa University
Pan, Yang-Ting — National Formosa University
Chiang, Yi-Chen — National Formosa University
Chang, Po-Kai — National Formosa University
Chung, Ming-Fen — National Formosa University

The Place of “Lab” Courses in Educational Administration Programs
Kelly, Christine — Dominican University
Manning, Tyra — Dominican University
Impacts of Preschool Literacy Curricula Through Kindergarten: Results of a Randomized Evaluation  
Lonigan, Christopher — Florida State University  
Clancy-Menchesetti, Jeanine — Florida State University  
Phillips, Beth — Florida State University

A Study on Strategies of Interest Groups for Educational Policy Legitimation in Taiwan: Implications for Integration Between Nursery and Kindergarten  
Lin, Chun-Wen — National Taiwan Normal University

A Correlative Study Between Only Children's Temperament Styles and Parental Child Rearing Styles in Taiwan  
Hsu, Chun-yu — Fooyin University  
Hsiao, Yen-ju — Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science  
Hsiao, Chi-lin — Spalding University

Integrated Service-Learning in a Pre-Service Teacher Education Program  
Mercer, Debbie — Fort Hays State University

A Comparison of Traditional Teaching Methods and Problem-Based Learning in an Addiction Studies Class  
Sevening, Diane — University of South Dakota

Exploring Teacher Inquiry as a Form of Action Research  
Davenport, Elizabeth — Florida A&M University  
Smith, Marian — Florida A&M University  
Osagie, Johnston — Florida A&M University

A Study Between Only Children’s Temperament Styles and Parental Child Attachment Styles in Taiwan  
Hsu, Chun-yu — Fooyin University  
Hsiao, Yen-ju — Chia Nan University of Pharmacy & Science  
Hsiao, Chi-lin — Spalding University

Modeling for Ethics and Equity in Teacher Education  
Furrow, Hannah — University of Michigan

Temporary Staffing Agencies Invested in Temporary Workers’ Training: An Employee-Organization Relationship Perspective  
Feng, Thomas Chia-Yi — National Changhua University of Education

Decreasing the Challenging Behaviors of Three Students with Autism in School Settings  
Jenkins, William Anthony — California State University  
Symon, Jennifer — California State University

Alcohol Consumption and Driving Patterns among College Students  
Bass, Martha — Sam Houston State University  
Keathley, Rosanne — Sam Houston State University

The Process Model Construction and Applied Analysis for Educational Policy Legitimation in Taiwan  
Yen, Kuo-Liang — National Hsinchu University of Education

Using Picture Books as a Tool to Develop Children’s Global Awareness  
Cai, Weiwei — West Chester University  
Kong, Ailing — Saint Joseph's University

Comparative Evaluation of Two Majors Designed for Elementary Science Teacher Preparation  
Joseph, Jann — Grand Valley State University

Energizing Teacher Education Programs by Offering Alternative Deliver Modes  
Lorence, Laurie — San Diego Mesa College
An In-depth Case Study: Technology Integration in an English Composition Class
Handa, Junko — Towson University
Laster, Barbara — Towson University

School-based Clinic Experiences for Teacher Education: Issues of Equity and Access
Tidwell, Deborah — University of Northern Iowa
Hoewing, Bonnie — University of Northern Iowa

The University of Arkansas’ Vocational Education M.A.T. Program: Graduates’ Perceptions of Teacher Preparation
Owens, Terri — University of Arkansas

This We Believe and We Have Acted: Collaborative Research Project on Implementing National Middle School Association Belief Statements
Rishel, Teresa — Kent State University
Friesen, Deborah — University of Hawaii

Supervising and Assessing Interns Using Conceptually Aligned Instruments and Improvement Plans
Bradley, Mary Jane — Arkansas State University

Significance of Background Experiences Related to Support Needs of Alternatively Certified Novice Teachers
Casey, Patricia — Texas Woman’s University
Abrego, Michelle — University of Texas - Brownsville

Implicit Knowledge of Creativity Viewed by Korean Talented Students
Choe, Insoo — Sungkyunkwan University
Lee, Mina — Sungkyunkwan University
Lee, Hyeyeon — Sungkyunkwan University
Song, Yuna — Sungkyunkwan University

Developing Collaborative Partnerships for Young Children with Disabilities
Giacobbe, Alice — Northeastern Illinois University
Hiteman, Mary Ann — First Baptist Church

Electronic Mentoring for Beginning Special Educators
Giacobbe, Alice — Northeastern Illinois University

Building a Professional Development School Partnership from the Ground Up: A High School and a University Working Together to Prepare Secondary Education Teachers
Oliva, Linda — University of Maryland Baltimore County

Teaching School-Aged Learning Disabled Children Skills of Self-Determination
Henry-Beauchamp, Leah — Kean University

Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM    1/9/2007    Room: Territorial I (Hilton)
Session Topic: Teacher Education - Workshop
Session Chair: Jodry, Joanne

Teachers, Counselors, Administrators & Countertransference: Bridging the Gaps between Psychology and Education
Jodry, Joanne — Monmouth University
Trotman, Fran — Monmouth University
Tuesday

Time: 1:15 - 2:45 PM  
1/9/2007  
Room: Territorial II (Hilton)

Session Topic: Teacher Education
Session Chair: Koziol, Jr, Stephen

NCATE Board of Examiner Training: Perspectives from Higher Education and School-based Trainees
Koziol, Jr, Stephen — University of Maryland
Schweighofer, Ann — Wayne Highlands School District

Development of Research-Based Design of Professional Development Program
Meesuk, Parinya — Chulalongkorn University
Wongwanich, Suwimon — Chulalongkorn University

The 2+2 Mutual Coaching Process: Staff Development for Professional Teachers
Brinton, Robert — Camp LeJeune Schools
LeBlanc, Alyce — Capella University
Allen, Dwight — Old Dominion University

Action Research in a Graduate Reading Program
Marinaccio, Philomena — Florida Atlantic University
Steele, Brittany — Florida Atlantic University
Saffer-Domino, Lynn — Florida Atlantic University
Milano, Doris — Florida Atlantic University
Bove, Gina — Florida Atlantic University
Artman, Trisha — Florida Atlantic University
Ayers, Kristi — Florida Atlantic University
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